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18.0 Scenarios

• Proximity. An enemy unit moves within 2 hexes of their location.

Operation Dauntless includes many short to medium length scenarios in addition to the historical three day scenario. Most scenarios
represent historical actions, but some are hypothetical. A few of
them have been designed with the goal of introducing newcomers
to the game system, and can be played in half an hour or less. Note
that the entire span of actions covered here, from June 16th to June
27th, is not playable as a single, long campaign because of significant
gaps in the action. Players wishing to explore the idea of linking
chronological scenarios into a longer campaign should look at 21.0
Linking the Scenarios into a “Grand Campaign”.

• Drawing Fire. An enemy unit fires on them or their hex via AT
Fire or a Ranged Attack.

• Outflanked. An enemy unit enters their hex row.

Photo Disclaimer: While many of the photos appearing in this
book are of the actual units involved in Operation Dauntless and
were taken at roughly the time of the operation, others are simply
representative of the infantry and weapon types employed by the
British and Germans during the Normandy battles and appear here
for “flavor.”

18.0.1 General Rules for All Scenarios
The following rules apply to all scenarios, unless otherwise indicated
in the scenario instructions:
• On the Sequence of Play (3.0), the British player is Player One
and the German player is Player Two.
• Units of both sides must obey stacking limits during setup.
• Units with transports may begin the game loaded/towed, but are
not required to do so.
• Units may not begin Dug-In, but have all “Digging In” markers
available.
• The weather, ground condition, and time of day listed on the turn
track apply to all non-tutorial scenarios. For tutorial scenarios see
18.T on page 3.
• The game begins with the British Reset Phase and follows the
Sequence of Play (3.0).
• Players start with zero Reinforcement Points and do not earn any
during the scenario.
• The maximum number of active British formations is dictated by
the Activation Limit in 18.0.3.1.

When any unit or units of a formation are activated via one of the
above methods, all other on-map units of that formation become
activated.
Note: “Formation” here means units that begin the game as part
of the same Reinforcement Group, as indicated on the Reinforcement Card. For example, British tanks activate as a squadron of
5 units and German recon units (Auf) activate as a company of
2-5 units. For British infantry, it is typically a battalion (8 units).

18.0.3.1 British Activation Limits
The British player may have a maximum of five infantry battalions
(including the KRRC Rifle Battalion) and five tank squadrons active at any one time.
The German player can force one or more formations to activate
by any of the bulleted items in 18.0.3, which may cause the British
player to exceed the activation limit for a formation type (infantry
or tank). If the British player is at or above the activation limit for a
formation type, he may not activate another formation of that type
until he deactivates formations (see 18.5 Special Rule #5) of that type
and the number of active formations falls below the activation limit.
Active recon (Rec) and Kensington MG units (Ken) do not count
towards the infantry limit, and the Achilles (146 AT) and 79th Armoured Division “Funnies” (B/22D, 82/RE, 141RAC) do not count
towards the tank limit.
Design Note: The British offensive was organized to attack with
three battalions “up,” often with one or two additional brigades
protecting the flanks. The supply structure and indeed the structure
of the divisional artillery reflected this. This rule conveniently
prevents the British player from accumulating more and more
active formations throughout the course of the battle. A savvy
British player will want to pull his damaged formations out of the
line and replace them with fresh ones as sufficient Reinforcement
Points become available.

18.0.2 Partial Map Scenarios

18.0.4 Tracking Victory Points

Some scenarios use only a portion of the full map as indicated in
their setup. A scenario-specific map boundary is considered a map
edge, per 4.2.1.

The following rules for tracking Victory Points apply to all scenarios,
unless otherwise indicated in the scenario instructions.
These VP adjustments must be tracked as they occur:

18.0.3 Inactive Units

• VP penalties for failed OSM checks (if using Optional Rule 19.5
Operational Sector Markers).

Per individual scenario instructions, some units begin the game in
an inactive state. Inactive units may be marked with the provided
“Inactive” markers or rotated 180 degrees to denote their state.
Inactive units may not take any action. This includes movement,
Ranged Attacks, AT Fire, and Digging In. Once activated via one of
the methods outlined below, they function normally for all purposes.
Inactive units normally activate per the rules for Reinforcements
(13.1). Some inactive units activate automatically during the Action
Phase of a specific game turn, as indicated in the scenario instructions
and/or on the Turn Track and Reinforcement Cards.
Inactive units activate automatically the instant any of the following
cases applies:

• VP penalties for German stacks operating on the wrong side of
the German Divisional Boundary (see 4.2.3). This applies only
when units of both 12SS and Panzer Lehr appear together in a
scenario.
• VPs earned for the destruction of enemy attached Transports (see
18.0.5, final bullet).
• VPs earned for German Mid-Game Objectives (see 18.5, Victory
Conditions).
Important: In all scenarios, unless stated otherwise, both players are
awarded Victory Points (VPs) for enemy losses at the end of the final
turn (see 18.0.5). VPs for hex objectives and enemy losses are not
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calculated until the end of the scenario, unless specified otherwise
in the scenario instructions. An OOS objective is worth half its VP
value when scoring VPs for that objective. In such cases, first total
the value of all OOS objectives, then halve the total, rounding any
fraction up to the next whole number.
Although it is not normally necessary to track VPs for enemy losses
as they occur, some scenarios require this for their automatic victory
conditions. If a player suspects that he might be close to winning via
an automatic victory condition, he may want to count up these VPs.
A players’ VP total may never be less than zero; negative VPs are not
tracked. Instead, for each negative VP, the opponent gains one VP.
Example: The British player has 0 VPs and is forced to lose 2 VPs.
He remains at 0 and the German player is awarded 2 VPs.

18.0.5 Victory Points for Enemy Losses
Unless indicated otherwise in the scenario instructions, both players
are awarded VPs at the end of the final turn as follows:
• 1 VP for every two-step enemy leg unit reduced at the end of the
game, including British Carrier Platoons.
• 3 VP for every two-step enemy leg unit eliminated at the end of
the game, including British Carrier Platoons.
• 1 VP for every single-step enemy leg unit eliminated at the end
of the game, including recon infantry, British Scout Platoons,
pioneers, MGs, mortars, breakdown units, towed flak, AT guns,
and IGs. This includes units with attached transports that are leg
units on their unloaded side.
• 1 VP per eliminated step of enemy independent transport, armored
car, self-propelled AA, or self-propelled weapon half-track units
(including Stummels, Flammpanzerwagen, and recon half-tracks).
• 2 VP per step of enemy AFV units eliminated (thus a two-step
unit is worth 4 VPs if eliminated); this does not include vehicle
types covered in the preceding bullets.
• 1 VP per Transport Pool loss while the corresponding Transport
Pool is at 1 or higher. This increases to 2 VP per loss once the
Transport Pool is at zero. Important: Unlike other VPs awarded
for enemy losses, VPs earned from the Transport Pool should be
recorded immediately using the provided VP markers on the Info
Track.
Both on-map units and units in the Dead Pool are counted. Infantry
units that begin the scenario reduced still count for VPs if they are
still reduced at the end of the scenario. This does not apply to vehicles
or heavy weapons as these unit types are not recoverable (except via
Replacements). Units that did not appear in the scenario do not count
as eliminated, nor do Reinforcements that were never committed.

18.0.6 Play Times
The times listed in the scenarios are for focused and experienced
players who are already thoroughly familiar with the rules and the
general tactics and strategies of each side. New players should expect
to take double or even triple the time shown for their first few games.

18.0.7 Victory Point Bid Method
Every effort has been made to balance the scenarios in order to
provide a competitive gaming experience. Where possible, the Victory Conditions themselves have been adjusted rather than historical
variables. Despite the efforts of the playtesters, a particular scenario
may still feel unbalanced to some players. This may be the result of
an overlooked rule on the part of the players, or their discovery of
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some strategy which we didn’t consider in our playtests. If you feel
a particular scenario is unbalanced, try using the following rules:
Both players write down their bid in VPs on a piece of paper and
reveal this number simultaneously. The player with the highest bid
may choose which side he wishes to play, and the other player is
awarded VPs equal to his opponent’s bid. Obviously, this approach
won’t work for scenarios that do not rely on VPs.
Suggestions: For the Campaign Game, a bid of 20-30 VPs is a good
starting point for players of roughly equal skill levels who prefer to
play the same side. 40-60 VPs makes a good starting bid for balancing games between players of differing familiarity and/or skill levels.

18.0.8 Map Locations of Note
Bordel (the river) is defined as the stream which begins at hexside
0723/0822 and flows generally northward, curving west at hexside
0910/0911 and merging with the Seulles River at 0310/0311.
Brettevillette is defined as village hexes 1020 and 1120.
Cristot is defined as the following six village hexes (and note that
they are in two “clumps” separated by bocage hexes): 1203, 1204,
1304, 1504, 1603, and 1604.
Fontenay is defined as the following fourteen village hexes: 0610,
0710, 0711, 0810, 0811, 0910, 0911, 0912, 1010, 1011, 1110, 1111,
1112, and 1211.
Parc de Boislonde (Boislonde Park) is defined as hexes 1008 and
1108.
Rauray is defined as the following four village hexes: 1217, 1317,
1318, and 1417.
Tessel Woods is defined as the following four woods hexes: 0614,
0615, 0714, and 0715.

18.T Tutorial Scenarios
Note: Some of the tutorials, including the first two, can be found
on the Getting Started cards.
This series of mini-scenarios is recommended to new players, as they
introduce the rules incrementally. Most of the scenarios should take
an hour or less to complete once players are familiar with the rules.
They can be played solitaire, or competitively between two players.
They are purely hypothetical and are for instructional purposes only.
In addition to the rules outlined in 18.0.1, the following rules apply to all Tutorial scenarios unless stated otherwise in the scenario
instructions:
• All game turns are daylight turns with unlimited LOS; ignore any
mention of smoke, fog, LOS, or time of day that is printed on the
Turn Track.
• Neither player has Reinforcements, Assets, or Artillery available.
• Transport Pools are unlimited; both players score ½ VP for the
elimination of each enemy attached transport. Transport Pool
markers may be placed in the “0” cell of the Info Track and moved
into the cells to the right to track scored VPs, placing a marker
between two cells to indicate half-VP values.
• Victory is determined as described in each scenario. 18.0.4 and
18.0.5 do not apply unless specified.
• Ignore the supply state of objectives when scoring VPs at the end
of the scenario.
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No Optional Rules should be used for the tutorials, with the exception
of 19.1 Fire Control which may be used (where applicable) if agreed
upon in advance by both players, or as specified by the scenario.

18.T1 Tutorial: Movement, ZOC and Combat
“Delay at Fontenay”

18.T2 Tutorial: Assaults and Recovery
“Blind Assaults”

It is recommended that new players start with this scenario, which
is located on the Getting Started: Infantry card.

This scenario is located on the Getting Started: Infantry card.

Strategic Notes:

Strategic Notes:

(continued from the Getting Started: Infantry card)

(continued from the Getting Started: Infantry card)
As the British player, you will need to press the attack, trying for
4:1 or better odds, and attempting to surround German units when
possible. Keep in mind that an eZOC does not extend into close terrain, and use your Carrier Platoons to exploit gaps in the enemy line;
even dismounted, they are still your fastest units, with a MA of 6.
As the German player, you’ll find yourself retreating and forming
up again each turn, sometimes falling back a bit voluntarily in order to tidy up the line or plug a gap. You should attempt to form a
contiguous line of units (or ZOC into vacant field or light bocage
hexes) in order to stall the British advance. Since all of your units are
single-step, you won’t be attempting any Recovery rolls, but don’t
forget to Dig In (14.0) whenever possible. Recall that your pioneers
can Dig In in a single game turn, even in an eZOC. Finally, if the
British player is leaving reduced units alone or vulnerable, don’t be
afraid to counterattack them and try for a win via kills—especially
if you can get concentric attacks.

In playtests, I began to refer to this scenario as “Lucky 13” because
the British basically have 13 turns in which to achieve a number of
lucky CRT results at fairly low final odds in order to make enough
progress to win.
Recall that units need to begin their Action Phase stacked, and
remain a stack during movement, in order to assault as a stack. Be
mindful of the Assault modifiers for waterways, Dug-In markers,
Strongpoints, close terrain, and German pioneers (yellow-box CS),
and of Strongpoints’ effects on losses (14.6.1).
Lack of ZOC has several implications. Learning about these now
is very helpful for players who wish to progress to the Campaign
Game, which begins with four turns of heavy fog just like the fog
in this tutorial. Implications include: Units can attempt Recovery
even when adjacent to the enemy, waltz past enemy units without
stopping, and use road movement to move adjacent to the enemy
(but not to assault).
The British player will need to assault regularly at fairly low odds
but hopefully never less than 1:2 final odds. He should try to avoid
assaulting from field against a non-field defending hex when possible, and he should never assault unless he has at least two fullstrength, two-step units with which to absorb the mandatory two
step reductions when an Assault goes badly. The British will need to
continually rotate out their reduced infantry with fresh ones, pulling
the reduced ones back—preferably all the way to the vicinity of St.
Pierre—in order to gain the maximum number of positive DRMs to
Recovery attempts. Thirteen game turns may seem like a lot of time
for the British to capture their objectives, but it’s not!
The German player should focus on delaying the British while
preserving losses and recovering the reduced infantry companies.
With no incentive to pull out when things get too costly, the German units will ultimately need to stand and die. The German player
should keep in mind the special advantages of defending in or in
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front of a Strongpoint. In most games, the Germans will need to
fall back into the objective hexes by about turn 6, and then choose
which three of the four to defend by about turn 7 or 8. Two of the
three should obviously be the Strongpoints. Once at this stage, the
Germans are only as strong as their weakest objective hex. Keeping
this in mind, the German player will need to shuffle units between
the three German-held objective hexes, attempting to keep the British
final odds equally unfavorable at all three.
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Duration: Turn Track A, Turns 1-3 (3 turns).
Play Area: The entire map.

German Setup
The Germans set up first.
The German player places the following units of 12SS in 0606:
• 15/26 Recon Infantry Platoon + MG/15/26 MG Platoon (2 units).
In 0807:
• 15/26 Recon Infantry Platoons (the remaining 2 units).
Place Dug-In markers in hexes 0606 and 0807.
German Reinforcements: On turn 1, the following units of 12SS
enter at 0923 (Belle Jambe):
• 9/26 Panzergrenadier Infantry Company + MG/9/26 MG Platoon
(2 units).
• 10/26 Panzergrenadier Infantry Company + MG/10/26 MG
Platoon (2 units).
• 11/26 Panzergrenadier Infantry Company + MG/11/26 MG
Platoon (2 units).

British Setup
The British player places the following units in 0802 and 0903:
• Linc Infantry Battalion: All units except for the mortars and
6-pdr AT guns (Mtr/Linc + AT/Linc) (6 units).

18.T3 Tutorial: Carrier Platoons
“Recon Roundup”
A British force employs its speedy, armored Carrier Platoons in
order to pocket and destroy a German force of recon infantry.
Meanwhile, further east, British recon elements must occupy and
hold a village against a determined attack by Panzergrenadier
infantry until the slower-moving British leg infantry can arrive.
Play Note: This tutorial demonstrates three very important uses of
the British Carrier Platoons and Scout Platoons: surrounding/pocketing enemy forces, racing ahead to capture distant objectives, and
the Armor Bonus that they provide in Combats and Assaults. These
concepts will be critical to the British player during the Campaign
Game—especially starting with the latter half of day two when the
contiguous line of German defenders begins to crumble. By omitting
Ranged Attacks and AT Fire, the tutorial focuses on maneuver and
the special rules that apply to British Carrier Platoons and Scout
Platoons. The British player should review these before beginning
the game (12.6.1). Especially relevant to this tutorial are these units’
ability to ignore eZOC, their Armor Bonus, and their Retreat Limit
of four hexes. This tutorial will take about 30 minutes to finish.
Design Note: It may at first seem strange that thinly-armored
carriers provide an Armor Bonus. Keep in mind that, at this scale,
AT Fire is its own routine and it is omitted here. The Armor
Bonus stems from these platoons’ ability to dismount and use
their armored carriers for cover against small arms fire, making
it possible for them to close with the enemy and/or occupy key
locations, even in open field.

In 0801 and 0901:
• Hal Infantry Battalion: as above (6 units).
In 1604 (Le Hamel):
• S/Rec Scout Platoons (3 units).
British Reinforcements: The following units enter at 1602 on
turn 1:
• KOYLI Infantry Battalion: All units except for the mortars and
6-pdr AT guns (Mtr/KOYLI + AT/KOYLI) (6 units).

Transport Pools:
Transport Pool losses are not tracked, but each transport loss still
requires the usual roll on the Survival Table.

Special Rules:
The following rules are in effect for the duration of the scenario:
1. No Ranged Attacks or AT Fire attacks are allowed.
2. The British Scout Platoons and all KOYLI units may not enter
hex column 09.
3. The infantry companies and MG platoons of Linc and Hal may
not enter hex row 13; this does not apply to the Carrier Platoons.
4. Units with attached transports on their reverse sides cannot use
them and must function as leg units.
Note: This does not affect the British Carrier Platoons and Scout
Platoons which do not technically have attached transports (in
game terms) since they do not have to flip.
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Victory Conditions:
Players do not score VPs in this scenario. The scenario ends in the
Victory Phase of the final turn. The British player wins if he controls
three or more Rauray village hexes, and all four German units of
15/26 Recon Infantry Company have been eliminated. Any other
result is a German win. A draw is not possible.

Strategic Notes:
The British player must use his Carrier Platoons (which ignore
eZOC) to occupy hexes 0607 and 0608, behind the enemy recon
platoons, before attacking with his infantry companies. He should
be sure to occupy 0506 (with a Hal infantry company or two) as
well. The idea is to use the Concentric Attack Bonus and deny the
enemy recon platoons a retreat path, forcing them to take all losses
as step reductions.
Further east, the British Scout Platoons, plus the KOYLI Carrier
Platoon, should motor ahead to Rauray and attempt to hold it for
two turns until the remainder of the KOYLI Infantry Battalion
arrives. The KOYLI Infantry Companies should use the road network to move towards Rauray. If they wait to move until after the
elimination of the German recon platoons on turn 1, they can use
Extended Movement as well. They will not arrive at Rauray until
the final game turn. Note that, while the British Scout Platoons are
fast and powerful, they have little to no staying power compared
to the infantry companies because they are single-step units and
cannot attempt Recovery.
The German player must press the attack at Rauray to capture one
or more village hexes, then attempt to hold them. There won’t be
much to do on the western half of the map, where the German recon
platoons will likely be surrounded and eliminated on the first turn, but
if the British player fails to achieve this outcome, the recon platoons
should attempt to exit the map for a German win.
Variant: Prolonged Contact. The scenario remains unchanged
except that it lasts 4 turns (1-4), there are no movement restrictions
on any British units (ignore Special Rules #2 and 3, but not #4),
and the British player must control all four Rauray village hexes,
in addition to eliminating 15/26, to win.
Strategic Notes (for Variant): These changes will force the Linc
and Hal Infantry Battalions to join the scouts and KOYLI in their
efforts to secure Rauray.

18.T4 Tutorial: Tactical Advantage
“PIAT and Panzerfaust”
This time the German defenders have the support of tanks and
half-tracks, including “Stummel” SP guns. The Lincolns have
support of their own—a squadron of Firefly-enhanced Sherman
tank troops.
Play Note: This tutorial introduces the Tactical Advantage procedure
for handling AT Fire in Assaults (11.4). Players will learn to draw
Tactical Advantage chits (11.4) to determine the number and order of
allowed AT Fire attacks preceding the Assault resolution, and draw
Modifier chits (11.4.2) to determine the modifiers which apply to
these attacks. This tutorial should be playable in about half an hour.
Duration: Turn Track B, Turns 1-2 (2 turns).
Play Area: Only the area between the following boundaries is playable in this scenario: The north, south, and west map edges, and hex
column 08, inclusive (east).

German Setup
The Germans set up first.
The German player places the following units of Panzer Lehr
in 0410:
• 5/901 Panzergrenadier Infantry Company (reduced) (1 unit).
• MG/5/901 MG Platoon (1 unit).
• SP/5/901 Stummel Section (1 unit).
In 0510:
• 1/901 Panzergrenadier Infantry Company (reduced) (1 unit).
• MG/1/901 MG Platoon (1 unit).
• SP/1/1/901 Stummel Section (1 unit).
In 0610:
• 2/901 Panzergrenadier Infantry Company (reduced) (1 unit).
• MG/2/901 MG Platoon (1 unit).
• HT/2/901 Transport Half-Tracks (reduced) (1 unit).
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In 0710:
• 3/901 Panzergrenadier Infantry Company (reduced) (1 unit).
• MG/3/901 MG Platoon (1 unit).
• SP/3/901 Stummel Section (1 unit).
In any one of the above four hexes:
• 7/Pz130 Panzer IV Tank Platoon, understrength (any 1 unit).
All German units begin Dug-In.

British Setup
The British player places the following units in any hexes of
hex row 07:
• A/Linc, B/Linc, C/Linc, and D/Linc Infantry Companies (4
units).
• A/Hal, B/Hal, C/Hal, and D/Hal Infantry Companies (4 units).
• A/Ken MG Platoons (3 units).
• A/24L Sherman Tank Squadron (5 units).

18.T5 Tutorial: Ranged Attacks
“Let the Shells Fly!”

See the Strategic Notes for British setup tips.

Special Rules:
The following rules are in effect for the duration of the scenario:
1. Heavy Fog (see 17.3).
2. No British unit may enter hex row 13.

Victory Conditions:
The British player wins if he controls all hexes north of the Bordel
at the end of the final turn and has no eliminated units. Any other
result is a German win. A draw is not possible.

Strategic Notes:
The British player should attempt to set up his units with four
Assaults in mind—one British stack against each German hex. In
general, he will obtain the best results by building four combined
arms stacks, each containing two infantry companies, a MG platoon
(where possible), and a tank troop. He should be sure to place the
MGs where they can reach their target and still assault (since they
have a MA of only 4). On the final turn he will need to plug gaps
to prevent German units from moving back north of the Bordel.
The German player has fewer meaningful decisions to make in this
tutorial, but that doesn’t mean it isn’t a valuable learning exercise
about the Assault processes and the abilities and limitations of his
various units. The Germans will probably need to move and/or
counterattack on the final turn in order to win.
Variant: Assault Forces. This variant introduces some of the special
unit types that both sides will need to effectively deploy to win the
Campaign Game. During setup, the German player may replace
any one infantry company with a Panzer Lehr pioneer platoon (1/
Pi130), replace the transport half-track unit with a “Grille” SP
sIG platoon (9/901), and replace up to two Stummel sections with
12SS Flammpanzerwagen (FL/26) sections. The British player may
remove any two Sherman troops and replace them with one AVRE
(82RE) and one Crocodile (141RAC). Both players should keep in
mind the Assault modifiers for the new unit types, including tripling
the CS of the yellow-boxed CS vehicles.

A British battalion with artillery support advances under clear
skies against German units supported by mortars, MGs, and
infantry guns.
Important: I strongly recommend that newcomers try this scenario
twice—once without Friction Fire, and once with (see Variant). The
first playing will focus on the mechanics of Ranged Attacks as Support during Combat resolution, as well as Non-Supporting fire. The
second playing will teach the FF mechanics and demonstrate the
importance of such fire when covering field approaches. The Brits
will have a harder time of it the second time around!
Play Note: This tutorial adds on to the lessons of the previous tutorials by incorporating Ranged Attacks, including Support and (in
the Variant) Friction Fire. It teaches the importance of terrain and
stacking where Ranged Attacks are involved, as well as using armored transports to ignore eZOC. It will take about an hour to finish.
Duration: Turn Track A, Turns 1-5 (5 turns).
Play Area: The entire map.

German Setup
The Germans set up first.
The German player places the following 12SS units within 2
hexes of St. Pierre village hex 0406:
• 3/Auf and 4/Auf Recon Infantry Companies + Mtr/3+4/Auf
Mortar unit (8 units).
• IG/5/Auf IG Section (1 unit).
• MG/9/26 MG Platoon (1 unit).
• MG/10/26 MG Platoon (1 unit).
• 1/Pi12 Pioneer Platoon (1 unit).
• Pi/12/26 Pioneer Platoon (1 unit).
• IG/12/26 IG Section (1 unit).
All German units must be placed Deployed (unloaded) and Dug-In.
Hint: Although there are many possible German setups, one that
works well is to place a recon infantry platoon in each of 0305, 0309,
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0405, and 0505, a recon infantry platoon + MG in 0507 and 0606, a
pioneer platoon in 0407, 0408, and 0506, an IG in 0208 and 0308,
and the mortars in 0207. Remember to place Dug-In markers in all
hexes with German units.
German Artillery: The following artillery of 12SS is available at
the start of the game:
• 2/Art12 SP 105mm Artillery Battery (1 unit).

4. No British unit may enter hex row 11, or move adjacent to any
Fontenay village hex.
5. No German unit may enter hex row 04.

Victory Conditions:
Automatic Victory. The German player wins automatically if he
eliminates any two British units.
Otherwise, the scenario is scored in the Victory Phase of the final
turn. The player with the most VPs wins. If the scores are tied, the
scenario is a draw.

• 3/Art12 SP 150mm Artillery Battery (1 unit).
• 4/Art12 105mm Artillery Battery (1 unit).
• 1/Flak12 88mm Flak Artillery Battery (1 unit).
• 1/Werf12 150mm Rocket Artillery Battery (1 unit).
German Reinforcements: On turn 2, the following units of 12SS
enter at hex 0207. If this hex is occupied by enemy units, they may
enter at 0211 on turn 3.
• 16/26 Pioneer Platoons (any 2 units).
Additionally, on turn 3, the following units of 12SS enter at hex
0207. If this hex is occupied by enemy units, they may enter at
0211 on turn 4.
• 16/26 Pioneer Platoon (the remaining 1 unit).
• MG/16/26 MG Section (1 unit).
• Mtr/16/26 Mortar Section (1 unit).

British Setup
The British player places the following units within 2 hexes of
0910:
• Linc Infantry Battalion (8 units).
Within 2 hexes of 1602:
• KOYLI Infantry Battalion (8 units).
In 1102 (Ferme du Thuit):
• D/Ken Heavy Mortar Company (4 units).
Hint: The British should set up with both MG platoons and both
6-pdr batteries loaded.
British Artillery: The following artillery is available at the start
of the game:
• 69FR 25-pdr Field Regiment (3 units).

Victory Points. Players score VPs for enemy losses per 18.0.5 (note
that Withdrawn German units do not count for VPs). Additionally,
both players score VPs for objectives.
Objectives. At the end of the game, either player earns 2 VPs for
each controlled St. Pierre village hex (0307, 0406, 0407, and 0506).
The German player also scores 1 VP for each controlled bocage or
woods hex north of hex row 11 and within 4 hexes of 0207.

Strategic Notes:
Both players will learn to use indirect fire to support their infantry
units.
On the first game turn, the British should use their loaded MGs
and Carrier Platoons to cover ground, ignoring eZOC as AFVs
and swinging into position to support attacks. The British will
probably be doing more Combats than Assaults overall. The first
British attacks will likely be costly, but the Germans won’t be able
to muster barrages of the same intensity as those on turn 1 because
their off-map artillery will be placed on the Turn Track after firing.
As the British player, don’t forget the Armor Bonus (8.3 #13) for
your Carrier Platoons or loaded MG Platoons.
The German player will gain experience shuffling his units for the
best defense, as well as rolling for the return of his off-map artillery.
He’ll want to put up a fight for a few turns in order to delay the British
and inflict some losses, then voluntarily exit the map via the bridge at
0206 (placing these units in the Withdrawn box) in order to deprive
his opponent of VPs for German losses. The German units probably
won’t be conducting any attacks apart from Ranged Attacks during
the early turns, although a desperate Assault or concentric Combat
to rescue cut-off German forces may be in order.
Variant: Friction Fire. This variant introduces the important concepts of Friction Fire and Assets. Players will find that the scenario
plays very differently when they replay it, ignoring Special Rule #1.
To keep things fair, the British start with two randomly drawn Assets
(12.8), then draw one per turn during the British Reset Phase. Players
are advised to read through sections 10.7 and 12.8 before beginning.

• 185FR 25-pdr Gunner Batteries (any 2 units).
• 147FR Sexton SP Battery (any 1 unit).

Transport Pools:
British: 2.
12SS: 1.
Note: For help with tracking Transport Pool losses and using the
Survival Table, have a look at 18.T9

Special Rules:
The following rules are in effect for the duration of the scenario:
1. Friction Fire is not allowed.
2. Once placed, the heavy mortars of D/Ken cannot move.
3. All German units trace supply to 0207 or any printed German
supply hex, regardless of division.

Variant: German Counterattack. The scenario remains unchanged
except that it lasts 6 turns (turns 1-6) and the German player receives
the following 12SS units as Reinforcements, which enter at 1613
on turn 4:
• 9/26 Panzergrenadier Company (the remaining 3 units).
• 10/26 Panzergrenadier Company (the remaining 3 units).
• Mtr/III/26 Mortar Unit (1 unit).
• 6/Pz12 Panzer IV Tank Company (3 units).
On turn 4, I(53)/Flak4 + I(141)/Flak4 88mm Flak Artillery Battalions
(2 units) become available to fire once each; they are placed in the
Withdrawn box after firing and do not roll to return.
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Strategic Notes (for Variant): As the British player, be sure to set
up your 6-pdrs in anticipation of a counterattack circa turn 4 (1108
and 0409 are decent positions). In order to have a shot at victory,
you’ll need to secure the majority of the village and set up a perimeter
defense before the German counterattack sweeps in from the east.

18.T7 Tutorial: Armored Units, Part 2
“Fire from the Hilltops”
18.T6 Tutorial: Armored Units, Part 1
“Fields of Fire”

This scenario is located on the Getting Started: Armor card.

It is recommended that players new to the Anti-Tank rules and
the ARC start with this scenario. It is located on the Getting
Started: Armor card.

Variant: Fire Control. This scenario is balanced or just slightly proBritish when played using the standard rules. Players may wish to
try it using Optional Rule 19.1 Fire Control. Played in this manner,
the balance will shift to become slightly pro-German.

Variant: Fire Control. After playing through the scenario a time
or two, the players may wish to retry it using Optional Rule 19.1
Fire Control. Players will find that the Germans now have a bit of
an edge. As the German player, don’t forget that your panzers’ FC
rating means you’ll be rolling a total of four dice for each AT Fire
attack. Also note that a units’ FC rating drops when it suffers a step
reduction (fewer tanks are firing).
Variant: “Fire on Their Flanks!” The scenario remains identical
except that the British tanks start in 0507 and 0607, the German
Panzer IV tank platoons are replaced with the three Panther tank
platoons of 1/Pz12, and the objective hex marker is flipped to its
British side and relocated to 0807. Players should review the rules
for facing and flanking fire before beginning. Tips: The Panthers’
armor is too thick for the Shermans to beat them in a fair fight. The
British should break into two groups and position themselves near
1007 and 0609 in order to get flanking shots (at a +5 DRM) on the
advancing Panthers. To keep things fair, the Panthers should advance as a stack but then “drop off” a unit in 1909 for the purpose
of Return Fire. Expect casualties to be high on both sides.

18.T8 Tutorial: Armored Units, Part 3
“24th Lancers vs. HJ’s Finest”
This scenario is located on the Getting Started: Armor card.
Variant: Sherwood Rangers. After the players have tried the scenario using the standard instructions, they may wish to try it using
Optional Rule 19.1 Fire Control and replacing the 24th Lancers with
the Sherwood Rangers Yeomanry (SRY) Tank Regiment. The SRY
have the same number of units as the 24L but fewer Firefly-enhanced
troops; two of its three squadrons are “swimming” squadrons of
Sherman II duplex-drive tanks. But all is not lost for the British!
The SRY is a veteran unit and its FC ratings reflect this. All SRY
units have a FC rating that is one point higher than a typical Sherman troop of its type, giving them a marginal edge. However, due
to the reduced number of Fireflies, overall odds should shift slightly
in the Germans’ favor.
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Transport Pool:
British: 2.
12SS: NA.

Special Rules:
The following rules are in effect for the duration of the scenario:
1. All units with attached transports begin Loaded and must remain
so for the duration of the scenario. They cannot deploy, even if they
take losses.
2. Neither side can conduct Overruns; Assaults are allowed.
3. No German unit may enter hex row 06.

Victory Conditions:

18.T9 Tutorial: The Transport Pool
“The Princess Louise’s Kensingtons Escape”
Elements of the Princess Louise’s Kensington MG Regiment
have been cut off by elements of the 12SS Aufklärungsabteilung.
Play Note: This tutorial teaches the basics of the Transport Pool
(4.5.8) and the Survival Table (4.5.6), which is used when transports
take losses while transporting units. It also demonstrates Transport
Pool depletion (4.5.8). Units are restricted to their loaded configurations. It will take less than an hour.
Duration: Turn Track A, Turns 1-4 (4 turns).
Play Area: The entire map.

German Setup
The Germans set up first.
The German player places the following units of 12SS within
2 hexes of 0901.
• 2/Auf Recon Half-Track Company (4 units)
Hint: Setup so as to not let any British units slip through to reach the
escape hexes on turn 1; see Victory Conditions. One such configuration is a unit in each of 0702, 0802, 0903, and 1001.

The scenario is scored in the Victory Phase of the final turn. The
player with the most VPs wins. If the scores are tied, the scenario
is a draw.
Victory Points. Players score VPs for enemy losses per 18.0.5.
The Transport Pool can be depleted in this tutorial and continues to
be tracked thereafter (and note that VPs for Transport Pool losses
double once the Transport Pool has reached zero; see Transport Pool
Depletion in 4.5.8). Additionally, the British player earns 1 VP per
unit that exits the map via hex 0701, 0801, 0901, or 1001.

Strategic Notes:
There are several approaches the British may take, and one such approach that makes good sense is to gather all Ken units in a central
location in vicinity of 0905 and 1004 on turn 1, then wait for the Rec
units to lead the way on turn 2. The British player should beware, as
Transport Pool losses can mount quickly. The transported MG units
offer a turkey shoot to the German recon half-tracks.
As the German player, you can and should assault the transported
British MGs with impunity during the Action Phase of turn 1, as
well as taking AT Fire shots at them during the turn 1 Combat Phase.
Starting on turn 2, don’t allow your units to become bogged down
in a fight with the British scouts and armored cars—they have the
advantage and your units are worth 2 VPs per step. Finally, be sure
to guard the escape hexes with at least one or two units.

British Setup
The British player places the following units on their Loaded sides.
In 1604 (Le Hamel):
• A/Ken MG Platoons (3 units).
In 1108 (Château de Boislonde):
• B/Ken MG Platoons (3 units).
In 0307 (La Butte):
• C/Ken MG Platoons (3 units).
Additionally, the following units of 49th Recon begin inactive
in hex 1613:
• AC/Rec Armored Car Troop (1 unit).
• S/Rec Scout Platoons (any 2 units).
British Reinforcements: The three Rec units activate automatically on turn 2.
© 2015 GMT Games, LLC
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British Setup
The British player places the following units in or adjacent to
0901:
• Rec Elements, 49th Regiment Reconnaissance Corps (6 units).
Additionally, the following units begin inactive within 2 hexes
of 1602:
• 7DWR Infantry Battalion (8 units).
All active and inactive British units with attached transports must
be placed on their Deployed sides.
British Reinforcements: The 7DWR Infantry Battalion activates
automatically on turn 3.

Transport Pool:
Transport Pool losses are not tracked, but each transport loss still
requires the usual roll on the Survival Table.

Special Rules:

18.T10 Tutorial: Transports & the Survival Table
“Six Six-Pounders Pounding”
Elements of 49th Recon must advance and run off lurking panzers,
then hold the objective until the leg infantry can arrive to secure
it against a counterattack.
Play Note: This tutorial teaches the basics of transports (4.5),
loading, and unloading (4.5.3). Effective deployment and use of
6-pounder AT guns will also be demonstrated. The scenario may
end around turn 4 or 5, depending on how aggressively the players
pursue their goals. It will take about 90 minutes to play.
Duration: Turn Track A, Turns 1-6 (6 turns).
Play Area: The entire map.

German Setup
The Germans set up first.
The German player places the following units in 0807:
• 8/Pz12 Panzer IV Tank Platoons (any 2 units).
In 0806:
• 1/Auf Armored Car Unit (any 1 unit).
Additionally, the four groups of units listed below are placed
inactive on the map.
In any Fontenay village hex:
• 8/Pz12 Panzer IV Tank Platoon (the remaining 1 unit).
• 5/Pz12 Panzer IV Tank Company (3 units).
In or adjacent to hex 0923 (Belle Jambe):
• 1/Auf Armored Car Company (the remaining 1 unit).
• 3/Auf and 4/Auf Recon Infantry Companies + Mtr/3+4/Auf
Mortar Unit (8 units).
All active and inactive German units with attached transports must
be placed on their Deployed sides. Place a German control marker
in hex 0807.
German Reinforcements: All inactive German units activate automatically on turn 2.

The following rules are in effect for the duration of the scenario:
1. No British unit may enter hex row 10.
2. No German unit may enter hex row 04.

Victory Conditions:
Players do not earn VPs in this scenario. The British player wins if,
at the end of the scenario, no more than three of his units have been
eliminated and he controls 0807. Any other result is a German win.
A draw is not possible.

Strategic Notes:
As the normal rules for automatic activation of inactive units are in
effect, players are advised to have a look at 18.0.3 before beginning.
On turn 1, the British player should run off the German armored
cars using some scout platoons and/or his own armored cars. Then
he’ll need to load his 6-pdr AT guns, move them up to the bocage
line, unload them, and fire at the nearby panzers to run them off.
He shouldn’t be surprised if the panzers return fire (at a +3 DRM
per 11.5.2.2.1). If they do, the British 6-pdrs should keep firing (but
recall that each unit can take only one action during the Combat
Phase) because the odds are in their favor. Some of the panzers may
escape to the concealment of the village, where they are also out
of range. The British will need to touch the objective hex with one
of his fast-moving units to convert it to British control (actually,
exerting an uncontested ZOC into it is enough, per 7.4). The two
6-pdr batteries might consider relocating to 0606 and 1008 because
these hexes offer a nice cross-fire opportunity. Then it’s a matter of
bracing for the inevitable German counterattack, and hoping that the
infantry of the 7th Dukes arrives in time to do some good.
The German player will need to swarm the objective area in an
attempt to overwhelm the British forces before they can fully consolidate and Dig In. The German recon infantry will need to load
into their attached transport half-tracks and motor to Fontenay on the
turn of their activation to make this possible. Don’t forget to use the
road movement rate and possibly Extended Movement (4.3). If the
6-pdr batteries are positioned to achieve flanking fire against your
panzers, you may need to suppress and/or rush one battery to take
it out before attempting to hold the field objective. Keep in mind
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that your infantry units may be targeted by FF when they move into
or out of field hexes.
Players are encouraged to try different approaches to victory than
those outlined above; try to “break” the game balance, if you will.
There are lots of possible strategies to try for such a short scenario—
especially for the German player—making it one of my favorite
tutorials and a good scenario in its own right.

German Setup
No German units begin on the map.
German Reinforcements: The following units of 12SS enter at any
south map edge 12SS supply hex on the game turn shown.
Turn 1:
• 5/Pz12 Panzer IV Tank Company (3 units)
• 1/Auf Armored Car Company (2 units).
Turn 2:
• 1/Pz12 Panther Tank Company (3 units).
Turn 3:
• 2/Pz12 and 4/Pz12 Panther Tank Companies (6 units)
• 1/101, 2/101, and 3/101 Tiger Tank Sections (3 units).

Transport Pool:
Transport Pool losses are not tracked, but each transport loss still
requires the usual roll on the Survival Table.

Special Rules:

18.T11 Tutorial: Using 17-pdrs (towed + SP)
“Breakthrough”
British intelligence has just learned of a German armored spearhead approaching from the south. Nearby anti-tank batteries of
the Royal Artillery are scrambling to set up a screen to halt the
Germans in their tracks.
Play Note: This tutorial teaches the basics of transporting the cumbersome 17-pdr AT guns. It also demonstrates just how effective
these guns can be against even the heaviest German tanks, and how
the Achilles SP 17-pdrs are an oft overlooked “mobile AT reserve”
that can be used to plug gaps. Keep in mind that all turns are daylight
turns, per the instructions for all tutorials. The scenario may last only
6-7 turns, depending on how aggressively the German player rushes
the line. It will take about an hour to 90 minutes.
Duration: Turn Track A, Turns 1-8 (8 turns).
Play Area: The entire map.

British Setup
The British set up first.
The British player places the following units on their Deployed
sides, in or adjacent to hex 1204 (Bellemare):
• 217 AT, 218 AT, and 219 AT 17-pdr AT Batteries (6 units).
• 220 AT 17-pdr + 6-pdr AT Troops (3 units).
• 146 AT Achilles SP 17-pdr Battery (3 units).
British Reinforcements: On turn 6, the following units enter at
either British supply hex:
• A/24L Sherman Tank Squadron (5 units).

None.

Victory Conditions:
Players do not score VPs in this scenario.
Victory is determined by the number of total steps of tanks the German player exits from the map via the north map edge:
0-4 steps
5-7 steps
8-11 steps
12 or more steps

British Victory
Draw
German Minor Victory
German Major Victory

Strategic Notes:
On turn 1, the British player will need to load his towed 17-pdrs.
Spread out your more mobile 6-pdr and Achilles units in hexes with
good LOS along the front. Hint: New players may want to try hexes
1206, 1008, 0805, and 0409 for this temporary forward screen. Turn
2 will see the 17-pdrs moving into position to form a screen parallel
to the German axis of advance, and turn 3 will see them unlimbering
in their new positions. While effective, the 17-pdrs are slow to react
and they can be swarmed and overrun. This is where your highly
mobile Achilles SP 17-pdrs come in handy; keep them just behind
your 17-pdr screen, or to its flanks, in order to quickly plug any gaps.
This is one of the better stand-alone tutorials in terms of replay
value. It is no coincidence that it bears a passing resemblance to
the old G.E.V. (Steve Jackson Games) scenario of the same name.
What’s Next? After players feel comfortable with the rules as
introduced incrementally in the tutorials, they should try to put
everything together by choosing a short to medium-length combined arms scenario. The first scenario, 18.1, is as good a place
to start as any.
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18.1 “Nightmarish Crossroads”
The Battle for Cristot (June 16th, 1200)
“It was about noon. Suddenly with a terrific crash and roar our
guns opened up! I had never heard or seen anything like it. In
front where the shells were bursting, nothing could be seen but a
huge wall where the world seemed to end.”
~ Rex Flower,
King’s Own Yorkshire Light Infantry
This small to medium-sized scenario features the 1/4 KOYLI Battalion’s attack on the village of Cristot. The attack was preceded
by a series of brief but violent artillery barrages on the village and
the surrounding area from 2300 to 0400 to prevent the defenders
from getting some sleep, then a creeping barrage to kick off the
attack at noon. The scenario is a partly hypothetical one which
posits that the Pz-Korps forbade the division’s tactical withdrawal,
the Führer himself having issued the order of “stand fast and do
not give up a single inch of ground.”
Play Note: This scenario makes for a good introduction to combined
arms tactics. It is playable in about 3 hours. It is well-balanced or a
tad pro-German, though it will feel pro-British in the hands of new
players. It should make a good tournament scenario.
The German 12SS Breakdown Platoons (normally used only with
Optional Rule 19.4) are used for this scenario.
Duration: Turn Track A, Turns 1-6 (6 turns).
Play Area: Only the area between the following boundaries is playable in this scenario: the north and east map edges, hex column 07,
inclusive (west), and hex row 07, inclusive (south).

13

Design Note: The playable area for this scenario is denoted on
the map by a boundary of very small, light circles. I suspected
this scenario would be one of the more popular ones in the box,
so I felt it was worth printing the boundary right on the map. St.
Pierre was still firmly in the hands of Panzer Lehr on June 16,
thus the western boundary.

British Setup
The British set up first.
The British player places the following units within 2 hexes of
0701:
• KOYLI Infantry Battalion (8 units).
• A/Ken MG Platoons of the Hal and Linc Infantry Battalions (2
units).
• B/24L Sherman Tank Squadron (5 units).
• 220AT 6-pdr AT Troop (1 unit).
• RMASG Centaur Close Support Tank Troops (3 units).
British Artillery: The following artillery becomes available as of
the British Reset Phase of turn 2:
• 69FR 25-pdr Field Regiment (3 units).
• 147FR Sexton SP Field Regiment (3 units).
• D/Ken Heavy Mortar Company (4 units) (Note: These are
normally on-map units, but they function as off-map artillery
with an unlimited range for this scenario).
The following become available as of the British Reset Phase of
turn 3:
• 143FR and 185FR 25-pdr Field Regiments (6 units).
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British Assets: The British player starts with no Assets and draws
2 per turn starting on turn 2.
British Reinforcements: The British player starts with 6 Reinforcement Points and then gains 3 per British Reset Phase starting on turn
3. The units listed below are placed on the British Reinforcement
card. They are available on or after turn 3, at the cost listed on that
card and entering the map at hex 0901:
• A/24L Sherman Tank Squadron (5 units).
• AA/24L AA Tank Troop (1 unit).
• 7DWR Infantry Battalion (8 units).
• 146 AT Achilles SP 17-pdr Troops (up to 2 units).
• 82/RE AVRE Assault Tank Troops (up to 2 units).
The cost to activate the A/24L Sherman Tank Squadron formation
is 8 Reinforcement Points.

their Shermans in the village. The Centaurs will fare better against
your AT guns (but become vulnerable once your Panthers enter),
and the AVRE are practically immune to them. The British will have
some difficulty keeping this hilltop Strongpoint suppressed, needing
to wait for heavy artillery or bomber Assets and possibly Tactical
Recon. Your other AT guns can be put to good use in a Strongpoint
protecting the northern flank in the vicinity of 1201. The final Strongpoint can be used either as a fallback in eastern Cristot, or about
2 hexes behind your intended main line of defense, in order to halt
all those 3- and 4-hex retreats. The nearby high ground at 1206 is
an excellent place for a Panther platoon, as is 1602 on the other
flank; German tanks in these hexes can make progress very costly
for the British—especially when British tanks or Carrier Platoons
are contributing to the push.
German Artillery: The following artillery of 12SS becomes available as of the British Reset Phase of turn 2:
• 2/Art12 SP 105mm Artillery Battery (1 unit).

German Setup
The German player places units in the following areas, in any
combination:
• Within 3 hexes of 1401 (Ferme des Chaudières).
• Within 3 hexes of 1107 (Bellemare / Les Hauts Vents).
The following German units of 12SS are placed:
• 12SS Aufklärungsabteilung (Auf), minus any one recon infantry
platoon (3/Auf or 4/Auf) and one recon half-track unit (2/Auf)
(16 units).
• 15/26 Recon Infantry Company (5 units).
• AT/26 AT Gun Platoon (1 unit).

• 3/Art12 SP 150mm Artillery Battery (1 unit).
• 4/Art12, 5/Art12, and 6/Art12 105mm Artillery Batteries (3
units).
• 1/Flak12 and 3/Flak12 88mm Flak Artillery Batteries (2 units).
• 1/Werf12 150mm Rocket Artillery Battery (1 unit).
German Reinforcements: The German player starts with 7 Reinforcement Points and then gains 2 per German Reset Phase starting
on turn 3. The units listed below are placed on the German Reinforcement card. They are available on or after turn 3, at the cost
listed on that card except as noted below, and enter the map at any
map edge hex from 1207-1607:
• 6/Pz12 Panzer IV Tank Platoons (up to 3 units).

• 3 Strongpoint markers.
If using Optional Rule 19.13, the German player secretly places
3 Minefields in the German setup area (see 19.13.1).
The German player may place Dug-In markers in hexes that contain
one or more German leg units.
Design Note: The absent recon infantry platoon and half-tracks
represent casualties of the five-hour British barrage as well as the
previous weeks’ heavy fighting. This formation was at roughly
half strength on June 18.

• 2/Pz12 Panther Tank Platoons (up to 3 units).
• 9/26 and 11/26 Panzergrenadier Companies, for 5 points per
company; the infantry company enters as 3 breakdown platoons
(6 units per company).
• Mtr/III/26 Mortar Unit enters for free along with the first
committed panzergrenadier company (1 unit).

Transport Pools:
British: 2.
12SS: 1.

German Setup Hints: This scenario requires some finesse by the
German player, so here are some hints to get you started. Your
infantry need to set up in a continuous line to prevent a British
breakthrough. Use close terrain as much as possible and dig in.
Keep in mind that the Brits will attack you four times (during the
Action + Combat Phases of turns 1 and 2) before you can counterattack or even move your units with their full MA. Don’t overlook
the northern flank. A breakthrough there by a stack of three or four
Sherman tank troops can put the British in eastern Cristot in two
turns, and, once in, they’ll be hard to remove.

Special Rules:

Note the high ground that begins under your control (1205, 1206).
The hilltop at 1205 is a good place for a Strongpoint containing
your AT guns—possibly protected by MGs, IGs, and an infantry
platoon as well. From this vantage point, the AT guns can see two
or more hexes in all directions after the fog clears, making even
the heavily armored Centaurs think twice before moving near. This
will create a real nuisance for the British, who won’t want to risk

c) British Assaults and Combats are at 1R.

1. Effects of the British Creeping Barrage. During the first turn
of the scenario (only), the following rules are in effect:
a) Smoke. The rules for Light Fog (17.3) apply, simulating smoke.
Players should read 17.3 carefully before beginning.
b) German units can move a maximum of 2 hexes, and they cannot
conduct Assaults or Combats. Ranged Attacks and AT Fire are
allowed (but LOS=1 hex; see 17.3). Retreats are allowed, and
Retreat Limits are unaffected.
d) No British unit may use the Road Movement rate.
2. No British unit may enter any field hex within 2 hexes of 0807.
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Design Note: The field north of Fontenay was being held by 10.
and 11. Companies, 26th Panzergrenadier Regiment, 12SS Panzer
Division, which had been ordered to fall back to this position on
June 14 at 2300. St. Pierre and its outskirts were held by I. Battalion, 901 Regiment, Panzer Lehr Division.
3. Hex 1602 is not a supply hex for the British player.
4. The German units trace supply to hexes 1207 and 1604.
5. The British MG platoons of A/Ken may participate in Assaults
with either British infantry battalion without incurring the British
Coordination Penalty (8.3 #16).

Victory Conditions:
Automatic Victory. The British player wins automatically if he
begins the British Reset Phase in control of all six Cristot village
hexes and those hexes are in supply (see Objectives below).
The German player automatically wins the instant he eliminates
three British infantry companies of the same battalion.
Otherwise, the scenario is scored in the Victory Phase of the final
turn. The player with the most VPs wins. If the scores are tied, the
scenario is a draw (which is possible but unlikely).
Victory Points: Per 18.0.4. As an exception to 18.0.5, the British
player scores double the normal VPs for enemy losses, including
Transport Pool losses. Additionally, both players score VPs for
objectives.
Objectives. Both players earn points for controlled Cristot village
hexes (see 18.0.8) as follows: The British player earns 6 VPs for each
such hex, while the German player earns 12 VPs for each such hex.
Additionally, the German player earns 5 VPs for each Germancontrolled village hex in hex columns 08 and 09, to a maximum of
25 VPs for all five such hexes.

Strategic Notes:
This is one of my favorite scenarios. It’s not too big but also not
too confined. It starts small and inevitably escalates as more forces
are committed on both sides. Each turn phase presents its share of
unique and challenging tactical puzzles. The solution to a given
puzzle isn’t always obvious, but as players become familiar with the
rules and the options available, they will begin to discover that the
game encourages them to use tactics similar to those employed by
their historical counterparts. Similarly, the scenario encourages the
use of units in roles consistent with their historical use. (Incidentally,
this and many of the following notes apply to all scenarios—not
just this one.)
As the British, you must be flexible and apply a logical approach
to each situation, often setting up the correct combination of units
in the correct hex a turn ahead of time. If a given objective is too
difficult to capture, consider all ways around the problem. Oftentimes, a stubborn defending hex can be spotted with a Tactical Recon
marker, then pummeled with half a dozen or more artillery batteries
in order to aid in its capture—or at least to keep it from firing while
you move in closer. Alternatively, you can attack on the flanks of
the hex and force the defenders to pull back voluntarily before they
find themselves cut off with nowhere to retreat. If you can’t close
in on a particular Strongpoint due to stubborn defense and withering AT Fire, try bringing in the AVRE. Their heavy armor makes
them practically immune to frontal fire by the German AT guns. If
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Panthers on a hilltop are your problem, try bringing in an Achilles
troop or two. Even if they come under fire from the Panthers and
take a step reduction while maneuvering into position, they’ll be
able to strike back at equal or better odds of a hit because, unlike
your Firefly-enhanced Sherman troops, they still pack quite a punch
on their reduced sides.
As the Germans, you have your hands full. Defending with a recon
battalion is quite different than defending with a panzergrenadier
battalion. In a word, it is hopeless. But you only need to hold out for
a short time while preserving your units as much as possible. You
will have a lot of column shifts in your favor with which to frustrate
your British opponent. Your main problem is that you start with
practically no AT capability apart from your pair of AT gun platoons
(protect and use them constantly!) and the Panzerfäuste which arm
your recon and pioneer platoons. Your opponent’s Shermans can
cut through your half-tracks and armored cars like butter, making
them easy targets to all which are adjacent or with LOS, while the
Shermans’ armor makes them completely invulnerable to the meager
20mm and 37mm guns of your own AFVs. The real value of the
recon AFVs in this scenario is their ability to support Combats with
direct fire—all those autocannons and MGs grant them excellent
RAS ratings of 6-7. Once you get some Panthers onto the map, the
dynamic of the fight will change considerably, as you can then cut
through those Shermans and Centaurs like butter. But it may prove
“too little, too late” unless you conduct your delaying action wisely.
New German players should be warned that the German half-tracks
and cars should attempt to remain at least two hexes behind the front
line infantry; if they’re only one hex behind the front, the British can
advance after combat and hit them with AT Fire during the Combat
Phase. Use of these recon and transport vehicles on the defense is
a gamey tactic that might work well in other game systems, but it
won’t work well here. The Shermans, 6-pdrs, and infantry companies’ PIATs will make short work of these vehicles when able.
Used as direct fire support from two or three hexes away, the recon
vehicles may prove useful.
The British will eventually overextend themselves somewhere, and
when they do, you’ll need to counterattack viciously!

Alt History Notes:
This scenario presents an interesting “what if.” What if, knowing that
II SS Panzerkorps was on its way to the front, the Aufklärungsabteilung had been ordered to hold Cristot for another day? They
certainly couldn’t have held for more than a few hours without
support from tanks and infantry of the 26th Regiment, and this
scenario assumes as much. When played with finesse, the Germans
can inflict rather severe losses on the British during the resulting
delaying action. Had the Aufklärungsabteilung not suffered such
high losses in the prior weeks of fighting, and had their western
flank not folded due to the British 50th Division’s efforts against
Panzer Lehr, a delaying action at Cristot might have bought the 12SS
a bit of time. However, with reinforcements scheduled to arrive no
sooner than a dozen days later, this delay would have meant little.
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The SS-Pz-Aufkl-Abt. 12 spent the night around Brettevillette before being sent south to Missy as a divisional reserve. It had been
fighting on the frontline since June 7, despite being neither intended
nor equipped for such a defensive battle, and had lost close to half
its men.
The capture of Cristot offered but a short respite for one day. The SS
Panzergrenadiers of 26th Regiment still held Boislonde Park, just
to the south of the village. On June 17, a new battle would begin.

Historical Notes:
The preliminary shelling of Cristot lasted five hours, from 2300 on
June 15th to 0400. The formidable artillery barrage included 228
medium and heavy artillery pieces provided by the 49th Division
and neighboring 50th Division artillery regiments (144 x 25-pounder
guns), the 121st Medium Artillery Regiment (16 x 5.5” guns), and
the remainder of 5th AGRA (62 guns from 2nd Army). The guns
pounded Cristot and its surroundings while the 76th AA Brigade,
three Royal Navy cruisers, and RAF fighter bombers fired at Le
Parc de Boislonde and Point 102. The German defenders were able
to gain some respite during the morning after the night’s shelling,
but this was to be short-lived.
The British attack kicked off at noon from le Haut d’Audrieu and
took place on a front 500 yards wide, with two companies up and
the other two in reserve. ‘A’ and ‘B’ Companies led the attack with
support from ‘A’ Squadron of the 24th Lancers Tank Regiment. One
tank troop supported each forward infantry company, with a third
tank troop behind.
Cristot had been defended by SS-Pz-Aufkl-Abt. 12 up to the previous
night, but the Germans had withdrawn from the village during the
night. The withdrawal went unnoticed. Because the village constituted a dangerously exposed salient on the division’s left flank, at its
loose junction point with the Pz-Lehr’s right wing, evacuation was
finally authorized by I. SS-Pz-Korps on the night of June 14/15 as
part of a shortening of the division’s frontlines. The tactical withdrawal started at 2100 on June 15. The Pioneer section was the last
unit to leave Cristot at around midnight, after they had completed
mining the roads running through the village.
Following the creeping barrage, the 146th Brigade first encountered
resistance about 500 yards from Cristot in the form of sniper and
mortar fire. Despite the hold up, the KOYLI fought their way into
the village, with ‘B’ Company being the first to enter it. The village
was a shambles. The British had expected about 400 infantry of the
26th SS Panzergrenadier Regiment, but instead they found 17 dead
Germans, two destroyed half-tracks, and a truck. Just then, a shelling of mortar fire erupted, killing or wounding a number of troops.
By nightfall, Cristot had been captured, and the KOYLI managed to
exploit as far as Le Hamel (hex 1604). They were relieved the following morning by the 7th Duke of Wellington’s. As the battalion’s
first major operation in the campaign, the attack on Cristot ended on
a success. The KOYLI had suffered only light casualties on the day
(3 killed and 29 wounded), but over the five days the 49th Division
had been on the front lines, the KOYLI’s losses now totaled up at
66 casualties (11 dead, 53 wounded, 2 missing).

18.2 “The Groaning Woods”
The Battle for Le Parc de Boislonde, Day One
(June 17th, 1300)
“...the eeriness of Le Parc de Boislonde. The undergrowth was
unusually thick making silent movement impossible and the trees
creaked in the wind in ghostly fashion. No wonder patrols sometimes returned to the Command Post wreathed in perspiration.”
~ David Rissik,
historian of the 11th Bn. Durham Light Infantry
This small scenario features the 6th Duke of Wellington’s attack on the densely wooded park, following a rolling barrage. In
support are ‘B’ Squadron tanks of the 24th Lancers. The Dukes
meet very stiff resistance, and the Germans are quite capable of
counterattacking.
Play Note: This scenario is interesting in that it showcases how the
Brits employed lengthy and concentrated barrages as opposed to a
manpower advantage to oust the Germans from particularly strong
positions. I would recommend it only for players who have already
experienced more fluid scenarios, such as 18.1 and 18.8, and are
looking to experience a different, more static type of action. This
scenario is playable in an hour or a little more.
The German 12SS Breakdown Platoons (normally used only with
Optional Rule 19.4) are used for this scenario.
Duration: Turn Track A, Turns 15-19 (5 turns).
Play Area: Only the area between the following boundaries is
playable in this scenario: the north, east, and south map edges, hex
column 06, inclusive (west).
Design Note: Panzer Lehr Division controlled St. Pierre and
vicinity.
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British Setup
The British set up first.
The British player places the following units in or adjacent to
0905 (Les HautsVents):
• 6DWR Infantry Battalion (8 units). Alternatively, the Carrier
Platoon (only) may set up in Bellemare hex 1204.
• B/24L Sherman Tank Squadron (5 units).
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Additionally, the three groups of units listed below are placed
inactive on the map.
In any Fontenay village hexes (and note that these units have
restrictions, per Special Rule #6):
• 9/26 Panzergrenadier Company. The infantry company may
begin as its three corresponding breakdown platoons—German
player’s choice (4 units—6 if using the breakdown platoons).
• 8/Pz12 Panzer IV Tank Platoon (the remaining 2 units).
Within 2 hexes of 1316:
• 6/Pz12 Panzer IV Tank Company (3 units).

• C/Ken MG Platoons (3 units).
• 146 AT Achilles SP 17-pdr Troop (any 1 unit).
Within 3 hexes of 1401  (Ferme des Chaudières):
• D/Ken Heavy Mortar Company (4 units).
British Artillery: The following artillery becomes available as of
the British Reset Phase of turn 16:
• 143FR 25-pdr Field Regiment (3 units).
• 147FR Sexton SP Battery (any 1 unit).
The following artillery becomes available as of the British Reset
Phase of turn 17:
• 69FR 25-pdr Gunner Batteries (any 2 units).
• 147FR Sexton SP Battery (any 1 additional unit).
British Assets: The British player starts with no Assets and draws
1 per turn starting on turn 16.
British Reinforcements: The British player starts with no Reinforcement Point and then gains 1 per British Reset Phase starting on
turn 16. The units listed below are placed on the British Reinforcement card. They are available on or after turn 16, at the cost listed
on that card, and enter the map at hex 0901:
• 146 AT Achilles SP 17-pdr Troop (any 1 unit).
• 220 AT 6-pdr AT Troop (1 unit); this unit costs 1 Reinforcement
Point.

German Setup
The German player places the following units of 12SS within 3
hexes of Fontenay village hex 1110:
• 10/26 and 11/26 Panzergrenadier Infantry Companies. Each of
the two infantry companies begin as their three corresponding
breakdown platoons (12 units).

If using Optional Rule 19.13, the German player secretly places
2 Minefields (see 19.13.1) within 2 hexes of a Parc de Boislonde
hex (but not in 1106).
The German player may place Dug-In markers in hexes that contain
one or more German leg units.
Setup Hint: The Germans should deploy 10/26 and 11/26 in the Parc,
the close terrain at 1107, and the fields to the north and west of the
Parc, as they did historically. The 15/26 Recon Company should
form a contiguous line of infantry and MGs from 1308 to 1608.
German Artillery: The following artillery of 12SS becomes available as of the British Reset Phase of turn 16:
• 4/Art12, 5/Art12, and 6/Art12 105mm Artillery Batteries (3
units).
German Reinforcements: The German player starts with 1 Reinforcement Point and then gains 1 per German Reset Phase starting on
turn 16. The units listed below are placed on the German Reinforcement card. All inactive units (on-map and off-map) are available on
or after turn 15, at the cost as listed on that card:
• AT/26 AT Gun Platoon (1 unit).
• HQ/II/Pz12 Flakpanzer Platoon (1 unit).
The cost to activate units of 9/26 Panzergrenadier Company is 3
points for the infantry company and 1 each for all other units; alternatively, the breakdown infantry platoons may be activated for 1
point each. The cost to activate units of 8/Pz12 is 2 points per unit.

Transport Pools:
British: 1.
12SS: 1.

• Mtr/III/26 Mortar Unit (1 unit).

Special Rules:

• 8/Pz12 Panzer IV Tank Platoon (any 1 unit).

1. Effects of the British Creeping Barrage (per 18.1, Special
Rule #1).

Within 3 hexes of Fontenay village hex 1110 or in any Fontenay
village hexes:
• 12/26 Panzergrenadier Heavy Weapons Company (4 units).
• Mtr/III/26 Mortar Unit (1 unit).
In 1308 and/or within 3 hexes of 1511:
• 15/26 Recon Infantry Company (5 units).
In any of the above setup areas:
• 16/26 Pioneer Company (5 units).

2. No British unit may enter hex row 09.
3. No German unit may enter hex row 05.
4. The British MG platoons of C/Ken may participate in Assaults
with any unit(s) without incurring the British Coordination Penalty
(8.3 #16).
Design Note: They are temporarily under the command of the
6th Dukes.
5. Once placed on the map, the British mortars of D/Ken cannot
move.
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Design Note: This prevents them from relocating to a self-spotting
position in 0906/1006. The British wouldn’t have risked this location for their heavy mortars, given that Fontenay and St. Pierre
were German-occupied.
6. The automatic activation requirements outlined in 18.0.3 do not
apply to this scenario; the inactive German units in Fontenay become
activated only through the expenditure of Reinforcement Points.
7. The German units of 15/26 may not enter hex column 11.

Victory Conditions:
Automatic Victory. The German player wins automatically the
instant he eliminates three British infantry companies of the 6DWR
Infantry Battalion.
Otherwise, the scenario is scored in the Victory Phase of the final
turn. The British VP total is subtracted from the German VP total
to arrive at a final score. If this score is 10 or greater, the German
player wins. If it is 6-9, the scenario is a draw. If it is 5 or less, the
British player wins.
Victory Points. Per 18.0.4. Additionally, the German player scores
VPs for objectives.
Objectives. The German player earns 1 VP per German-controlled
hex of Parc de Boislonde (1008, 1108) and hex 1307 (Point 102)
during the Victory Phase of each game turn, to a maximum of 3 VPs
per turn for all 3 objectives.

Strategic Notes:
The German player should attempt to inflict heavy casualties (mainly
through effective defense), then pull back into Fontenay and win
the game based on VPs. The British infantry will need to attack, fall
back to recover, and then press the attack again, hoping to capture
as many objectives as possible before the released German units
and reinforcements make the task too costly. Assaults will serve
the British well during the first couple of game turns when the
Germans have a Dug-In perimeter, but once the Germans fall back
into the close terrain of the Parc, a switch to Combats may be in
order. Concentric Combats are useful for both the 1R column shift
and the additional stack of units contributing CS but will place the
attackers in vulnerable field positions where the German mortars,
artillery, and AFVs can potentially inflict casualties. In general, the
British player will find that five turns aren’t enough to accomplish
everything he’d like.

Historical Notes:
A British patrol of the area started at dawn on the 17th, and the actual
attack commenced at 2 p.m. behind a rolling barrage. A storm of
fire from the vicinity of Cristot fell on the German foxholes at the
northern edge of the Parc, burying most of the Grenadier positions
and almost all their heavy weapons. The 6th Dukes attacked toward
the Parc, supported by ‘B’ Squadron of the 24th Lancers, as well as
self-propelled 17-pdr guns. Three British carriers were destroyed
by mines on the left. Almost from the start, the German mortars
directed fire at the advancing Dukes, inflicting heavy casualties.
Supported by the tanks and artillery, the British infantry nevertheless
pushed on and reached the Parc. As the British neared the woods,
they encountered stiff resistance from tanks and infantry of the 12th
SS Panzer Division. At 4 p.m., near the chateau at the center of the
park, two British tanks were destroyed by 88mm shells. (Note: The

British claimed these were from 88s, but H. Meyer makes no mention of flak artillery or Tigers supporting this battle; it’s possible
that Meyer “forgot” to include this support to help rationalize the
12SS’s failure to hold the Parc, but it’s also possible that the British
accounts were confused and that these were, in fact, 75mm AT shells.)
Eventually, after fierce hand-to-hand fighting, the Germans began
to retreat in the face of the superior British numbers, and the woods
were finally cleared of Germans. By 1600, the British had reached
the southern edge of the Parc, their objective, but they were stopped
there by the fire of the 9./26 Panzergrenadier Company, Panzer IVs
of the 8./Pz12, and the German artillery and mortars. ‘B’ Squadron
of 24 Lancers took up an east-facing position by the Château and
would remain there under heavy mortar fire all afternoon before
withdrawing to Point 102 in the evening.
Around 1800, the 9./26 Panzergrenadier Company counterattacked,
supported by panzers of 8./Pz12 from the southwest, and by the II./
SS-Pz.Art.Rgt 12. (Hubert Meyer mentions the artillery battalion
having 300 shots available, where the British artillery routinely fired
1,500 to 2,000 shots in support of their attacks. While this may be
an exaggeration, it does point to the disparity in artillery that existed
during these battles.) The panzers of 8./Pz12 could not provide effective support in the rough terrain of the Parc, but panzers of the 6./
Pz12 and the 15./26 Recon Company attacked on the eastern flank of
the Parc at around 1845. They made good progress initially, and the
situation began to become more critical for the British as their AT
guns experienced difficulties in getting into position. Concentrated
fire from the British artillery finally stalled the German attack. The
Germans did reach Point 102, though, where they established an
advance position from which they directed harassing fire against
the British troops on the following day.
Some British sources provide additional details as well as contradictions, stating that, at 6 p.m., Tigers began to appear on the
British flanks, and a tank vs. tank battle developed. I believe these
were not Tigers but, in fact, Panzer IVs—especially given that the
British account would indicate a total of fourteen Tigers, while our
research confirmed the use of only four Tigers in the Dauntless sector. More “Tigers” appeared at 6:45. The British tanks and Achilles
tank destroyers managed to destroy four of them (three by the tank
destroyers), with only two British tanks lost.
At nightfall, the British tanks and Achilles which supported the attack withdrew to the rear. ‘C’ Squadron of the 24th Lancers relieved
‘B’ Squadron near Point 102. They were themselves relieved by the
Sherwood Rangers Yeomanry on the following day. Around 2330,
8./Pz12 withdrew to northern Fontenay, and 6./Pz12 to its initial
position, north of Rauray. About thirty men of the 12th SS had been
taken prisoner, with many more killed or wounded. About 50 British had been killed, with twice as many wounded. The woods were
British-controlled for the time being.
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• C/Ken MG Platoon (the remaining 1 unit).
• 146 AT Achilles SP 17-pdr Troop (any 1 unit).
• 220 AT 6-pdr AT Troop (1 unit)
Additionally, the following units are placed inactive within three
hexes of 1401 (Ferme des Chaudières):
• 7DWR Infantry Battalion (8 units).
After setting up, the British player may place Dug-In markers in
hexes that contain one or more British leg units.
British Artillery: The following artillery are available at the start
of the game:
• 143FR 25-pdr Field Regiment (3 units).
• 69FR 25-pdr Gunner Batteries (any 2 units).
• 147FR Sexton SP Batteries (any 2 units).

18.3 “Heavy Counterattack”
The Battle for Le Parc de Boislonde, Day Two
(June 18th, 1400)

British Assets: The British player starts with the following Assets:
• Medium Batteries (2 chits).

“Some of our infantrymen ran through the orchard looking fearfully behind them. […] The company that ‘A’ troop was attached to
had been badly shaken by the accuracy and severity of the mortar
fire and had suffered many casualties. When tanks and accompanying infantry of the Panzer Lehr Division [sic] moved forward
behind the mortar attack many of the British infantry fled.”

The British player draws 1 per turn starting on turn 30.

~ Gr. John Mercer
Following four hours of heavy German artillery and mortar fire,
the 6th Duke of Wellington’s prepare to hold the park against a
counterattack by infantry, tanks, and AT guns of 12SS Panzer
Division. Note: Gr. John Mercer apparently confused the two
German divisions in the above quote, as the Panzer Lehr did not
participate in the attack.
Play Note: This scenario is very limited in scope. It requires the
German player to have a good understanding of how to conduct a
counterattack and is recommended only for experienced players. It
is playable in about an hour and a half.
Duration: Turn Track A, Turns 28-32 (5 turns). Important: The
game begins with the German Player Turn of turn 28 and then continues normally. There is no British Player Turn for turn 28.
Play Area: Only the area between the following boundaries is
playable in this scenario: the north, east, and south map edges, hex
column 06, inclusive (west).

The British set up first.
The British player places the following units in any hex of Parc
de Boislonde, or within two hexes of 1005:
• 6DWR Infantry Battalion (8 units).
• C/Ken MG Platoons (any 2 units).
Within 2 hexes of 1204 (Bellemare) but not in a field hex:
• A/SRY and B/SRY Sherman Tank Squadrons (10 units).
Within 3 hexes of 1401 (Ferme des Chaudières):
• D/Ken Heavy Mortar Company (4 units).

British Reinforcements: The British player starts with 10 Reinforcement Points and then gains 2 per British Reset Phase starting on
turn 29. The units listed below are placed on the British Reinforcement card. All inactive units (on-map and off-map) are available on
or after turn 29, at the cost listed on that card:
• 146 AT Achilles SP 17-pdr Troop (any 1 unit).

German Setup
The German player places the following units of 12SS in any
Fontenay village hexes:
• 9/26, 10/26, and 11/26 Panzergrenadier Companies. Any of
the infantry companies may begin as their three corresponding
breakdown platoons, at the German player’s discretion (between
12 and 18 units, depending on the number of breakdown
platoons deployed).
• 12/26 Panzergrenadier Heavy Weapons Company (4 units).
• Mtr/III/26 Mortar Unit (1 unit).
• 6/Pz12 and 8/Pz12 Panzer IV Tank Companies (6 units).
• HQ/II/Pz12 Flakpanzer Platoon (1 unit).
• AT/26 AT Gun Platoon (1 unit).
After placing these units, the German player reduces any two Panzer
IV platoons of 8/Pz12.
Within 3 hexes of 1509 but not adjacent to any Parc hex:
• 15/26 Recon Infantry Company (5 units).

British Setup

• AA/SRY AA Tank Troop (1 unit).

• Heavy Battery (1 chit).

In either of the above two setup areas, or in 1311:
• 16/26 Pioneer Company (5 units).
German Artillery: The following artillery of 12SS is available at
the start of the scenario:
• 2/Art12 105mm SP Artillery Battery (1 unit).
• 3/Art12 150mm SP Artillery Battery (1 unit).
• 4/Art12, 5/Art12, and 6/Art12 105mm Artillery Batteries (3
units).
• 1/Flak12 and 3/Flak12 88mm Flak Artillery Batteries (2 units).
German Reinforcements: None.
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Transport Pools:
British: 1.
12SS: 1.

Special Rules:
1. No British unit may enter hex row 09.
2. No German unit may enter hex row 05.
3. The British MG platoons of C/Ken may participate in Assaults
with any unit(s) without incurring the British Coordination Penalty
(8.3 #16).
4. Once placed on the map, the British mortars of D/Ken cannot
move.
5. The first time they fire, each of the three German 105mm batteries (4/Art12, 5/Art12, 6/Art12) and two SP batteries (2/Art12,
3/Art12) is placed on the Turn Track one turn in the future; no die
roll is required. All subsequent firing requires the normal die roll.
The flak artillery is not affected by this rule.
Design Note: While Hubert Meyer specifically mentions the lack
of ammo for the German howitzers, he also writes that, during
the night of June 17/18, as part of the planning of the following
day’s attack, I./Pz.Art.12 (the SP battalion) was ordered to supply
some of its 105mm ammunition stockpiles to the nearly-depleted
II./Pz.Art.12 (the towed 105mm battalion) to allow for heavier
support from both battalions.

Victory Conditions:
Automatic Victory. The German player wins automatically the
instant he eliminates three British infantry companies of the same
infantry battalion.
Otherwise, the scenario is scored in the Victory Phase of the final
turn. The British VP total is subtracted from the German VP total
to arrive at a final score. If this score is 15 or greater, the German
player wins. If it is 10-14, the scenario is a draw. If it is 9 or less,
the British player wins.
Victory Points. Per 18.0.4. Additionally, the German player scores
VPs for objectives.
Objectives. The German player scores 2 VPs per German-controlled
Parc de Boislonde hex or hex 1307 (Point 102) during the Victory
Phase of each game turn. Additionally, the German player scores a
one-time award of 5 VPs for controlling either Parc de Boislonde
hex at any instant.

Strategic Notes:
As the German player, your attack must be coordinated with some
finesse. This begins with your setup. Build multiple, powerful stacks
in Fontenay in 0910, 1010, and 1110. Use them to conduct Assaults
and/or Combats against the Parc on the first game turn. You may wish
to set up your recon infantry platoons in a stack in order to attack with
them on the first turn as well. Use your artillery wisely, and attempt
to get some Suppressed markers on the target hex(es), plus any hexes
that are capable of withering AT or MG fire, before moving into the
adjacent field hexes. Try to avoid getting stalled in the field by FF. Your
numerous panzers are helpful both in Assaults and for supporting fire,
but they are vulnerable to the British Fireflies and AT guns. Moving
some tanks adjacent to the park in order to deal with any enemy AFVs
therein may be necessary before capturing the hex.

Historical Notes:
“Meanwhile things were not going well with the 6th Dukes. They
had lost many men during their attack and the Boche (Germans)
then counterattacked and drove all but one company out of the
wood. Large numbers came through my battalion rather shaken
from this terrible ordeal in their first action.”
~ Lt.-Col. Hart Dyke, CO of the Hallams
In the morning, the ‘A’ and ‘B’ Squadrons of the Sherwood Rangers
relieved the 24th Lancers near Point 102. The rest of the morning
was highlighted by a desultory shelling of the Parc from I. and II./
SS-Pz.Art.Regt 12, as well as mortars (from the III./26, as well
as 15./26 and 16./26). The shelling intensified around 1300, and
III./26 launched its counterattack at 1330 from the northern part of
Fontenay, on the left of the Fontenay-Cristot road.
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The 6th Dukes watched and waited from the tree line of the densely
wooded park as the Germans weaved their way towards them through
the corn, with the 10th Company on the left and the 9th Company on
the right, with direct support provided by the panzers of 8./Pz12 and
6./Pz12. The British opened fire and managed to halt the Germans
in the center, but they became outflanked on both sides. Still shaken
by the heavy casualties it sustained the previous day, the 6DWR
quickly started to collapse, the repeated mortar shelling being the
straw that broke its back. Attacked in fierce hand-to-hand fighting
in the Parc, the Dukes broke, most of them abandoning their positions and fleeing north. ‘C’ Company was isolated and surrounded
at one point, but they managed to fight their way out. The Dukes
were gradually pushed back until only one company remained in the
woods. The situation rapidly became critical, with a few elements of
the two grenadier companies reaching the northern edge of the Parc.
The 7DWR, located in Cristot, had initially been ordered to attack
Fontenay through the positions of the 6DWR, supported by artillery in addition to ‘B’ Squadron of the Sherwood Rangers, but the
tank squadron was sent in support of the collapsing 6DWR, and
the divisional artillery turned its guns at the Germans in the Parc.
While the Sherwood Rangers collected the retreating British infantry
north of the Parc, the 7DWR had its orders changed, in light of the
critical and confused situation: It was now to directly make contact
with the 6DWR. At 1515, the 7DWR, along with the returned ‘B’
Squadron of the Sherwood Rangers, attacked the weak defensive
positions on Point 102, which was quickly taken. The tanks took up
position there, while the 7DWR went along with its attack against
the northern edge of the Parc after 20 minutes of artillery support:
Company ‘A’ on the left, Company ‘B’ on the right, followed by
Companies ‘C’ and ‘D’ in reserve, 800 meters behind. The advanced
grenadier elements in the northern part of the Parc were destroyed,
the British artillery shelling preventing any reinforcements from
joining them there.
Around 1700, the Germans counterattacked against the Parc once
again, using 9./26, 10./26 and 8./Pz12 Companies. There was also
a counterattack by the 15./26 Recon Company and a few panzers
from 6./Pz12 on the eastern flank, but both counterattacks were repulsed. The III./26 was ordered to withdraw to its starting positions
in northern Fontenay and assume a defensive stance. The cost of the
day’s fighting to the British was about 230 casualties and four tanks.
The 6th Dukes were withdrawn to Le Haut d’Audrieu to recover.

18.4 “The Battle for the Parc”
The Full Two Day Battle (June 17th-18th)
“This wood which harboured tanks and infantry had caused us
much trouble. […] Little opposition was met until reaching the
actual objective when pockets of stiff enemy resistance were met.
The tanks shot up well over 50 enemy infantry in a hedgerow. The
left hand troops worked round to the forward edge of the objective,
took up fire positions and fired HE at the enemy retreating over the
skyline. On the right resistance was stiffer and the DOW (Duke
of Wellington’s) had a heavy task in clearing the enemy out. At 4
pm in position by the château facing east two of our tanks were
shot up by 88-mm guns.”
~ Leonard Willis, ‘B’ Squadron, 24th Lancers
This scenario covers the entire battle for the park, including its
capture by the 6th Dukes on the 17th, the German counterattack
and 6th Dukes’ retreat on the 18th, and the 7th Dukes’ recapture
of the park on the evening of the 18th.
Play Note: This scenario is playable in about 4 hours. It plays more
quickly that might be expected for a 18-turn scenario due to a “lull”
in the middle where both players save up Reinforcement Points,
recover units, and dig in.
Duration: Turn Track A, Turns 15-32 (18 turns).
Play Area: Only the area between the following boundaries is
playable in this scenario: the north, east, and south map edges, hex
column 06, inclusive (west).

British Setup, Artillery and Assets
Per 18.2. Note that no Assets are drawn on the dusk or night turn.
British Reinforcements: Per 18.2. Starting on turn 22, the British
rate doubles to 2 Reinforcement Points per turn. At that time, the
following units are also placed on the British Reinforcement card
and become available, at the cost listed on that card:
• 7DWR Infantry Battalion (8 units).
• C/24L Sherman Tank Squadron (5 units).
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• A/SRY and B/SRY Sherman Tank Squadrons (10 units).

Strategic Notes:

• AA/24L and AA/SRY AA tank troops (2 units).

During the lull early on the second day, the British player should
attempt to place all six of his Dug-In markers in useful locations—
even if some of these hexes ultimately contain only tanks. He should
accumulate Assets and Reinforcements, and shuffle units to prepare
for the inevitable German attack.

The cost to activate the B/SRY Sherman Tank Squadron is 5 points.

German Setup
The German player places his units per 18.2.
German Artillery: Per 18.2. Additionally, the German artillery from
18.3 becomes available as of the German Reset Phase of turn 28.
German Reinforcements: Per 18.2.

Transport Pools:
British: 1.
12SS: 1.

Special Rules:

During the lull, the Germans should lay low and accumulate Reinforcements and off-map artillery until they have sufficient force
to mount their counterattack. This will usually occur at around the
historical time, on turn 28 or 29. The longer the Germans wait, the
more Assets and Reinforcements the British will accumulate, and
the easier it will be for the British to break up the attack. But if the
Germans attack too early, they probably won’t have had time to
gather sufficient forces to reclaim the park and then hold it. See also
the Strategic Notes for 18.2 and 18.3.

Historical Notes:

1. All 18.2 Special Rules apply.
2. Deactivation of British Formations (per 18.5, Special Rule #5).
Design Note: Doing so can grant a quick boost to Reinforcement
Points and prevent the German player from meeting his Automatic
Victory condition. Note that withdrawn units are unlikely to return
to play during the scenario.
3. The first time they fire on or after turn 24, each of the three German
105mm batteries (4/Art12, 5/Art12, 6/Art12) and two SP batteries
(2/Art12, 3/Art12) is placed on the Turn Track one turn in the future;
no die roll is required. All subsequent firing requires the normal die
roll. The flak artillery is not affected by this rule.
Note that both sides are eligible to roll for Replacements on turn
21 (the night turn).

Victory Conditions:
Automatic Victory. The German player wins automatically the
instant he eliminates 3 British infantry companies of the same
infantry battalion.
Otherwise, the scenario is scored in the Victory Phase of the final
turn. The British VP total is subtracted from the German VP total
to arrive at a final score. If this score is 25 or greater, the German
player wins. If it is 18-24, the scenario is a draw. If it is 17 or less,
the British player wins.

The British attack on the Parc de Boislonde was part of an important,
three-step offensive which was to allow the 49th Division to reach
the Juvigny-Fontenay road by June 18 afternoon:
Phase 1: One company of the 4th Lincolns would capture Les Hauts
Vents during the June 16/17 night, while the 1/4 KOYLI, in Cristot,
would send patrols into the small woods/orchards southwest of the
village. (Note: This is the woods at hex 0505, which is outside the
playable area for this scenario. This event takes place before the
events of the Parc scenarios but might make a good scenario for
post-publication release.)
Phase 2: On June 17 the 1/4 KOYLI, relieved in Cristot and Le
Hamel by the 7 DWR, would advance and take the reconnoitered
woods, while the 6 DWR would attack the Parc de Boislonde from
Le Haut d’Audrieu, supported by the 24th Lancers.
Phase 3: On June 18, the 146th and 147th Brigades were to each
move one of their battalions up to the Bas de Fontenay-Fontenay
road.
The 12th SS’s link with the Panzer Lehr Division was very vague and
weak during these battles, and centered somewhere around St. Pierre.
More details can be found in the Historical Notes for 18.2 and 18.3.

Victory Points. Per 18.0.4. Additionally, the German player scores
VPs for objectives.
Objectives. The German player scores 1 VP per German-controlled
Parc de Boislonde hex and hex 1307 (Point 102) during the Victory
Phase of each game turn between turns 15 through 21 (June 17).
Starting on turn 22 (dawn on June 18), this award doubles to 2 VPs
per hex. Additionally, the German player receives a one-time award
of 5 VPs for controlling either Parc de Boislonde hex at any instant
on or after turn 25.
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In hexes 0406, 0407, or in any hexes of the Linc setup area:
• A/24L Sherman Tank Squadron (5 units).

18.5 The Campaign Game
Operation Dauntless (June 25th-27th)
This scenario covers the first three days of the battles for Fontenay,
Tessel Woods, and Rauray.
Play Note: This scenario is recommended for experienced players
who know how to make use of combined arms. It will take you about
30-40 hours to play to completion if it does not end prematurely
due to an automatic victory. Only a fraction of the British forces
begin activated, and the smoke and fog limit any attacks to Assaults
for the first four game turns. This means that the size, action, and
complexity all ramp up gradually.
Duration: Turn Track B, Turns 1-38 (38 turns).
Play Area: The entire map.
Hex Control. The British begin the game in control of all hexes
north of and including hex row 08. The remainder of the map begins
German-controlled.

In hexes 0705, 0706, 0707, 0804, 0805, 0806, and 0807:
• Hal Infantry Battalion (8 units).
In hexes 0905, 0906, 0907, 1004, 1005, 1006, and 1007:
• RSF Infantry Battalion (8 units).
• B/SRY Sherman Tank Squadron (5 units).
Historical Note: Players wishing to emulate the historical
setup of each battalion should place three of the four infantry
companies, plus the MG platoon and Carrier Platoon, in the two
forward (south-most) hexes. The remaining infantry company,
6-pounder AT guns, and mortars should be placed in the rear
hexes as desired. British infantry battalions were fielded with
two companies up, one back, and one in reserve. In game terms,
the “back” company (and possibly even the “reserve” company)
will probably be committed to a fight within the same 90-minute
turn as the “up” companies.
Additionally, the six groups of units listed below are placed
inactive.

British Setup
The British set up first. The Campaign Game Setup card can be used
to help visualize the setup areas.

In hexes 1104, 1105, 1106, 1107, 1204, 1205, and 1206:
• 11DLI Infantry Battalion (8 units).

Important: All references to British infantry battalions in the setup
instructions include the Ken MG platoon which is color-coded to
correspond to that battalion; it is included in the 8 unit total for that
infantry battalion.

Within 1 hex of 1302:
• KOYLI Infantry Battalion (8 units).

The British player places the following units.
In hexes 0505, 0506, 0507, 0604, 0605, 0606, and 0607:
• Linc Infantry Battalion (8 units).
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In hexes 1306, 1307, 1405, 1406, 1505, 1506, and 1605 (the British left flank):
• Rec Elements, 49th Regiment Reconnaissance Corps (6 units).
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Within 1 hex of Cristot village hex 1403:
• TS Infantry Battalion (8 units).
In hexes 0304, 0305, 0306, 0307, 0404, 0405, and 0406 (St. Pierre):
• 10DLI Infantry Battalion (8 units).
Within 2 hexes of 0602:
• B/24L and C/24L Sherman Tank Squadrons (10 units). AA/24L
AA Tank Troop (1 unit) is placed with or adjacent to any tank
troop of these two squadrons.
Play Note: The British player may, at his discretion, opt to place
these units at the same time as the British Turn 2 Setup Units
instead of during initial setup. Placing them now may help with
visualizing the flanks, while placing them later de-clutters the
map on turn 1.
All British units with asterisks in the upper right corner are placed
back in the box, unless using the corresponding Optional Rule.
The British player may place any number of his Dug-In markers in
hexes containing one or more British leg units that are in or north
of hex row 06.
British Turn 2 Units. The following units are placed on or near
the Turn Track. During the British Reset Phase of turn 2, they are
placed inactive in any hexes of hex rows 01-05:

2. This drops to 2 per British Reset Phase starting on turn 27 (dawn
on June 27); there is a reminder on the Turn Track. All British units
that were not placed on the map are placed on the British Reinforcement card (Exception: RMASG Centaur CS Tank Troops are placed
in the box). All inactive units (on-map and off-map) are available on
or after turn 2, at the cost listed on the British Reinforcement card.
Sherwood Rangers Losses. After placing them on the British
Reinforcement card, the British player must reduce any three units
of C/SRY.
Design Note: At the time of this battle, this regiment comprised
6 fewer Shermans than the theoretical strength. These tanks had
been reassigned to the Regimental HQ and the 24th Lancers, much
to the annoyance of the Sherwood Rangers.
The following on-map units activate automatically (for free) at the
start of turn 5:
• 217 AT, 218 AT, and 219 AT 17-pdr AT Batteries (6 units).
• 220 AT 17-pdr + 6-pdr AT Troops (3 units).
• D/Ken Heavy Mortar Company (4 units).
See also Special Rule #7, which also pertains to free activation.

• D/Ken Heavy Mortar Company (4 units).
• 217 AT, 218 AT, and 219 AT 17-pdr AT Batteries (6 units).
• 220 AT 17-pdr + 6-pdr AT Troops (3 units).
• 146 AT Achilles SP 17-pdr Battery (3 units).
• 82/RE AVRE Assault Tank Troops (4 units).
All AT batteries and mortars must be placed on their Deployed sides.
Design Note: Placing these formations on turn 2 greatly helps
to de-clutter the map and avoid any confusion concerning active
vs. inactive units. Note that the German player cannot move on
turn 1, so the British player is in no danger of a breakthrough
behind the front lines.
The British player may place his remaining Dug-In markers in hexes
containing one or more of the newly placed leg units.
If using Optional Rule 19.5 OSMs, the British player places his
OSMs for all active formations at this time. Important: Placement
of OSMs is not restricted to the first five hex rows.
British Artillery: The following artillery becomes available as of
the British Reset Phase of turn 5:
• 69FR, 143FR, and 185FR 25-pdr Field Regiments (9 units).
• 147FR Sexton SP Field Regiment (3 units).
British Assets: The British player starts with no Assets and draws
2 per turn starting on turn 5. Note that no Assets are drawn on turns
13 or 26 (night turns).
Play Note: The British player should beware of the special rule
for Operation Epsom, whereby any accumulated Assets are removed from his possession. He should try to spend them before
this happens.
British Reinforcements: The British player starts with 6 Reinforcement Points and then gains 3 per British Reset Phase starting on turn

German Setup
The Campaign Game Setup card can be used to help visualize the
setup areas. The German player places the following units.
Panzer Lehr Division:
Within 2 hexes of 0312 (La Grande Ferme):
• 5/901 Panzergrenadier Company (5 units).
Historical Note: Players wishing to emulate the historical setup
should place the infantry company and MG platoon in 0410.
Within four hexes of 0714 (Tessel Woods), but not east of the
Bordel:
• 1/901, 2/901, and 3/901 Panzergrenadier Companies + Mtr/I/901
Mortar Unit (13 units).
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• 4/901 Panzergrenadier Heavy Weapons Company (3 units).
Within one hex of 0315 (Le Haut de Juvigny)
• 9/901 SP sIG “Grille” Company (3 units).

German Artillery: The following artillery (all off-map artillery
units) becomes available as of the British Reset Phase of turn 5:
• 1/Werf12 150mm Rocket Artillery Battery (1 unit).
• 2/Art12 SP 105mm Artillery Battery (1 unit).

• 10/901 Pioneer Company (5 units).
12SS Panzer Division:
In field hex 0909, or within two hexes of Fontenay village hexes
1111 and 1112 in hexes that are also east of the Bordel:
• 9/26, 10/26, and 11/26 Panzergrenadier Companies + Mtr/III/26
Mortar Unit (13 units).
• 12/26 Panzergrenadier Heavy Weapons Company (4 units).

• 3/Art12 SP 150mm Artillery Battery (1 unit).
• 4/Art12, 5/Art12, 6/Art12, 1/992, 2/992, and 3/992 105mm
Artillery Batteries (6 units).
• 1/Flak12 and 3/Flak12 88mm Flak Artillery Batteries (2 units).
• 1/Art130 and 2/Art130 SP 105mm Artillery Batteries (2 units).
• 3/Art130 SP 150mm Artillery Battery (1 unit).

In hex 1012:
• 13/26 sIG Company (2 units).

• I(53)/Flak4 and I(141)/Flak4 88mm Flak Artillery Battalions
(2 units).

Within 2 hexes of 1213 (Ferme St. Nicolas) and/or within 2 of
any Rauray village hex:
• 14/26 Flak Company (3 units).

• SP Rocket markers (2 units).

In or adjacent to 1411:
• 15/26 Recon Infantry Company (5 units).
In or adjacent to 1512:
• 16/26 Pioneer Company (5 units).
In hex 1014 (La Grande Ferme):
• 8/Pz12 Panzer IV Tank Company (3 units).

German Reinforcements: The German player starts with 8
Reinforcement Points and then gains 2 per German Reset Phase
starting on turn 2. All German units that were not placed on the
map are placed on the German Reinforcement card. All inactive
units (on-map and off-map) are available on or after the game turns
indicated and at the cost listed on that card. Note that the cost to
commit Panzer IV and Auf units of 12SS drops starting on turn 10
(see Special Rule #2).

Transport Pools:

Additionally, the following units are placed inactive within one
hex of 1120 (near Brettevillette), but east/south of the Bordel:
• 3/Auf and 4/Auf Recon Infantry Companies + Mtr/3+4/Auf
Mortar Unit (8 units).
• 5/Auf Recon Heavy Weapons Company (4 units).
The German player places 6 Strongpoint markers in any non-field
hexes in or south of hex row 10. A maximum of 3 Strongpoints may
be placed in Fontenay village hexes. The German player may then
place Dug-In markers in any hexes containing one or more German
leg units, up to the number provided in the counter mix.
All German units with asterisks in the upper right corner are placed
back in the box, unless using the corresponding Optional Rule.
If using Optional Rule 19.13 Minefields, the German player notes
the location of hidden minefields (see 19.13.1), up to the number
provided in the counter mix, in any hexes that are south of hex
row 09 or adjacent to any Fontenay village hex.
If using Optional Rule 19.5 OSMs, the markers for the following
active formations are also placed on the map.
12SS:
• Hex 1111: III/26 Panzergrenadier Battalion.

British: 8.
12SS: 4.
Panzer Lehr: 2.

Special Rules:
Reminders of these events are printed on the Turn Track.
1. Heavy Smoke and Fog57
“We hoped to see the Lincolns carrying out the first phase of the
attack. All we could hear was the constant noise of the tremendous
barrage our artillery were putting down. At first periscope light
we moved forward down the forward slope hoping to move down
to the sunken road. We were enveloped in a fog so thick that the
commanders could not see the end of their 75-mm guns.”
~ 24th Lancers troop leader
Important: All rules for Heavy Fog (17.3) are in effect for the first 4
game turns to simulate the dense morning fog to which the Germans
added smoke, limiting visibility to 50 yards or less. Players should
carefully review 17.3 before starting play.
Additionally, the following rules are in effect for the first game turn
(only), simulating the effects of the pre-game barrage:

• Hex 1014: 8/II/12 Panzer Company.

a) British Assaults are at 2R.

• Hex 1411: 15/26 Recon Infantry Company.

(Note that the remaining turn 1 special rules are all just
movement restrictions.)

• Hex 1120: Auf.
Panzer Lehr:
• Hex 0611: I/901 Panzergrenadier Battalion.

b) German units cannot move or conduct Assaults, Combats, or
Ranged Attacks. AT Fire is allowed (but LOS=0; see 17.3).
Retreats are allowed, and Retreat Limits are unaffected.

• Hex 0312: 5/901 Panzergrenadier Company.
If using Optional Rule 19.2 Luftwaffe Nuisance Raids, place the
Luftwaffe Nuisance Raid marker on turn 13 (night turn) of the
Turn Track as a reminder.

c) Units of both sides cannot use the road movement rate.
d) All active British infantry companies and MG platoons that
begin set up in hex rows 06 and 07 must move as stacks and
attempt to move south in a straight line along their starting hex
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column, using their full MA until required to halt and/or Assault
(see below). Any tank or Carrier Platoon units that begin stacked
with these units must move as part of the stack.

d)

e) All British units that move must move in a straight line except
where starting on and following a road.
Halt. Units moving off-road halt, ending their movement, for
either of the following reasons:
• Attempting to cross a waterway hexside. The unit halts before
crossing the waterway (and cannot assault across it).
• Attempting to enter any hex occupied by an enemy unit (and
the British unit or stack must then assault; see ‘a’ above).
f) If using Optional Rule 19.12 British Disorientation,
active British units in hex rows 06 and 07 must roll on the
Disorientation Table when moving.

The German Divisional Boundary marker
becomes available to the German player. Once per
game during the German Action Phase, the
German player may relocate the operational
boundary between his two divisions (4.2.3) by moving it from
2-6 hexes west (German player’s choice) into any hex column
from 04 through 08. This shift can be marked by placing the
marker in the hex column that denotes the west-most column
in which 12SS units may operate, or by placing it on the
Information Track in the cell that denotes the number of hexes
shifted west from the original boundary—whichever the
German player chooses.

3. Operation EPSOM. On day two (June 26th), the following rules
are in effect beginning on turn 14:
a)

Any Assets accumulated and held by
the British player are removed from
his possession and returned to the
draw cup during the British Reset
Phase. Any spent Assets on the Turn Track are returned there
as well. The British player must permanently remove the
following five Asset chits from the draw cup: 2 Medium
Batteries, 1 Heavy Battery, 1 Tactical Recon, and 1 FighterBomber (Note: These Assets are denoted by a “14” in a red
circle in their lower left corners). Place them in the Withdrawn
Box. No new Assets are drawn on this turn or the next two turns.
Starting on turn 17 and for the remainder of the game, the British
player draws one Asset chit from the cup each turn.

b) The cost for the British player to commit Crocodiles, AVRE,
and Sherman Crabs doubles, as indicated on the British
Reinforcement card.
c) 12SS and Luftwaffe off-map artillery units take longer to return
after firing, per 12.3.2.
4. Panzer Withdrawal58
Historical Note: Meyer ordered the withdrawal of a number of
12SS Panzer Regiment tank companies in order to meet the new
British offensive.

2. Kampfgruppe Wünsche. The following occur on the turn 10
German Reset Phase:
a) The German player receives a one-time award of 10
Reinforcement Points, in addition to the 2 points normally
received.
b) The cost to commit 12SS Panther (1/Pz12, 2/Pz12, 4/Pz12) and
Panzer IV (5/Pz12, 6/Pz12) tank platoons drops to 1 point per
unit, and the cost to commit 12SS recon infantry companies
(3/Auf, 4/Auf) and the recon heavy weapons company (5/
Auf) drops to 2 points per company, as indicated on the
German Reinforcement Card. These cost reductions last for
the remainder of the game.
c)

The KG Wünsche marker becomes available to
the German player for the remainder of the game.
During each Victory Phase, the German player
may place this marker in any hex (see 4.2.3 for
details).

During the British Reset Phase of turns 16, 20, and 32, the German player must withdraw one 12SS tank company (Panzer IV or
Panther—three total units per turn) from the game. These can be
chosen from active or inactive units of the same company, but not
from the Dead Pool. In order to qualify for withdrawal, a company
(three units) must have at least three of its six total steps. Companies
cannot be split up, i.e., the player cannot remove one platoon from
one company and two platoons from another company. If there are
not enough companies to qualify, the German player instead matches
the criteria as closely as possible by removing the strongest existing
tank company in lieu of each required company. Withdrawn units
are immediately placed in the Withdrawn Box.
Any on-map German HQ SP Flak units (HQ/Pz12, HQ/I/Pz12, and
HQ/II/Pz12) are immediately placed back on the German Reinforcement card as soon as the qualifications for their activation (as
outlined on that card) are no longer met due to Panzer Withdrawal;
eliminated tank platoons within activated companies do not cause
the removal of the HQ SP Flak units.
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5. Deactivation of British Formations.59 During any British
Reset Phase starting on game turn 3, the British player may opt to
deactivate one or more of his activated infantry battalions (8 units
each), tank squadrons (5 units each), or the KRRC Rifle Battalion
(15 units). To do so, all units of the formation must be within seven
hexes of the northern map edge, eliminated, or in the Withdrawn
box. For each deactivated formation, the British player rolls both
red dice (1d10+1d6) and adds 10 to the total. The modified result,
which will range from 12-26, represents the number of game turns
in the future that the deactivated units are placed on the Turn Track.
If this would place the units beyond the scope of the game (turn 38)
they are instead placed in the Withdrawn box, and all formerly eliminated units of the deactivated formation which are in the Eligible for
Reconstitution box are moved to the Permanently Eliminated box.
Important: Deactivating a formation immediately grants the British player 1 Reinforcement Point per unit removed from the map
during deactivation.
The deactivated formation is placed on the British Reinforcement
card during the British Reset Phase when the game turn marker
reaches the game turn with the formation. Henceforth, they may
be reactivated by paying the normal cost as shown on the British Reinforcement card. They are eligible for Replacements and
Reconstitution (see 13.2 and 13.2.1) while on the Turn Track or
Reinforcement card; they are treated as normal Reinforcements for
all other game purposes (see 13.1 and 18.0.3).

8. Construction of June 27 Strongpoints. As the final step of the
German Reset Phase of turn 26 (the June 26/27 night turn), the
German player may place up to two new Strongpoint markers in
non-field hexes that are in-supply, not adjacent to enemy units, and
under or adjacent to any pioneer platoon. The markers are taken from
those in the Withdrawn box; if there are fewer than two such markers in the box, the German player may place only those available.
9. Final Game Turn Restrictions. On the final game turn, units of
either side cannot end their Combat Phase more than three hexes
south or north, for the British and Germans respectively, of the hex
they began their Action Phase in.

Victory Conditions:
Automatic Victory. During the Victory Phase, check for automatic
victory by either player.
The British player automatically wins if he currently has more VPs
for enemy losses (including Transport Pool losses) than the German
player and he controls (in supply) the following:
• All Fontenay and Rauray village hexes, and
• all Tessel Woods hexes, and
• all supply hexes of either German division.
The German player automatically wins if he currently has more VPs
for enemy losses (including Transport Pool losses) than the British
player and either of the following conditions are met:

The Crusader III AA Mk III tank troop associated with each tank
regiment (AA/24L, AA/SRY, AA/RDG) deactivates when two or
more of the associated tank squadrons are deactivated; eliminated
tank squadrons do not cause the removal of the AA units. Deactivated
AA tank troops are placed back on the British Reinforcement card.

• Three or more British battalions have collapsed (per Special
Rule #6).

6. British Battalion Collapse. British infantry battalions and the
KRRC Rifle Battalion collapse the instant three or more infantry
companies are eliminated. All on-map units of the collapsed battalion
(8 units for infantry battalions, 15 units for KRRC Rifle Battalion)
are immediately placed in the Withdrawn Box. The elimination of
the unit that triggered the collapse grants VPs normally. All formerly
eliminated units of the collapsed formation that are in the Eligible for
Reconstitution box are moved to the Permanently Eliminated box.

Otherwise, the scenario is scored when it ends. The German VP total
is subtracted from the British VP total to arrive at a final score. Find
the final score on the table below to determine the winner.

Play Note: This rule encourages the British player to deactivate
his formations (see Special Rule #5) before their collapse.
7. Increased British Commitment. During the British Reset Phase
of turn 14 (dawn on June 26), the British player may, at his discretion, declare Increased Commitment if he does not control any
Rauray village hexes. Doing so allows him to immediately activate
any one inactive British Infantry Battalion (but not the KRRC Rifle
Battalion) that is on the map or the British Reinforcement card. No
Reinforcement Points are spent by the British player, but the German player immediately gains 9 points, which are each spent by the
German player to do any one of the following:
• Increase the number of German Victory Points by one.
• Increase the number of German Reinforcement Points by one.
• Reconstitute one single-step infantry or MG unit from the
Eligible for Reconstitution box; the unit is immediately placed
on the map per 13.2.1.

• The German player controls (in supply) both British supply
hexes during any German Reset Phase (instead of the Victory
Phase).

Victory Levels
200 or more VPs:
160 to 199 VPs:
120 to 159 VPs:
80 to 119 VPs:
Fewer than 80 VPs:

British major victory
British minor victory
Draw
German minor victory
German major victory

Victory Points. Per 18.0.4. One of the players can score VPs for the
final location of the front line (see below). Additionally, the German
player scores VPs for Mid-Game Objectives (see below) and the
British player scores VPs for End-Game Objectives (see below).
Front Line VPs.60 At the end of the game, the front line is defined
as the southernmost hex row that is occupied by one or more fullstrength, in-supply British infantry units and behind (north of) which
there are no in-supply German leg units.
• If the front line is south of hex row 18, the British player is
awarded 20 VPs per additional hex row south of row 18 (20
VPs for row 19, 40 VPs for row 20, etc.). There is a victory flag
reminder of this hex row location in the map border.
• If the front line is north of hex row 18, the German player is
awarded 20 VPs per additional hex row north of row 18.
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German Mid-Game Objectives. During the Victory Phase of each
dusk game turn, the German player scores 8 VPs per in-supply
German-controlled Fontenay village hex (to a maximum of 112 VPs
for all 14 village hexes) and Tessel Woods hex (to a maximum of 32
VPs for all 4 woods hexes). During the June 26 dusk turn, the German
player additionally scores 8 VPs per in-supply German-controlled
Rauray village hex (to a maximum of 32 VPs for all 4 village hexes).
Design Note: The Germans knew that fresh German divisions
were on their way to the front, and these mid-game VP awards
encourage the German player to stall the British advance until it
becomes too costly to do so. By checking for VPs on the dusk
turns, the German player can voluntarily pull his units out of a
village during the night, as did his historical counterpart, and still
earn the VPs for having held it throughout the day. These objectives also serve to motivate the British player towards something
resembling the historical British timeline—namely, the capture
of Fontenay and Tessel Woods by midday on June 25 and Rauray
by that evening.

became unbearable and the Germans withdrew to a line running
north of Brettevillette. By 1600 hours, at long last, Rauray village
was cleared. The British pushed no further and spent the night in
Rauray. The Germans had been denied the vital high ground overlooking Operation Epsom, now well into its second day, to the east.
The June 27 frontline objective on the map at hex row 18 truly
represents the furthest British advance on Rauray. The SS-Pz-Rgt.
12 diaries indicate that the 1./SS-Pz.Rgt. 12 Panther company was
committed on a covering mission between Vendes and Rauray by
the afternoon of June 27, so the central part of this historical line
is also mainly correct. The situation in the western part of our map
is somewhat hazier at this time from the point of view of historical
sources, but the German positions roughly stood along the Château
de Juvigny (0213)-Vendes road, up to and including the Ferme de la
Bijude (0516). The British advance on this part of the map was less
deep, as this area wasn’t part of the Polar Bears’ mission (despite
the near total collapse of Panzer Lehr in this sector). Vendes and the
strongpoints would remain in German hands until mid-July.

British End-Game Objectives.
• Fontenay village hexes (14 total) and Tessel Woods hexes (4
total) are worth 5 VPs each.
• Rauray village hexes (4 total), Brettevillette village hexes (2
total), hex 1419 (Point 110), hex 0520 (Point 124), and south
map edge German supply hexes (5 total) are worth 10 VPs each.
Note that the red objective flags printed on the map do not indicate
particular hexes in most cases. Rather, they serve as a reminder of
general objective locations.

Strategic Notes:
There are too many possible strategies for both sides to list them
here. Players should refer to the Strategic Notes of the remainder
of the scenarios in this book for strategies pertaining to specific
sub-sections of the three-day battle. They may also want to read
23.0 Tips & Strategies.

Historical Notes:
The operation began with a massive artillery barrage by 250 guns,
including the naval guns of three Royal Navy cruisers. The British
troops left their start line and followed the creeping barrage. The
mixture of smoke and morning fog was so thick that visibility was
severely limited. Several British units wandered right past German
positions, while others became confused or lost en route to their
objectives. When fighting did erupt, it was at point blank range.
(For the historical notes pertaining to specific phases of the three
day battle, refer to the notes of the smaller scenarios, starting with
18.6; 18.10 and 18.11 should be of particular interest.)
On June 27, the Hallams launched an attack on Vendes from Tessel
Woods but fell upon stiff resistance and were unable to capture the
village. Meanwhile, the 11th DLI, supported by armor of the 1st
Nottinghamshire Yeomanry, advanced on Rauray.
The 11DLI sent patrols towards the town from 0800 on June 27, but
it launched its attack on Rauray from the north at 1130. It took some
time to progress, and, in the short but heavy fighting that occurred,
the 11DLI were not able to wrestle Rauray from the German tanks,
panzergrenadiers, and 88s. A truce was agreed upon between 1200
and 1400 to collect the dead and the wounded. A second attempt at
1400 hours was more successful. Eventually, the British pressure

18.6 “Blind Man’s Bluff”
Operation Dauntless, the Kick-Off and First
Contact (June 25th, a.m.)
“...crossed the start line at 0415 hrs in a fairly compact bunch of
units. The barrage was tremendous, distance behind it was kept
very well, as was direction. The men stood up to and kept behind
the barrage like veterans. Just after the platoons had opened out a
cloud of combined mist, smoke and dust started to rise. The fog
rose so quickly that runners and platoons were lost. Enemy MGs
on either flank opened up.”
~ Maj. H. Macpherson, OC of ‘B’ Company, RSF
This short scenario begins identically to the Campaign Game but
ends before the smoke and heavy fog lift.
Play Note: This scenario makes for another good starting point for
players who plan to eventually play the Campaign Game, as it is
excellent practice for both sides. The smoke and fog mean no ZOC,
Combats, or Ranged Attacks (including AT Fire other than as part of
the Tactical Advantage procedure). There will be a lot of Assaults,
especially by the British. The scenario will take about an hour and
a half to complete.
Duration: Turn Track B, Turns 1-4 (4 turns). If both players agree,
they may continue into the Barracuda scenario (18.7) instead of
ending on turn 4.
Play Area: The entire map.
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Setup, Reinforcements, Assets, Artillery, & Transport Pools:
Per 18.5, for both sides, except that it is not necessary to place the
following British turn 2 units: Heavy Mortar Company (D/Ken; 4
units), 17-pdr AT Batteries + 6-pdr AT Troop (217AT, 218AT, 219AT,
220AT; 9 units) See 18.5 British Turn 2 Units.
Design Note: Since there are no Ranged Attacks allowed due
to the fog, and no German unit can move north of row 09, these
units simply aren’t needed.
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The initial objective of the Hallamshire Battalion was the Bordel
River—a small stream that ran through Fontenay and joined the
Suelles just to the west. ‘B’ and ‘C’ Companies of the Hallams led
the advance, with ‘A’ and ‘D’ in reserve (in game terms, about 1-2
hexes behind). Because visibility was restricted to five yards or less,
the lead companies quickly became lost in the mist. The reserve
companies were committed, their objective being the Bordel as
well as the hedges and orchards beyond the Fontenay-Juvigny road.
Navigating was by compass and a slow affair. Sgt. Bennett called it
“a slow and eerie business. En route we ran into two carriers and at
least a platoon of the Royal Scots Fusiliers, moving painfully across
our front. I gave them the compass bearing (left and parallel to the
Hallams) to their own sector.”
Before the Bordel and west Fontenay were reached, the Germans
opened up with MG fire. Cpl. Graham Roe of ‘C’ Company recalled
“We were advancing through a cornfield with ripening corn heads
about waist high. The enemy was firing at us with their Spandaus
and Schmeisser machine-guns even though they could not see us. I
saw the corn heads dropping all around us and began to wonder how
long it would be before I became a cornhead…” Roe recalls that he
later heard “very clearly the C.O. talking to the Adj. or IO, ‘I think
we’re lost but it will sort itself out in due course.’”

Special Rules:

See also Historical Notes for 18.7-18.10.

1. Heavy Smoke and Fog (per 18.5, Special Rule #1).
2. No German unit may enter hex row 08.

Victory Conditions:
The scenario is scored in the Victory Phase of the final turn. The
lower VP total is subtracted from the higher VP total. A difference
of 10 or fewer VPs is a draw. Otherwise, the player with the higher
VP total wins.
Victory Points. Per 18.0.4. As an exception to 18.0.5, the British
player scores double the normal VPs for enemy losses, including
Transport Pool losses. Additionally, both players score VPs for
objectives.
Objectives. The German player scores 4 VP for control of the following:
• Each Fontenay village hex (to a max of 56 VPs for all 14 hexes)
• Hex 0312 (La Grande Ferme).
The British player scores 2 VPs for the following:
• Control of each non-field hex in or south of hex row 11,
excluding objective hexes for which the German player scores
VPs.
• Each Strongpoint marker in the Withdrawn box.

18.7 “Barracuda”
Operation Dauntless, the Morning Hours
(June 25th, a.m.)
This short scenario begins identically to the Campaign Game but
ends following the first afternoon turn.

Strategic Notes:
Both players should read the sections in 23.0 Tips & Strategies
pertaining to British Setup and German Setup. The German player
should use this scenario to experiment with different setup strategies
to see what works best and fits his personal play style.

Historical Notes:
The kick-off of Operation Dauntless was a confused affair. Although
the entire British battalion had gone over the plan the previous night
using a cloth map in a barn, the attack quickly became disorganized
in the dense smoke and mist as it was difficult to tell one group of
men from the next.

Play Note: This scenario makes for another good starting point for
players who plan to eventually play the Campaign Game, as it is
excellent practice for both sides, highlighting the off-map artillery
that both sides have available after the fog clears. It will take about
3-4 hours to complete.
Duration: Turn Track B, Turns 1-7 (7 turns). If both players agree,
they may continue into The Simmering Cauldron scenario (18.8)
instead of ending on turn 7.
Play Area: The entire map.
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Setup, Reinforcements, Assets, Artillery, & Transport Pools:
Per 18.5, for both sides. Note that all of the British Turn 2 Units
(see 18.5) are actually set up and used in this scenario, unlike the
previous one.

Special Rules:
1. Heavy Smoke and Fog (per 18.5, Special Rule #1).
2. Deactivation of British Formations (per 18.5, Special Rule #5).
3. British Battalion Collapse (per 18.5, Special Rule #6).

Victory Conditions:
The scenario is scored in the Victory Phase of the final turn. The
lower VP total is subtracted from the higher VP total. A difference
of 15 or fewer VPs is a draw. Otherwise, the player with the higher
VP total wins.

Strategic Notes:

• Each Fontenay village hex (to a max of 70 VPs for all 14 hexes)

Both players should read the sections British Setup and German
Setup in 23.0 Tips & Strategies. There are additional considerations.
For example, the British get their powerful off-map artillery support on turn 5, and they have a chance to use it on turn 5 before the
Germans receive their own artillery. Once the fog lifts on turn 5, the
German counterattack can be brutal, especially if the British have
any units in open areas such as the fields to the east. As the German
player, don’t be afraid to bring in some Panzers, Panthers, or Tigers
and tear into enemy units left in the open from a safe distance.

• Hex 0312 (La Grande Ferme).

Historical Notes:

Victory Points. Per 18.0.4. As an exception to 18.0.5, the British
player scores double the normal VPs for enemy losses, including
Transport Pool losses. Additionally, both players score VPs for
objectives. Finally, both players score 1 VP per unspent Reinforcement Point.
Objectives. The German player scores 5 VP for control of the following:

Additionally, the German player scores 1 VP per Dug-In hex (Digging In markers do not count) and 1 VP per Strongpoint marker (not
printed map hex) that remains on the map.
The British player scores VPs for control of the following:
• 5 VPs per Tessel Woods hex (to a max of 20 VPs for all 4 hexes).
• 5VPs per printed, on-map Strongpoint, apart from hex 0312 (La
Grande Ferme).

Codenamed “Barracuda,” the first of the three phase lines of Operation Dauntless involved the capture of the Caen-Juvigny road, which
cut a path through the center of Fontenay. This proved to be a difficult
task. The German defenders trickled in numerous reinforcements
over the course of the twenty-four-hour battle, and the Polar Bears
were forced to pay a high price for their victory.
See also Historical Notes for scenarios 18.5, 18.6, and 18.8-18.10.

• 10 VPs for all primary road hexes of the Caen-Juvigny road
from 0411 to 1312; all ten hexes must be controlled to score
the VP award.
Design Note: Capturing any hex of Tessel Woods within the
span of this scenario is a longshot for the British player, but this
objective gives him something to shoot for on the Panzer Lehr
half of the map. Similarly, the road objective (the historical goal
of Phase Line Barracuda) is unlikely to be achieved due to a bogdown with the 12SS in east Fontenay.
Additionally, the British player scores 2 VPs for control of each
non-field hex south of hex row 10, excluding those objective hexes
for which either player scores VPs as previously listed.
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Rauray village.
Brettevillette village.
Hex 1419 (Point 110).
Hex 0520 (Point 124).
South map edge German supply hexes.

Play Note: Against a competent German player, it is highly unlikely that the British player will capture any of these objectives.
They are included here merely to provide a goal and direction
for the British forces.
Otherwise, the scenario is scored in the Victory Phase of the final
turn. The lower VP total is subtracted from the higher VP total. A
difference of 20 or fewer VPs is a draw. Otherwise, the player with
the higher VP total wins.

18.8 “The Simmering Cauldron”
Operation Dauntless, the First Day
(June 25th, a.m.)
“The village was like a simmering cauldron. [...] I jumped into
a crater and watched the enemy tanks attack Fontenay. Firing
continuously, feeling secure, the steel colossi were moving
slowly towards the rubble of Fontenay. Our antitank guns were
destroyed by the insane artillery fire. The Panzergrenadiere held
their Panzerfäuste tightly. Man against tank! What a contrast! […]
The first tank was smoking by that point. I could see how soldiers
were leaping onto the vehicles. The enemy artillery was firing
over our heads. [...] The tank-versus-tank engagement started.
There were casualties on both sides. Thick, black, oily smoke
rolled over the battlefield.”
~ Kurt “Panzermeyer” Meyer,
commander of the 12th SS Panzer Division
This medium-length scenario begins identically to the Campaign
Game but covers only the first day’s action.
Play Note: This scenario is good practice and highly recommended
for players who plan to eventually play the Campaign Game. It is
playable in a single, long session of about 8-10 hours.

Victory Points. Per 18.0.4. As an exception to 18.0.5, the British
player scores double the normal VPs for enemy losses, including
Transport Pool losses. The German player scores 1 VP for each
British tank unit (including the Achilles troops of 146 AT) that is
adjacent to a German unit during the Victory Phase of the final game
turn. Additionally, the players score VPs for objectives (see below).
Finally, both players score 1 VP per unspent Reinforcement Point.
Design Note: The VPs award for British tanks accounts for the
fact that the scenario ends on a dusk turn rather than a night
turn. Normally, British tanks are withdrawn on the dusk turn for
refueling, rearming, and possible replacements during the night
turn. The award discourages “end-of-the-world” tactics by the
British player.
Objectives. The German player scores 8 VPs per hex for control
of the following:
• Fontenay village hexes (to a maximum of 112 VPs for all 14
village hexes).
• Tessel Woods hexes (to a maximum of 32 VPs for all 4 woods
hexes).

Play Area: The entire map.

The British player scores VPs as follows:
• 3 VPs for each controlled printed Strongpoint hex or Strongpoint
marker in the Withdrawn box.
• 1 VP for control of each non-field hex south of hex row 10,
excluding those objective hexes for which either player scores
VPs, as previously noted.

Setup, Reinforcements, Assets, Artillery, & Transport Pools:

Strategic Notes:

Duration: Turn Track B, Turns 1-12 (12 turns). If both players
agree, they may continue into the Campaign Game (18.5) instead
of ending on turn 12.

Per 18.5 for both sides.

The notes in 18.7, 18.10, and 18.11 are particularly relevant here.

Historical Notes:

Special Rules:
1. Heavy Smoke and Fog (per 18.5, Special Rule #1).
2. Kampfgruppe Wünsche (per 18.5, Special Rule #2).
3. Deactivation of British Formations (per 18.5, Special Rule #5).
4. British Battalion Collapse (per 18.5, Special Rule #6).

Victory Conditions:

By the end of its first day, Operation Dauntless had failed to achieve
the desired objectives. The Rauray spur lay firmly under German
control, but the British had captured Tessel Woods and could now
use it to bypass Fontenay and launch attacks against Rauray from
the west. The 12SS still had a foothold in Fontenay but pulled out of
the village voluntarily in the middle of the night. See the Historical
Notes for 18-5-18.7 and 18.9-18.11 for more details.

Automatic Victory. The British player wins automatically if, during
any British Reset Phase, the British player controls any 2 or more
hexes of any the following objectives, in any combination (Example:
1 hex of Rauray plus Point 110.):
© 2015 GMT Games, LLC
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British Artillery: The following artillery becomes available as of
the British Reset Phase of turn 5:
• 69FR 25-pdr Field Regiment (3 units).
• 185FR 25-pdr Gunner Batteries (any 2 units).
• 147FR Sexton SP Batteries (any 2 units).
British Assets: The British player starts with no Assets and draws
1 per turn starting on turn 5.
British Reinforcements: The British player starts with 2 Reinforcement Points and then gains 2 per British Reset Phase starting on turn
2. The units listed below are placed on the British Reinforcement
card. All inactive units (on-map and off-map) are available on or
after turn 2, at the cost listed on that card:
• KOYLI Infantry Battalion (8 units).
• B/24L and C/24L Sherman Tank Squadrons (10 units).
• AA/24L AA Tank Troop (1 unit).
• B/22D Sherman Crab Tank Troop (any 1 unit).
• 141RAC Crocodile Flame-thrower Tank Troop (any 1 unit).
The following on-map units activate automatically (for free) at the
start of turn 5:
• D/Ken Heavy Mortar Platoons (any 2 units).

18.9 “Queen and King”
The Right Flank of “Barracuda”
(June 25th, a.m.)

German Setup
The German player places all Panzer Lehr units per 18.5.

This short scenario covers the actions of the Lincolns and Hallams,
with support of the 24th Lancers tanks, in their efforts against
Panzer Lehr to secure Bas de Fontenay and the Fontenay-Juvigny
road. This was the far right flank of Phase line “Barracuda”—the
first of the three objectives of Operation Dauntless. “Queen” was
the British code for the south bank of the Bordel, and “King” was
the main road beyond.
Play Note: This scenario makes for another good introduction to
combined arms tactics. It is playable in two hours or less.
Duration: Turn Track B, Turns 1-6 (6 turns).
Play Area: Only the area between the following boundaries is
playable in this scenario: the north, south, and west map edges, and
hex column 09, inclusive (east). Additionally, Fontenay village hex
0910 is out of play.

British Setup
The British set up first.
The British player places the Linc, Hal, and A/24L units (21 units)
per 18.5.
Additionally, the British player places the 10DLI Infantry Battalion
(8 units) inactive per 18.5.
British Turn 2 Units. The following units are placed on or near
the Turn Track. During the British Reset Phase of turn 2, they are
placed inactive in any hexes of hex rows 01-05:
• D/Ken Heavy Mortar Platoons (any 2 units).
• 146 AT Achilles SP 17-pdr Troop (any 1 unit).

The German player may place up to seven Dug-In markers in hexes
with one or more German leg units. Additionally, 3 Strongpoint
markers are placed in any non-field hexes in or south of hex row 10.
A maximum of 1 may be placed in a Fontenay village hex.
German Artillery: The following artillery of Panzer Lehr becomes
available as of the British Reset Phase of turn 5:
• 1/992, 2/992, and 3/992 105mm Artillery Batteries (3 units).
• 1/Art130 and 2/Art130 SP 105mm Artillery Batteries (2 units).
• 3/Art130 150mm SP Artillery Battery (1 unit).
German Reinforcements: The German player starts with 4 Reinforcement Points and then gains 1 per German Reset Phase starting
on turn 2. All Panzer Lehr units which were not placed on the map
during setup are placed on the German Reinforcement card, as well
as any two 12SS Panther platoons of 4/Pz12 (2 units). These units are
available on or after the game turns indicated and at the cost listed
on the card. The 12SS Panthers enter the playable area by using the
roads/bridges to enter at hexes 0810, 0911, 0912, 0914, or 0916.

Transport Pools:
British: 2.
Panzer Lehr: 1.

Special Rules:
1. Heavy Smoke and Fog (per 18.5, Special Rule #1).
2. No German unit may enter hex row 08.
3. No unit of either side may enter Fontenay village hex 0910, and
British units may not enter field hexes which are adjacent to this hex.
Design Note: The RSF were battling the 12SS in this hex.

• 82/RE AVRE Assault Tank Troop (any 1 unit).
All AT batteries and mortars must be placed on their Deployed sides.
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Victory Conditions.
The scenario is scored in the Victory Phase of the final turn. The
player with the most VPs wins. If the scores are tied, the scenario
is a draw (possible but unlikely).
Victory Points. Per 18.0.4. As an exception to 18.0.5, the British
player scores double the normal VPs for enemy losses, including
Transport Pool losses. Additionally, both players score VPs for
objectives.
Objectives. The German player scores 4 VPs per hex for control
of the following:
• Fontenay village hexes (to a maximum of 28 VPs for all 7).
• Road hexes 0512, 0611, and 0712 (4 VPs for all 3—not each).
• Hex 0312 (La Grande Ferme).
The British player scores 7 VPs per hex for control of the following:
• Tessel Woods (to a max of 28 VPs for all 4 hexes).
• Light Bocage/Bridge hex 0914.
Play Note: Against a competent German player, it is highly unlikely that the British player will capture any of his objectives.
They are included here merely to provide a goal and direction
for the British forces.

Strategic Notes:

18.10 “Hell’s Lane”
The RSF’s Fight for Fontenay (June 25th, 1000)
This small scenario focuses on the RSFs’ fight for Fontenay. Unlike the other scenarios, it begins after the smoke and fog have
cleared, allowing players to jump right into the fighting without
restrictions on Combats, Ranged Attacks, or German movement.
It should make a good tournament scenario and will take about
2-3 hours to complete

The Panzer Lehr front has less close terrain than the 12SS front,
and the German player will have a harder time of it here. See the
notes pertaining to setup strategies in 23.0. Initially, the Bordel can
be used as the defensive line, but the German player will need to
know when to fall back voluntarily in order to avoid horrendous
losses. If the area near the bridge at Les Hogues (0411) falls to the
British, the Germans can keep up pressure on their flanks by holding
Bas de Fontenay, the nearby bocage (0611), and La Grande Ferme.
Once the British line south of the Bordel spreads out from east to
west, the Germans will need to cling to the close terrain, especially
the woods near Juvigny, the heavy bocage south and east of the La
Petite Ferme, and Tessel Woods.

Duration: Turn Track B, Turns 5-10 (6 turns).

Historical Notes:

The British set up first.

The Lincolns and Hallams initially became lost and confused in the
dense smoke and mist (see the Historical Notes for 18.6), coming
under fire from unseen foes. Despite this, the Hallams eventually
pushed their way into the houses of western Fontenay and began
digging in. By 0900, visibility was up to 60 yards and the push for
“Queen” and “King” began to speed up, with both objectives reached
shortly thereafter.

The British player places the following units in Fontenay hexes
0910, 1010, and 1110:

After capturing Bas de Fontenay, the Hallams were heavily shelled
and mortared by the 12SS forces immediately to the east, and many
of their carriers were knocked out. The British were preparing to
commit the KOYLI Battalion for an attack on Tessel Woods when the
Germans counterattacked from Fontenay with three tanks. The tanks
were halted by a pair of 6-pdr guns firing the new sabot ammunition.
Lt.-Col. Hart Dyke, CO of the Hallams, said of the encounter “They
were the first Panther tanks to be met and knocked out during the
campaign and earned the £5 prize offered by the GOC.”
During the long summer day’s fighting the Hallams had suffered
123 casualties, including three company commanders.
See also Historical Notes for 18.5, 18.6, and 18.7

Play Area: Only the area between the following boundaries is playable in this scenario: The north, south, and east map edges, and hex
column 09, inclusive (west).

British Setup

• RSF Infantry Battalion (8 units).
• B/SRY Sherman Tank Squadron (5 units).
• 82RE AVRE Assault Tank Troops (any 2 units).
Alternatively, the mortars and 6-pdr AT units of the RSF, and tanks
of B/SRY, may set up in any Parc de Boislonde hex.
In any hexes of hex rows 01-05:
• D/Ken Heavy Mortar Platoons (any 2 units).
Design Note: The AT screen of 17-pdrs is ignored for this scenario
since the Germans aren’t allowed to move northward.
Additionally, the three groups of units below are placed inactive
on the map.
In any hexes of hex rows 01-05:
• 146AT Achilles SP 17-pdr Troops (any 2 units).
• 82/RE AVRE Assault Tank Troop (any 1 unit).
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In hexes 1306, 1307, 1405, 1406, 1505, 1506, and 1605:
• Rec Elements, 49th Regiment Reconnaissance Corps (6 units).
After placing all of his units, the British player must reduce the
following units:
• Any two tank troops of B/SRY.

After placing all of his units, the German player must reduce the
following units:
• Any two Panzer platoons of 8/Pz12.
• Any one infantry company of 9/26, 10/26, or 11/26.
The Germans may place up to 5 Dug-In markers in hexes with one
or more German leg units. Additionally, 1 Strongpoint marker is
placed anywhere in the German setup area.

• Any one infantry company of RSF.
• The Carrier Platoon of RSF.
British Artillery: The following artillery is available at the start
of the scenario:
• 143FR 25-pdr Field Regiment (3 units).

German Artillery: The following artillery of 12SS becomes available as of the British Reset Phase of turn 5:
• 1/Werf12 150mm Rocket Artillery Battery (1 unit).
• 2/Art12 SP 105mm Artillery Battery (1 unit).

• 185FR 25-pdr Gunner Battery (any 1 unit).

• 3/Art12 SP 150mm Artillery Battery (1 unit).

• 147FR Sexton SP Battery (any 1 unit).
British Assets: The British player starts with 3 randomly drawn
Assets (none of which can be No Asset; do not place No Asset chits
in the cup until after initial Assets are drawn) and draws 1 from the
cup each turn starting on turn 6.
British Reinforcements: The British player begins the game with 8
Reinforcement Points and then gains 1 point per British Reset Phase
starting on turn 6. The units listed below are placed on the British
Reinforcement card. All inactive units (on-map and off-map) are
available on or after turn 6, at the cost listed on that card:
• 7DWR Infantry Battalion (8 units).

• 4/Art12, 5/Art12, and 6/Art12 105mm Artillery Batteries (3
units).
• 1/Flak12 and 3/Flak12 88mm Flak Artillery Batteries (2 units).
• I(53)/Flak4 or I(141)/Flak4 88mm Flak Artillery Battalion (any
1 unit).
German Reinforcements: The German player starts with 2 Reinforcement Points and then gains 1 per German Reset Phase starting
on turn 6. The units listed below are placed on the German Reinforcement card. All inactive units (on-map and off-map) are available
on or after the game turns indicated, at the cost listed on that card:
• All 12SS units that do not begin on the map.

• A/SRY Sherman Tank Squadron (5 units).

• 1/101, 2/101, or 3/101 Tiger Tank Section (any 1 unit).

• AA/SRY AA Tank Troop (1 unit).
• B/22D Sherman Crab Tank Troop (any 1 unit).
• 141RAC Crocodile Flame-thrower Tank Troop (any 1 unit).
Play Note: The 7th Dukes can be committed as early as turn 9
(1600) whereas they were not historically committed until turn 12
(2030). This was intentional and addresses a problem with game
balance that would occur otherwise; historically, the Royal Scots
lacked the manpower to take Fontenay and took quite a beating.

Design Note: The Germans have fewer Reinforcement Points
to work with here than in other Fontenay scenarios. They are assumed to be spending the majority of these to keep Panzer Lehr
afloat. This also conveniently helps to balance the scenario.

Transport Pools:
British: 2.
12SS: 1.

Special Rules:

German Setup
Before placing his units, the German player must place the following
units in the Eligible for Reconstitution box:
• Any two MG units of 26 Regiment (MG/?/26).
• Any one pioneer platoon of either 12/26 or 16/26.
• Any one recon infantry platoon of 15/26.
The German player places all 12SS units which begin 18.5 active
on-map (see Campaign Setup card). They must be placed in any
hexes in or south of hex row 10 and east of the Bordel, with the
following exceptions:
• No German unit may be placed in Fontenay village hexes 0910,
1010, or 1110.
• The units of 15/26 and 16/26 must be placed in hex column
13-16.
Additionally, the following units are placed inactive per 18.5 (see
Campaign Setup card):
• 3/Auf and 4/Auf Recon Infantry Companies + Mtr/3+4/Auf
Mortar Unit (8 units).

1. Kampfgruppe Wünsche (per 18.5, Special Rule #2) applies as
of turn 10.
2. No German unit can enter hex row 08.
3. British units cannot move west of the Bordel River. German
units which do so—by retreat or voluntarily—are placed in the
Withdrawn box.

Victory Conditions:
Per The Simmering Cauldron (18.8), except that objectives that lie
outside the playable map area are ignored, as are 0911 and 0912. Be
sure to note that German losses are worth double VPs to the British!

Strategic Notes:
The overworked RSF will be hard-pressed to make more than modest
gains against the 12SS defenders until the Dukes can be committed later in the scenario. The British player should rely on artillery,
mortars, and Assets to gain column shifts, and only press the attack
when he thinks he can achieve 3:2 or greater final odds. Even a small
edge in casualties and objectives will be enough for a win.

• 5/Auf Recon Heavy Weapons Company (4 units).
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As the German player, you start with an 8 VP lead in objective hexes.
If you can manage to hold the village hexes that you start with while
keeping your casualties relatively low, you have a good chance of
winning. But, if the British capture any objectives or destroy your
Strongpoint, you may need to counterattack to recapture lost territory.

Historical Notes:
The most difficult of the initial objectives of Operation Dauntless
fell upon the Royal Scots Fusiliers (RSF) who were tasked with the
capture of Fontenay. The infantry battalion set off from its assembly
point near Le Parc De Boislande with support from the tanks of ‘B’
Squadron of the Sherwood Rangers. ‘B’ and ‘D’ Companies were
in the lead, with ‘A’ and ‘C’ in reserve. The German defenders of
12SS had dug in deeply and had even assembled strongpoints using
the local houses. In an article which would later appear in the 12SS
divisional newspaper, SS-Panzerobergrenadier (corporal) Hans
Kempel wrote “We had dug into the ground so deep that we felt
safe from any artillery fire.” Despite this, the British preparatory
barrage was so enormous and intense that it severed the Germans’
radio communications, effectively paralyzing their ability to respond
for some time yet doing little to affect their resolve. A historian of
the RSF wrote of the initial barrage “Looking back behind me, the
sky was lit with flash after flash, increasing rapidly in tempo until
the skyline was outlined almost in one continuous glow, as medium
field guns and heavies joined in. The continuous whistle of shells
passing low overhead, the stubborn rumble of the guns behind and
roar of the bursting shells ahead.”
Even before reaching the edge of the village, the lead RSF companies
came under fire from enemy MGs on both flanks. On the left flank,
‘D’ Company came under intense shelling from enemy mortars.
One platoon of ‘B’ Company became completely lost in the dense
fog and smoke, but the company eventually fought its way into the
northwest corner of the village and occupied several buildings there.
Eventually, they were joined by ‘D’ Company. The Royal Scots’
losses were already quite heavy, with 44 dead, wounded, or missing.
Only half an hour after the kick-off of Dauntless, the two reserve
companies of RSF were committed. ‘A’ Company began to pass
through the position occupied by ‘D’ but was caught in the open by
friendly fire from artillery and Vickers MMGs. This company would
suffer 11 KIA and 34 wounded by the end of the day.
Held by III. Battalion of the 26th Panzergrenadier Regiment, the
village of Fontenay was a difficult and deadly goal, and the Royal
Scots soon discovered that—even with all four companies committed—they lacked the manpower to take it. 2nd Lieutenant Stuart
Hills, a tank commander with the Sherwood Rangers, wrote: “The
German soldiers were certainly a match for us and gave as good as
they got. [T]heir discipline and training must have been first rate. I
had tremendous admiration for the manner in which they stuck to
their well-organized defensive positions under the heaviest fire we
could throw at them from both ground and air.”
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at the main road intersection (hex 1010; the statue’s exact position
is near the 1009/1010 hexside, north of the Fontenay-Tilly road and
west of the Fontenay-Point 102 road). The deadly crossroads soon
became known as “Hell’s Lane.” The RSF war history states “it
was bloody man-to-man fighting.” The Germans held the southern
half of the village, with many of the young grenadiers entrenched in
houses. The British engineers used AVRE to destroy several houses
and strongpoints, but as casualties mounted it became clear that the
Royal Scots’ attack was running out of steam. Stuart Hills wrote
“The fighting in Fontenay was fierce and confused, with enemy
tanks of 12SS Panzer dug in defensively to the east of the town, and
we did not have enough infantry to take the village.” According to
a historian of the RSF: “Germans and British became inextricably
intermingled in the fog and bitter hand-to-hand fighting developed
where no quarter was given on either side. By midday a foothold
had been firmly established round the Calvary in the west end of
the village of Fontenay. We like to think that it was to some degree
as a result of this action that 49th Division came to be known in
enemy circles as ‘The Polar Bear Butchers.’” Indeed the division
would adopt this nickname, coming to refer to themselves after the
battle as the “Butcher Bears” and even re-naming a beer hall that
they requisitioned after the war to “The Butcher’s Arms.”
At 2030, the 7th Dukes were committed to the action and passed
through the RSF. The battered Royal Scots were withdrawn to near
Point 102, north of the village, to rest and recover. They would
remain out of action for nearly two days.
When the sun set on June 25, after a day of heavy fighting, much
of Fontenay was still German-controlled. Casualties to the Royal
Scots on that day had been horrendous; the battalion suffered 201
dead or wounded and the infantry companies had been reduced to
a mere 40 men. But the fighting had taken its toll on the Germans
as well; III. Battalion had suffered 48 killed, wounded, or missing, while 15./26 And 16./26 (the Recon and Pioneer companies,
respectively) had suffered another 52. Furthermore, British progress
on the division’s left flank, where the Polar Bears had captured Bas
de Fontenay and Tessel Woods, was putting the 12SS positions in
Fontenay in jeopardy. The entire III. Battalion performed an orderly
withdrawal from the town during the night of June 25/26, leaving
behind sufficient snipers and Panzerfaust teams to make the British
occupation of the remainder of the town both time-consuming and
costly on the following morning.

The fighting continued all day and was particularly chaotic. German
snipers claimed many a British life, and two Sherwood Rangers tanks
were destroyed while a third became stuck. As the shells continued
to rain down, the German 75mm AT guns were knocked out by
the heavy artillery fire, and at least one Panzer IV (probably of 8th
Company) was destroyed by British AT guns.
Only half way to the main Caen-Fontenay-Juvigny road, the Royal
Scots had been halted by the stiff opposition near a Calvary statue
© 2015 GMT Games, LLC
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In hex columns 03-05, in or north of row 11:
• Hal Infantry Battalion (any 1 infantry company plus the MG
platoon, 6-pdr AT platoon, and mortar platoon; 4 units).
• Linc Infantry Battalion (any 1 infantry company plus the MG
platoon, 6-pdr AT platoon, and mortar platoon; 4 units).
In or north of hex row 08:
• Hal Infantry Battalion (3 infantry companies and the Carrier
Platoon, all reduced; 4 units).
• Linc Infantry Battalion (3 infantry companies and the Carrier
Platoon, all reduced; 4 units).
• A/24L Sherman Tank Squadron (5 units).
• AA/24L AA Tank Troop (1 unit).
• D/Ken Heavy Mortar Platoons (any 2 units).
Additionally, the three groups of units below are placed inactive
on the map.
In or adjacent to 0305 or 0306:
• 10DLI Infantry Battalion (8 units).
Within two hexes of 0602:
• B/24L Sherman Tank Squadron (5 units).

18.11 “Walrus”
The Battle for Tessel Woods (June 25th, 1130)
“I saw the Sherman tanks go up in confident and steady formation
and disappear into a hilltop wood near Tessel. I was very scared
at the thought of my first action but the sight of the tanks charging into the wood eased my fears, because I thought there would
be nothing left to fight. Imagine my dismay when an hour or so
later the tanks or what was left of them came belting out back.”
~ Pte. Robert Nixon
As the Brits still struggled to capture the east sector of Fontenay,
the next phase of the operation began. Codenamed “Walrus,” its
goal was the dense wood near Tessel-Bretteville. The 1/4th Kings
Own Yorkshire Light Infantry (KOYLI), being the reserve battalion of the 146th Brigade, were tasked with capturing the wood.
They marched uphill across open ground, following a creeping
barrage and supported by the tanks of the 24th Lancers.
Play Note: This scenario is playable in about 2 hours.

After placing all of his units, the British player must reduce any
one troop of A/24L.
The British player may place up to 2 Dug-In markers in hexes with
one or more British leg units.
British Artillery: The following artillery is available starting with
the first game turn:
• 69FR 25-pdr Field Regiment (3 units).
• 185FR 25-pdr Gunner Battery (any 1 unit).
• 147FR Sexton SP Batteries (any 2 units).
British Assets: Per 18.10.
British Reinforcements: The British player begins the game with
8 Reinforcement Points and then gains 2 per British Reset Phase
starting on turn 6. The units listed below are placed on the British
Reinforcement card. All inactive units (on-map and off-map) are
available on or after turn 6, at the cost listed on that card:
• KRRC Rifle Battalion (15 units).
• 146 AT Achilles SP 17-pdr Troop (any 1 unit).

The Panzer Lehr Breakdown Platoons (normally used only with
Optional Rule 19.4) are used for this scenario.

• 141RAC Crocodile Flame-thrower Tank Troop (any 1 unit).

German Setup

Duration: Turn Track B, Turns 6-11 (6 turns).
Play Area: Only the area between the following boundaries is playable in this scenario: the north, south, and west map edges, and hex
column 09, inclusive (east).

Before placing his units, the German player must place the following
units in the Eligible for Reconstitution box:
• Any two MG units of 901 Regiment (MG/?/901).
• Any two Stummel units of 901 Regiment (SP/?/901).

British Setup

• Any one pioneer platoon of 10/901.

The British set up first.
The British player places the following units in hexes 0610, 0611,
0710, 0711, 0810, and 0811:
• KOYLI Infantry Battalion (8 units).
• C/24L Sherman Tank Squadron (5 units).

In or north of hex row 05:
• 82RE AVRE Assault Tank Troop (any 1 unit).

• Any one understrength Panzer IV platoon of 7/Pz130.
The German player places the following Panzer Lehr units in 0211
(Juvigny-sur-Seulles), 1312 (La Grande Ferme), or 0212, or in hexes
south of hex row 12, but not in any field or Fontenay village hexes:
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• 1/901, 2/901, 3/901, and 5/901 Panzergrenadier Companies (17
units).
• 4/901 Panzergrenadier Heavy Weapons Company (3 units).
• 9/901 SP sIG “Grille” Company (3 units).
• 10/901 Pioneer Company (5 units).
• 7/Pz130 Panzer IV Tank Platoons, understrength (any 2 units).
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12SS units enter the playable area by crossing the Bordel bridges
into hexes 0912, 0914, or 0916, or enter at hex 0919 or 0921.
Design Note: Prior to turn 10 when the German Divisional Boundary may be relocated, the 12SS units can still be fielded but will
earn the British player VPs for German stacks on the wrong side
of the boundary.

Transport Pools:

• 11/901 SP Flak Platoon (any 1 unit).
Any two infantry companies of 1/901, 2/901, 3/901, or 5/901 must
set up as their three corresponding breakdown platoons.
After placing all of his units, the German player must reduce the two
infantry companies of 1/901, 2/901, 3/901, or 5/901 which were not
broken down into platoons.

British: 1.
Panzer Lehr: 1.
12SS:1.

Special Rules:

The Germans may place up to 8 Dug-In markers in hexes with one
or more German leg units. Additionally, 1 Strongpoint marker is
placed any non-field hex in or south of hex row 13.

1. Kampfgruppe Wünsche (per 18.5, Special Rule #2) applies as
of turn 10.

German Artillery: The following artillery of Panzer Lehr is available at the start of the scenario:

Victory Conditions:

• 1/Art130 and 2/Art130 SP 105mm Artillery Batteries (2 units).
• 3/Art130 SP 150mm Artillery Battery (1 unit).
• 1/992, 2/992, and 3/992 105mm Artillery Batteries (3 units).
These units might not be immediately available to fire and instead
begin the scenario on the Turn Track. During setup, for each of the
units, the German player rolls 1d6 and subtracts two from the result.
If the result is less than one, the unit is available to fire on the first
turn of the scenario. If the result is one or greater, the unit is placed
on the Turn Track that number of turns in the future, when it will
become available to fire.
Additionally, one of the two SP Rocket markers is available to use
immediately.
German Reinforcements: The German player starts with 4 Reinforcement Points and then gains 1 point per German Reset Phase
starting on turn 6. The units listed below are placed on the German
Reinforcement card. All inactive units (on-map and off-map) are
available on or after the game turns indicated, at the cost listed on
that card:
• All Panzer Lehr and 21PD units that do not begin on the map.
• 1/101, 2/101, or 3/101 Tiger Tank Section (any 1 unit).
12SS Reinforcements. Additionally, the German player starts with
12 “12SS Reinforcement Points” and then gains 2 points per turn
starting on turn 6. These may only be used to activate the following
12SS units for the costs shown on the card:
• 5/Pz12 and 6/Pz12 Panzer IV Tank Platoons (up to 6 units).
• 1/Pz12, 2/Pz12, and 4/Pz12 Panther Tank Platoons (up to 9
units).
• HQ/Pz/12, HQ/I/Pz12, and HQ/II/Pz12 Flakpanzer Platoons (3
units).
• 3/Auf and 4/Auf Recon Infantry Companies (4 and 3 units,
respectively).
• 10/26 and 11/26 Panzergrenadier Companies (4 units each) at
a cost of 5 per company. The infantry companies may, at the
German player’s discretion, enter as their three corresponding
breakdown units.

2. No German unit may move north of the Bordel (enter hex row 10).
The scenario is scored in the Victory Phase of the final turn. The
player with the most VPs wins. If the scores are tied, the scenario
is a draw.
Victory Points. Per 18.0.4. Additionally, both players score VPs
for objectives.
Objectives. The German player scores 5 VPs per hex of the following:
• Tessel Woods hexes (to a maximum of 20 VPs for all 4 woods
hexes).
• Light Bocage/Bridge hex 0914.
Additionally, the German player scores 3 VPs per hex for any hex
north of hex row 15 that is a printed Strongpoint, village, or heavy
bocage hex.
The British player scores 2 VPs per hex for any hex in or south of
hex row 15 that is village or heavy bocage.

Strategic Notes:
In each of our Campaign Game playtests, we noticed an interesting decision develop regarding the British attack on Tessel Woods.
That decision applies to this scenario as well. While the historical
accounts mention the British advance being uphill and across several
hundred yards of open field (0612, 0712), a glance at the game map
shows that the British player can avoid this open area entirely by
using the bocage to the flanks. So why, we wondered, wouldn’t the
Brits have chosen the approach with greater cover? This probably
had as much to do with their tight timeline as anything else. Furthermore, it turns out that the western flank approach is a real pain
due to Juvigny and the presence of all of the woods in that area. This
flank can certainly be cleared with persistence, but Tessel Woods
isn’t likely to be captured until very late in the day, or even early on
June 26, when taking that route. The eastern route is even worse!
Not only will the units’ left flank be vulnerable to counterattacks by
12SS units just across the Bordel, but this approach puts them in a
horrible position with respect to German tanks on the hilltop to the
north and/or east of Tessel Woods, near Point 111. A single Panther
platoon (or, better yet, a Tiger or Jagdpanther section) in this region
can really mess up any hope of a coordinated infantry/armor attack
on Tessel Woods via the eastern flank route. All things considered,
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the British player may decide that the open field approach makes
the most sense. It’s certainly the fastest.
As the German player, you will have some tough setup decisions
to make, the first of which is whether to start your reduced infantry
companies behind the frontlines, in Strongpoints or villages, so that
they can attempt Recovery on the first turn, or field them up-front
in your paper-thin line. The same applies to your two understrength
panzer platoons; behind the lines, they will serve you well in forming
up one or two Assault stacks with which to strike on the second or
third turn, but on high ground near the frontline, they may be able
to shoot up a step or two of Shermans before falling back.
As the German player, don’t forget that you can relocate your divisional boundary. The 12SS Reinforcement Points ensure that you’ll
be able to bring in some 12SS troops when the boundary marker
becomes available. Another viable option is to spend some or all
of those points prior to turn 10, on a Kampfgruppe of 12SS units
which can sortie into the playable map area, hit hard, and withdraw
(or simply stay there as of turn 10).

The woods were reached at 3 p.m. The 24th Lancers tanks engaged
targets on the flanks of the advance using their MGs and also brewed
up two Panthers. John Longfield of ‘D’ Company described the
horrific scene within the woods: “Shells seemed to be exploding
all over the place. A small splinter hit the man next to me. It went
in through his foot and came out at the knee. He was screaming in
agony. […] Some of the 24 Lancers tanks were behind me. When
they fired the sound was unbelievably loud. I felt as though I were
being torn in two, like a piece of canvas ripped down the middle
from top to bottom.”
The woods were finally taken, but it was not long before the 1/4th
KOYLI were counterattacked by infantry and tanks of the 12th SS
Hitlerjugend. Two Lancers tanks were lost, but persistent fire from
the KOYLI infantry, supported by the battalion mortar platoon which
had dug in north of the woods, stopped the attack. The Germans
retreated, leaving behind two knocked out tanks and many dead.
The eastern portion of Juvigny also fell to the British on June 25, but
the British didn’t advance much further south than the mairie (city
hall) and La Grande Ferme on this front. As the 12SS troops east of
the Bordel still controlled south Fontenay, La Ferme St. Nicolas, and
the surrounding orchards and bocage, Tessel Woods had become a
“bulge” in the British frontline, dangerously exposed on three sides.

Historical Notes:
The KOYLI waited for the first wave battalion (the Lincolns) to
take the Bas de Fontenay, which became the start line for the next
phase of Operation Dauntless—“Walrus,” or the capture of Tessel
Woods. Rex Flower of the Carrier Platoon wrote of his travel to the
forming-up point: “Down we went into the smoke, dust, death, and
destruction, bodies and noise of battle! We reached the cross-roads
[in Fontenay]. There was a very dead German in the middle of the
road. Flat as a pancake, a patch of blood and guts six feet across,
everything gone over him. We went over him as well! Turned right
and joined the Juvigny road at a fair clip. I shall never forget the
military policeman. He was calmly directing traffic in that frigging
lot. We got to ‘C’ Coy with about five minutes to spare.”
‘C’ and ‘D’ Companies of the KOYLI led the attack out of southwest Fontenay, supported by the Carrier Platoon and tanks of ‘A’
Squadron, 24th Lancers. Up the hillside towards the thick hilltop
woods they went, following behind a wall of creeping artillery fire.
The hillside consisted of open fields of corn and peas, and offered
no cover when the leading companies fell under heavy fire; 12 were
killed, 52 wounded, and 20 listed as missing. L. Cpl. Geoff Steer
of ‘B’ Company wrote: “…on the way up we saw dead Germans in
the cornfields but we were also getting a pasting from the German
mortars especially the ‘Moaning Minnies’, their 6-Barrel Mortars.”
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• Fontenay (14 total).
• Tessel Woods (4 total).
The German player scores 5 VPs per hex for each close terrain hex
in or north of hex row 15.
The British player scores 7 VPs per hex of the following:
• Rauray village hexes (4 total).
• Brettevillette village hexes (2 total).
• Hex 1419 (Point 110).
• Hex 0520 (Point 124).
• South map edge German supply hexes (5 total).
The British player scores 4 VPs per hex of the following:
• Hex 0916 (Le Montoir).
• Hex 0917 (Le Marais).
• Hex 1016 (Tessel-Bretteville).
The British player scores 2 VPs per hex for each close terrain hex
in or south of row 15 that is not already one of the objectives (for
either player) listed above.

Strategic Notes:

18.12 “Martlet into Epsom”
The First Two Days (June 25th-26th, a.m.)
This scenario covers the first two days of Operation Dauntless,
focusing on the capture of Fontenay, Tessel Woods, and the various farm and chateau strongpoints north of Rauray.
Play Note: June 25 and 26 are the two most active days of fighting
from the three-day campaign game, with both sides escalating during the first day, and the Germans withdrawing a portion of their
armor on the second day. It will take about 15-20 hours to complete.
I suspect it will be one of the most popular scenarios in the box, as
it covers the “high energy” phase of the battle and is playable in
considerably less time than the full campaign.
Duration: Turn Track B, Turns 1-25 (25 turns).
Play Area: The entire map.

See the notes for the previous scenarios, as well as those for scenarios 18.14-18.15.

Historical Notes:
See the notes for the previous scenarios, as well as those for scenarios 18.14-18.15.
Perhaps the most important decision to be made by the British player
is how to divide his resources between the 12SS and Panzer Lehr
fronts. The main British objective (Rauray) lies south of the 12SS
front, but the Panzer Lehr front is more vulnerable in terms of both
units and terrain, and can provide a valuable launching point for a
flank attack on Rauray and the 12SS. Furthermore, a strong push on
the Panzer Lehr front will likely cause the German player to relocate
his divisional boundary, spreading his 12SS forces thin in order to
cope with this threat from the west.

Setup, Reinforcements, Assets, Artillery, & Transport Pools:
Per 18.5 for both sides.

Special Rules:
Per 18.5.

Victory Conditions:
Automatic Victory. Either player wins automatically per 18.5.
Otherwise, the scenario is scored in the Victory Phase of the final
turn. The player with the most VPs wins. If the scores are tied, the
scenario is a draw.
Victory Points. Per 18.0.4. Additionally, both players score VPs
for objectives.
German Mid-Game Objectives. Per 18.5.
Objectives. During the Victory Phase of the final game turn, players
score VPs for controlled objective hexes.
The German player scores 8 VPs for each hex of:
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Additionally, the following units are placed inactive in or north
of hex row 09:
• 10DLI Infantry Battalion (8 units).
• B/RDG Sherman Tank Squadron (5 units).
• A/SRY and B/SRY Sherman Tank Squadrons (10 units).
• AA/SRY AA Tank Troop (1 unit).
• 146 AT Achilles SP 17-pdr Troops (any 2 units).
• 82RE AVRE Assault Tank Troops (any 2 units).
The British player may place up to 2 Dug-In markers in hexes that
contain one or more active British leg units.
British Artillery: The following artillery is available starting with
the first game turn:
• 185FR 25-pdr Field Regiment (3 units).
• 69FR 25-pdr Gunner Battery (any 1 unit).
• 147FR Sexton SP Batteries (any 2 units).

18.13 “Utter Desolation”
The Tyne Scots’ Attack on La Grande Ferme
and the 12KRRC’s Push for Brettevillette
(June 26th, a.m.)
The Tyneside Scottish, supported by DD tanks of the 4th/7th
Royal Dragoon Guards, are tasked with the capture of La Grande
Ferme. On their open right flank, supported by tanks of the 24th
Lancers, the elite 12th King’s Royal Rifle Corps sets off from
Tessel Woods and struggles towards Brettevillette.
Play Note: This scenario is a microcosm of 18.15. It is smaller and
more confined than that scenario, but less so than 18.14. It makes
for a good quick match or a learning aid, but leaves little room for
grand tactics.
Duration: Turn Track B, Turns 16-21 (6 turns).
Play Area: Only the area between the following boundaries is playable in this scenario: the north map edge, the south map edge, hex
column 06, inclusive (west), and hex column 11, inclusive (east).
Special Rules.

British Setup

British Assets: All Assets marked with a “14” in a red circle are
not placed in the cup; instead, leave them in the box. The British
player starts with no Assets. During the British Reset Phase of each
turn starting on turn 17, he rolls 1d6. On a roll of 3 or higher, he
draws 1 Asset.
British Reinforcements: The British player starts with no Reinforcement Points and then gains 4 per British Reset Phase starting on
turn 17. The units listed below are placed on the British Reinforcement card. All inactive units (on-map and off-map) are available
on or after the game turns indicated, at the cost listed on that card.
Note that the “funnies” (AVRE and Crocodiles) cost double their
normal amount, as indicated on the card.
• 141RAC Crocodile Flame-thrower Tank Troop (any 1 unit).
The cost to activate the B/SRY Sherman Tank Squadron is 5 points.

German Setup
Before placing his units, the German player must place any two
infantry platoons (panzergrenadier, recon, or pioneer) in the Eligible
for Reconstitution box.
The German player places the following 12SS units in or adjacent
to 0917 (Le Marais):
• 9/26, 10/26, or 11/26 Panzergrenadier Company; the infantry
company begins broken down into its 3 corresponding
breakdown units (6 units).

The British set up first.

• 1/Pz12 Panther Tank Platoons (any 2 units).

The British player places the following units in any hexes of
Tessel Woods:
• KRRC Rifle Battalion (15 units).

• 14/26 Flak Platoon (any 1 unit).

• A/24L Sherman Tank Squadron (5 units).
Alternatively, any of 6-pdr, mortar, or half-track units of KRRC may
set up in 0612 and 0613.
In hexes 0712, 0713, 0812, and 0813:
• TS Infantry Battalion (8 units).
• C/RDG Sherman Tank Squadron (5 units).

In or adjacent to 1014 (La Grande Ferme):
• 9/26, 10/26, or 11/26 Panzergrenadier Company; the infantry
company begins broken down into its 3 corresponding
breakdown units (6 units).
• 4/Pz12 Panther Tank Platoons (any 2 units).
• 14/26 Flak Platoon (any 1 unit).
In either of the above two setup areas, or in or adjacent to 1118:
• Pi/12/26 Pioneer Platoon (1 unit).
• SP/12/26 Stummel Platoon (1 unit).
• 3/Auf and 4/Auf Recon Infantry Companies (7 units).
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Victory Points. Per 18.0.4. Additionally, both players score VPs
objectives. Finally, both players score 1/2 VP per unspent Reinforcement Point.

• 5/Auf Recon Heavy Weapons Company (4 units).
• 13/26 sIG Platoon (any 1 unit).
• 14/26 Flak Company (the remaining 1 unit).
• Mtr/III/26 Mortar unit (1 units).
The following elements of the 101st SS Heavy Panzer Battalion
are also placed in or adjacent to 1116:
• 1/101, 2/101, or 3/101 Tiger Tank Section (any 1 unit).
After placing all of his units, the German player must reduce any
two platoons of 1/Pz12 or 4/Pz12, in any combination.
The German player may place up to 9 Dug-In markers in hexes that
contain one or more German leg units.
German Artillery: The following artillery of 12SS is available at
the start of the game:
• 2/Art12 SP 105mm Artillery Battery (1 unit).
• 3/Art12 SP 150mm Artillery Battery (1 units).
• 4/Art12 105mm Artillery Battery (1 unit).
• 1/Flak12 and 3/Flak 88mm Flak Artillery Batteries (2 units).
• 1(141)/Flak4 88mm Flak Artillery Battalion (1 unit).
German Reinforcements: The German player starts with no
Reinforcement Points and then gains 1 per German Reset Phase
starting on turn 17. The units listed below are placed on the German
Reinforcement card. All inactive units are available on or after the
game turns indicated, at the cost listed on that card. Note that the
cost to activate the 12SS tank platoons has already dropped to the
lower number shown on the card.
• 1/101, 2/101, or 3/101 Tiger Tank Section (any 1 unit).
• 2/Flak12 88mm Flak Artillery Battery (1 unit).
• 1/Pz12 Panther Platoon (the remaining 1 unit).
• 4/Pz12 Panther Platoon (the remaining 1 unit).
• AT/26 AT Gun Platoon (1 unit).
• FL/26 Flammpanzerwagen Sections (up to 2 units).
• HQ/I/Pz12 Flakpanzer Platoon (1 unit).

Transport Pools:
British: 2.
12SS: 2.

Special Rules:
1. Kampfgruppe Wünsche (per 18.5, Special Rule #2). This event
has already taken effect; the KG Wünsche marker and the German
Divisional Boundary are not used in this scenario.

Objectives. The German player scores 6 VPs for each of the following:
• Hex 0917 (Le Marais).
• Hex 1016 (Tessel-Bretteville).
• Each printed Strongpoint hex in the playable map area.
The British player scores VPs for the following:
• 6 VPs per Brettevillette hex (1020, 1120).
• 2 VPs per hex for any other close terrain hex in or south of row
15 (not including Tessel Woods hexes).

Historical Notes:
The 12KRRC were committed on the morning of June 26. Supported
by tanks of the 24th Lancers, they pushed south, then hooked east
in the space between Tessel-Bretteville and Tessel Woods, attacking
towards “Le Montoir.” The attacks by the Tyne Scots and 12KRRC
might have coincided precisely with a German counterattack by
the newly-formed Kampfgruppe Wünsche were it not for the fact
that Operation Epsom was launched that same morning, just to the
east. Kurt Meyer wrote: “A runner from the 2nd Battalion (Mk IV)
rushes up to me and shouts ‘Tanks side by side on the Battalion’s
right flank!’ … This is the major attack I expected! The cornerstone
of the German front in Normandy [Caen] is now at stake!” Meyer
ordered the 2nd Battalion (Panzer IVs) to return to their ambush positions behind the main body of the 26th Panzergrenadier Regiment
(just off-map to the east), and the counterattack never took place.
The Tyne Scots’ attack on La Grande Ferme kicked off at 0650
led by a piper. The German defenders were dug-in just west of the
Bordel, and the British advance was slowed by enemy Spandau
(MG) fire, snipers, and Nebelwerfers. The British suffered many
casualties from mortar fire and lost several tanks as well. A platoon
of ‘B’ Company eventually managed to get across the river but then
became isolated, while four tanks of the RDG were lost attempting to
cross the Bordel. By 1120, the attack had failed and the Tyne Scots,
with 48 casualties, pulled back to Audrieu. The 12KRRC fared no
better; faced with panzergrenadier infantry and Panther tanks, they
were unable to overcome the strong German defenses at Le Montoir.
For more details, see the Historical Notes for 18.16. See also the
notes pertaining to June 26 inactive Panther platoons and Panther
step reductions in 29.2 German OB Notes.

2. Operation EPSOM (per 18.5, Special Rule #3). This is in effect
on the first turn of the scenario.
3. No unit of either side may enter hex 1012, 1113, or any hex north
of those hexes in their respective columns.
4. No German unit may enter hex row 10.
5. No unit of either side may enter any hex adjacent to 0617.

Victory Conditions:
The scenario is scored in the Victory Phase of the final turn. The
player with the most VPs wins. If the scores are tied, the scenario
is a draw.
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• S/Rec Scout Platoons (the remaining 2 units).
• 146 AT Achilles SP 17-pdr Troop (any 1 unit).
• 82/RE AVRE Assault Tank Troop (any 1 unit).
The British player may place up to 2 Dug-In markers in hexes that
contain one or more British leg units.
British Artillery: The following artillery is available at the start
of the game:
• 143FR 25-pdr Field Regiment (3 units).
• 69FR 25-pdr Gunner Battery (any 1 unit).
• 147FR Sexton SP Battery (any 1 unit).
Once per game, during any British Action or Combat Phase on or
after turn 19, the remaining five 25-pdr Gunner Batteries (two from
69FR and three from 185FR) may fire. They must all fire at the same
time, and are placed in the Withdrawn box after firing

18.14 “The Battle for La Ferme St. Nicolas”
The 7th Dukes Attack and are Counterattacked
(June 26th, a.m.)

British Assets: All Assets marked with a “14” in a red circle are not
placed in the cup; instead, leave them in the box. The British player
starts with no Assets. During the British Reset Phase of each turn
starting on turn 17, he rolls 1d6. On a roll of 5 or 6, he draws 1 Asset.

On the British left flank, the 7th Dukes, supported by armor of
the 1st Nottinghamshire Yeomanry (Sherwood Rangers), attack
out of Fontenay-le-Pesnel towards St. Nicolas Farm. The German
infantry and tanks are waiting for them.

British Reinforcements: The British player starts with no Reinforcement Points and then gains 5 per British Reset Phase starting on
turn 17. The units listed below are placed on the British Reinforcement card. All inactive units (on-map and off-map) are available
on or after the game turns indicated, at the cost listed on that card,
except for the Scout Platoons, which cost 1 point per unit. Note
that the “funnies” (AVRE and Crocodiles) cost double their normal
amount, as indicated on the card.

Play Note: Like the previous one, this small scenario is a microcosm
of 18.15. As such, it is smaller, shorter, and very confined. It is best
used as a single-session match or learning aid. It will take about
two and a half hours.
Duration: Turn Track B, Turns 16-23 (8 turns).
Play Area: Only the area between the following boundaries is
playable in this scenario: the north, east, and south map edges, hex
column 10, inclusive (west). See also Special Rules.

British Setup
The British set up first.
The British player places the following units within 2 hexes of
1110:
• 7DWR Infantry Battalion (8 units).
• C/SRY Sherman Tank Squadron (5 units).

The cost to activate the B/SRY Sherman Tank Squadron is 5 points.

German Setup
Before placing his units, the German player must place any one
infantry platoon (panzergrenadier, recon, or pioneer) in the Eligible
for Reconstitution box:
The German player places the following 12SS units within 2
hexes of 1315:
• 9/26, 10/26, or 11/26 Panzergrenadier Company; the infantry
company begins broken down into its 3 corresponding
breakdown units (6 units).
In hex 1013:
• 2/Pz12 Panther Platoons (any 2 units).

• B/Ken MG Platoon (3 units).
• AC/Rec Armored Car Troop (1 unit).

In hex 1613:
• 6/Pz12 Panzer IV Tank Platoons (any 2 units).

• S/Rec Scout Platoon (any 1 unit).
• 82/RE AVRE Assault Tank Troop (any 1 unit).

In hexes 1114 and 1115:
• 8/Pz12 Panzer IV Tank Company (3 units).

• 220 AT 6-pdr AT Troop (1 unit).
Within 2 hexes of 1307 (Point 102):
• D/Ken Heavy Mortar Platoons (any 2 units).
The 11DLI Infantry Battalion (7 units) sets up inactive in its Campaign Game setup area, per 18.5; note that the MG platoon associated
with this battalion is already active and on-map.
Additionally, the following units are placed inactive in any hexes
in or north of hex row 07:
• A/SRY and B/SRY Sherman Tank Squadrons (10 units).
• AA/SRY AA Tank Troop (1 unit).

• 141RAC Crocodile Flame-thrower Tank Troop (any 1 unit).

In hexes 1313, 1412, 1413, and 1414:
• 15/26 Recon Infantry Company (5 units). Alternatively, up to
2 recon infantry platoons may set up within 2 hexes of 1315.
In hexes 1513, 1514, 1515, 1612, 1613, 1614, and 1615:
• 16/26 Pioneer Company (5 units). Alternatively, up to 2 infantry
platoons may set up within 2 hexes of 1315.
Within 4 hexes of any Rauray village hex:
• AT/12/26 AT Gun Platoon (1 unit).
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• IG/12/26 IG Section (1 unit).

Victory Conditions:

• 13/26 sIG Platoon (any 1 unit).

The scenario is scored in the Victory Phase of the final turn. The
player with the most VPs wins. If the scores are tied, the scenario
is a draw.

• 14/26 Flak Platoon (any 1 unit).
After placing his units, the German player must reduce any one
platoon of 8/Pz12 and any one active platoon of 2/Pz12.
The German player may place up to 7 Dug-In markers in hexes that
contain one or more German leg units. Additionally, 1 Strongpoint
marker is placed in any non-field hex in or south of hex row 16.
German Artillery: The following artillery of 12SS is available at
the start of the game:
• 5/Art12 and 6/Art12 105mm Artillery Batteries (2 units).
• 1/Werf12 150mm Rocket Artillery Battery (1 unit).

Victory Points: Per 18.0.4. Additionally, both players score VPs
for objectives. Finally, both players score 1/2 VP per unspent Reinforcement Point.
Objectives. The German player earns 6 VPs for each of the following:
• Hex 1213 (Ferme St. Nicolas).
• Heavy bocage hex 1313.
• Each Fontenay village hex.

German Reinforcements: The German player starts with no
Reinforcement Points and then gains 1 per German Reset Phase
starting on turn 17. The units listed below are placed on the German
Reinforcement card. All inactive units are available on or after the
game turns indicated, at the cost listed on that card. Note that the
cost to activate the 12SS tank platoons has already dropped to the
lower number shown on the card.
• 1/101, 2/101, or 3/101 Tiger Tank Section (any 1 unit).
• 2/Flak12 88mm Flak Artillery Battery (1 unit).

The British player earns 6 VPs for each Rauray village hex.

Strategic Notes:
The Reinforcement Point accrual rate allows the British player to
commit the remainder of the SRY tanks at 1300, and then commit
11DLI two turns later at 1600, as occurred historically. The going will
be tough for the British player initially, but will become dramatically
easier once some 6-pdrs and SP 17-pdrs can be relocated to the front
and/or the Germans withdrawn some of their armor.

• 1/Pi12 Pioneer Platoon (1 unit).

The German player will find his panzers of 6/Pz12 quite isolated
and vulnerable due to the Mue. A decision must be made early on:
retreat off-map at 1613, or stand and take punishing losses and/or
attempt to reach the bocage at 1414.

• FL/26 Flammpanzerwagen Section (any 1 unit).

Historical Notes:

• 2/Pz12 Panther Platoon (the remaining 1 unit).
• 6/Pz12 Panzer IV Platoon (the remaining 1 unit).

• HQ/II/Pz12 Flakpanzer Platoon (1 unit).

Transport Pools:
British: 1.
12SS: 1.

Special Rules:
1. Kampfgruppe Wünsche (per 18.5, Special Rule #2). This event
has already taken effect; the KG Wünsche marker and the German
Divisional Boundary are not used in this scenario.
2. Operation EPSOM (per 18.5, Special Rule #3). This is in effect
on the first turn of the scenario.
3. Panzer Withdrawal (per 18.5, Special Rule #4). Do not withdraw a company on the first turn of this scenario, as a tank company
outside of this scenario has already satisfied the turn 16 withdrawal.
Withdraw a tank company on the fifth turn of this scenario.
4. No unit of either side (apart from the Panthers of 2/Pz12) may
enter La Grande Ferme (1014).
5. The German Panther platoons of 2/Pz12 may only operate in
hexes 1013-1017 of column 10, except to retreat/withdraw across
the Bordel at either bridge hex.
6. No German unit may enter hex row 09.
7. The British MG platoons of B/Ken may participate in Assaults
with any unit(s) without incurring the British Coordination Penalty
(8.3 #16).

The Dukes attacked the farm with two companies up (‘B’ and ‘D’)
and two in reserve (‘A’ and ‘C’). The advance was across open
ground and along a road. The British met stiff resistance from the
infantry and tanks of the 12th SS. In the intense actions that followed,
German tanks destroyed three tanks of the Sherwood Rangers and,
in turn, a Panther was destroyed by a PIAT. The attack was called
off, and the British infantry reformed while all the artillery of the
49th Division shelled the German positions.
In the afternoon a new attack went off, this time with the entire regiment of SRY tanks in support! At around this time the 6/Pz12 Panzer
IV Company was sent east, to the fighting near Cheux, and the British
push was more successful. A Tiger tank revealed its position and
a total of six AP shots were fired at it, but bounced off of its heavy
armor. The crew of the Tiger eventually bailed out when their tank
suffered a hit to its turret ring. Apparently the shot had showered
the tank’s interior with sparks and the Tiger commander believed
he had been shot. The Tiger was captured in perfect running condition and, despite the Sherwood Rangers’ strong preference to add
it to their ranks, immediately shipped off to England to be studied.
The Brits finally succeeded in capturing the farm by 1800. The
Sherwood Rangers tanks continued to advance, stopping just short
of Rauray. They were joined that evening by the 11th Durham
Light Infantry. Another tank battle developed shortly thereafter as
the British attempted to capture Rauray, but failed (see scenario
18.16). The cost in armor for the day’s fighting had been high for
both sides; the British lost two tanks from one troop and another
troop was entirely decimated. The Germans lost thirteen Panzer IVs,
one Panther, and one Tiger.
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British Reinforcements: The British player starts with 6 Reinforcement Points and gains 3 per British Reset Phase starting on turn
17. The units listed below are placed on the British Reinforcement
card. All inactive units (on-map and off-map) are available on or
after the game turns indicated, at the cost listed on that card. Note
that the “funnies” (AVRE and Crocodiles) cost double their normal
amount, as indicated on the card.
• 141RAC Crocodile Flame-thrower Tank Troop (any 1 unit).
The cost to activate the B/SRY Sherman Tank Squadron is 5 points.

German Setup

18.15 “Infernal Orchards”
(June 26th, Historical Setup)
The Battles for  Ferme St. Nicolas, La Grande
Ferme, and Le Montoir (June 26th, a.m.)
The British launch a triple-pronged attack against three fortified
and well-defined farmsteads. The Tyneside Scottish, supported
by the DD tanks of 4/7 Royal Dragoon Guards, advance on La
Grande Ferme, while the 12th King’s Royal Rifle Corps and 24th
Lancers tanks attack towards “Le Montoir” and Brettevillette.
Meanwhile, to the east, the 7th Dukes set out from Fontenay
towards St. Nicolas Farm. All three objectives are strongpoints of
German resistance, and the Germans defend stubbornly.
Play Note: This medium-sized scenario showcases British combined
arms against a crumbling German defense bolstered by numerous
Strongpoints. It begins after a portion of the German armor has
already been withdrawn to meet the Epsom offensive and focuses
exclusively on the 12SS front, which is where the action was on June
26. The scenario is playable in about four to five hours.
Duration: Turn Track B, Turns 16-23 (8 turns).
Play Area: Only the area between the following boundaries is playable in this scenario: the north, south, and east map edges, and hex
column 06, inclusive (west).

British Setup

No German unit may be placed north of a British unit in the same
hex column; they must all be south of all British units in a specific
column.
The German player sets up his active on-map units, Dug-In markers,
and Strongpoints per 18.13 and 18.14.
Additionally, the following unit is placed in or adjacent to a unit
of 1/Pz12, 2/Pz12, or 4/Pz12:
• HQ/I/Pz12 Flakpanzer Platoon (1 unit).
The following units of 12SS are placed inactive within five hexes
of the south map edge and east of the Bordel:
• 1/Pz12 Panther Platoon (the remaining 1 unit).
• 2/Pz12 Panther Platoon (the remaining 1 unit).
• 4/Pz12 Panther Platoon (the remaining 1 unit).
Additionally, the following unit is placed within 3 hexes of either
Brettevillette hex:
•
1/101, 2/101, or 3/101 Tiger Tank Section (any 1 unit).
German Artillery: Per 18.13 and 18.14. Additionally, the following
artillery of 12SS is available at the start of the game:
• I(53)/Flak4 88mm Flak Artillery Battalion (1 unit).
German Reinforcements: The German player starts with no Reinforcement Points and then gains 2 per German Reset Phase starting
on turn 17. The units listed below are placed on the German Reinforcement card. All inactive units (on-map and off-map) are available
on or after the game turns indicated, at the cost listed on that card.
• 1/101, 2/101, or 3/101 Tiger Tank Sections (the remaining 2
units).
• 2/Flak12 88mm Flak Artillery Battery (1 unit).

The British player sets up first.
All British units and Dug-In markers are set up per 18.13 and 18.14.
Additionally, the following units are placed inactive in or north
of hex row 09:
• AT/Rec 6-pdr AT Troops (2 units).
British Artillery: All British artillery, per 18.5, is available at the
start of the game.
British Assets: All Assets marked with a “14” in a red circle are
not placed in the cup; instead leave them in the box. The British
player starts with no Assets and draws 1 per turn starting on turn 17.

• 6/Pz12 Panzer IV Platoon (the remaining 1 unit).
• 1/Pi12 Pioneer Platoon (1 unit).
• HQ/Pz12 and HQ/II/Pz12 Flakpanzer Platoons (2 units).
• AT/26 AT Gun Platoon (1 unit).
• FL/26 Flammpanzerwagen Sections (up to 3 units).

Transport Pools:
British: 2.
12SS: 2.
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Special Rules:
1. Kampfgruppe Wünsche (per 18.5, Special Rule #2). This event
has already taken effect; the KG Wünsche marker and the German
Divisional Boundary are not used in this scenario.
2. Operation EPSOM (per 18.5, Special Rule #3). This is in effect
on the first turn of the scenario.
3. Panzer Withdrawal (per 18.5, Special Rule #4). Place 5/Pz12 in
the Withdrawn box. Do not withdraw a company on the first turn of
this scenario, as 5/Pz12 has already satisfied the turn 16 withdrawal.
This will take place again on the fifth turn of this scenario.
4. Deactivation of British Formations (per 18.5, Special Rule #5).
5. British Battalion Collapse (per 18.5, Special Rule #6).
6. Construction of June 27 Strongpoints (per 18.5, Special Rule
#8).
7. No German unit may enter hex row 10.
8. The British MG platoons of B/Ken may participate in Assaults
with any unit(s) without incurring the British Coordination Penalty
(8.3 #16).

Victory Conditions:
The scenario is scored in the Victory Phase of the final turn. The
player with the most VPs wins. If the scores are tied, the scenario
is a draw.
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(See the Historical Notes for 18.14 for more details of the fighting
for La Ferme St. Nicolas.)
On the west flank, the 12KRRC advanced alongside tanks of the 24th
Lancers, attacking towards Brettevillette via the little town of Tessel.
They made it to the west edge of the village where the walled farm
known as “Le Montoir” (mistakenly called “Le Manoir” in many
books) stood imposingly. In an ensuing tank duel, several tanks of
24th Lancers were lost, as well as two German tanks. The 12KRRC
came under intense fire and could not hold their position. They were
forced to withdraw back to their start line at Tessel Woods.
In the British center, things got off to a rough start. The units did not
form up correctly at the starting line and the infantry fired on their
own tank support. Once the attack was underway, the Tyne Scots
immediately ran into rocket fire from the German Nebelwerfers.
They reached the Bordel stream and crossed it, only to be met with
stiff resistance from panzergrenadier infantry of 12th SS Panzer
Division and Panther tanks of Jürgensen’s I. Battalion. A heated
armor battle developed as the 12SS counterattacked in an effort
to restore its former frontline. Many Shermans of RDG were lost,
either crossing the stream or knocked out by enemy tanks. But, as
news of Operation Epsom reached Meyer, he withdrew his armor
eastward. By 1600, the battered Tyne Scots withdrew.
As the sun set on June 26th, much of Rauray and the surrounding
orchards remained in German hands.

Victory Points. Per 18.0.4. Additionally, both players score VPs
for objectives. Finally, both players score 1/2 VP per unspent Reinforcement Point.
Objectives. The German player earns 6 VPs for each of the following:
• Hex 0917 (Le Marais).
• Hex 1016 (Tessel-Bretteville).
• Each printed Strongpoint hex in the playable map area.
The British player earns VPs for the following:
• 6 VPs per Rauray village hex.
• 6 VPs per Brettevillette hex (1020, 1120).
• 2 VPs per hex for any other close terrain hex in or south of row
15 (not including Tessel Woods hexes).

Historical Notes:
On the east flank, the 7th Dukes and Sherman tank troops of the
Sherwood Rangers set out from the southern edge of Fontenay towards St. Nicolas Farm. Their initial attack was repulsed and they fell
back to the town and regrouped while the British artillery softened
the German positions with a heavy bombardment.
In the mid-afternoon, the Dukes again attacked the farm and this time
they were successful in capturing it. The British armor managed to
push 1.5 km beyond the farm. They were stopped just short of Rauray
and joined later that evening by the 11th DLI. With Operation Epsom now well underway, Rauray and the nearby high ground of the
Rauray spur had not been captured, but the British were optimistic
that it would be taken the following day.
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Additionally, the following units are placed inactive in any hexes
in or north of hex row 09:
• 11DLI Infantry Battalion (7 units); note that the MG platoon
associated with this battalion is already active and on-map.
• A/SRY and B/SRY Sherman Tank Squadrons (10 units).
• AA/SRY AA Tank Troop (1 unit).
• S/Rec Scout Platoons (the remaining 2 units).
• 146 AT Achilles SP 17-pdr Troop (any 1 unit).
After placing his units, the British player must reduce the following units:
• Any two troops of C/SRY.
• Any three infantry companies plus the Carrier Platoon of 7DWR.
The British player may place up to 2 Dug-In markers in Fontenay
village hexes that contain one or more British leg units.
British Artillery: Per 18.14.
British Assets: All Assets marked with a “14” in a red circle are not
placed in the cup; instead, leave them in the box. The British player
starts with no Assets. During the British Reset Phase of each turn
starting on turn 22, he rolls 1d6. On a roll of 3 or higher, he draws
1 Asset. No Asset is drawn on turn 26 (night turn).

18.16 “The Strong Crust”
The 11th DLI’s Attack on Rauray
(June 26th, p.m.)
With La Ferme St. Nicolas finally in British hands, Major General Barker attempted to keep up the momentum by launching
a late-day attack on Rauray by the 11th Durham Light Infantry,
supported by the entire regiment of the Sherwood Rangers tanks.
Play Note: This scenario highlights the late-day fighting for Rauray.
It features a lot of tank-on-tank action and is playable in about 90
minutes to two hours.
Duration: Turn Track B, Turns 22-26 (5 turns).
Play Area: Only the area between the following boundaries is
playable in this scenario: the north, east, and south map edges, hex
column 11, inclusive (west).

British Setup
The British set up first.
The British player places the following units within 2 hexes of
1211:
• 7DWR Infantry Battalion (8 units).
• C/SRY Sherman Tank Squadron (5 units).
• B/Ken MG Platoons (3 units).
• AC/Rec Armored Car Troop (1 unit).
• S/Rec Scout Platoon (any 1 unit).
• 82/RE AVRE Assault Tank Troop (any 1 unit).
• 220 AT 6-pdr AT Troop (1 unit).
Within 2 hexes of 1307 (Point 102):
• D/Ken Heavy Mortar Platoons (any 2 units).

British Reinforcements: The British player starts with 5 Reinforcement Points and gains 5 per British Reset Phase starting on turn
23. The units listed below are placed on the British Reinforcement
card. All inactive units (on-map and off-map) are available on or
after the game turns indicated, at the cost listed on that card, except
for the Scout Platoons, which cost 1 point per unit. Note that the
Crocodiles cost double their normal Reinforcement Point amount,
as indicated on the card.
• 141RAC Crocodile Flame-thrower Tank Troop (any 1 unit).
The cost to activate the B/SRY Sherman Tank Squadron is 5 points.

German Setup
The German player places the following units in or south of
hex row 15, but not in or adjacent to 1014 (La Grande Ferme),
or in 1414:
• 9/26 Panzergrenadier Company; the infantry company begins
broken down into its 3 corresponding breakdown units (6 units).
• 8/Pz12 Panzer IV Tank Company (3 units).
• 2/Pz12 Panther Tank Company (3 units).
• 14/26 Flak Platoon (any 1 unit).
• 16/26 Pioneer Platoon (any 1 unit).
After placing his units, the German player must reduce any two
platoons of 8/Pz12 and any one platoon of 2/Pz12.
The German player may place up to 8 Dug-In markers in hexes that
contain one or more German leg units. Additionally, 1 Strongpoint
marker is placed in any non-field hex in or south of hex row 16.
German Artillery: The following artillery of 12SS is available at
the start of the game:
• 5/Art12 and 6/Art12 105mm Artillery Batteries (2 units).
• 1/Werf12 150mm Rocket Artillery Battery (1 unit).
• 1/Flak and 3/Flak 88mm Flak Artillery Batteries (2 units).
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• I(53)/Flak4 88mm Flak Artillery Battalion (1 unit).
German Reinforcements: Per 18.13, except the German player
gains 1 Reinforcement Point per German Reset Phase starting on
turn 23.

Transport Pools:
British: 1.
12SS: 1.

Special Rules:
1. Kampfgruppe Wünsche (per 18.5, Special Rule #2). This event
has already taken effect; the KG Wünsche marker and the German
Divisional Boundary are not used in this scenario.
2. Operation EPSOM (per 18.5, Special Rule #3). Parts ‘b’ and ‘c’
are in effect starting on the first turn of the scenario.
3. No units of either side may move into or adjacent to La Grande
Ferme (1014).
4. No German unit may enter hex row 10.
5. The British MG platoons of B/Ken may participate in Assaults
with any unit(s) without incurring the British Coordination Penalty
(8.3 #16).

Victory Conditions:
The scenario is scored in the Victory Phase of the final turn. The
player with the most VPs wins. If the scores are tied, the scenario
is a draw.
Victory Points. Per 18.0.4. Additionally, both players score VPs
for objectives. Finally, both players score 1 VP per unspent Reinforcement Point.
Objectives. Either player scores 6 VPs for each of the following:
• Each Rauray village hex.
• Hex 1419 (Point 110).
The British player scores 2 VPs for each close terrain hex in or
south of row 18.
The German player scores 3 VPs for each close terrain hex in or
north of row 16.

Historical Notes:
Following the capture of St. Nicolas Farm by the 7th Dukes by
1800, the SRY (the entire tank regiment!) advanced to 1,000 yards
short of Rauray. They were joined by the 11th DLI, which attacked
Rauray at 2100. In the ensuing battle against German tanks and
dug-in infantry, several German tanks were knocked out. By 2230,
the 11th DLI had fought their way into the outskirts of the village,
but the majority of Rauray and the surrounding orchards were still
occupied by the Germans. Rauray would not fall that day.

Photo Captions
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Front Cover: Troops of ‘B’ Company of the 6th Royal Scots Fusiliers await the kickoff of Operation Epsom on June 26, 1944.
18.T1 #1 A squad of Panzer Lehr mounted on their SdKfz 251/1. #2 Panzergrenadiers
of 12th SS Panzer Division in a field south of Caen.
18.T2 British infantry of the 8th Rifle Brigade advance through the mists on June 29.
18.T3 #1 A Universal Carrier a.k.a. Bren Carrier and (#2) dismounted Bren gunner.
18.T4 British soldier with PIAT (Projector Infantry Anti-Tank).
18.T5 British troops under fire.
18.T6 A Panzer IV of 12th SS Panzer Division en route to Normandy.
18.T7 A Sherman DD moves through Douet on June 25, 1944.
18.T8 Sherman Firefly.
18.T9 #1 Humber armored cars of the 49th Regiment Reconnaissance Corps; the Polar
Bear logo is visible. #2 Captured German SdKfz 250/9 recon half-track.
18.T10 Towed 6-pdr AT guns.
18.T11 The team of a 17-pdr AT gun poses after knocking out a Panther at Le Haut
du Bosq on June 27, 1944.
18.1 #1 A Firefly of the 24th Lancers. The triangle symbol on the turret denotes this
tank as belonging to ‘A’ Squadron. #2 A heavily-camouflaged 76mm AT gun of the
Waffen SS.
18.2 British infantry, carriers, and tanks assemble for an attack during Operation
Charnwood, July 9, 1944.
18.3 #1 A Panzer IV of 6th Company, 12th SS Panzer Division. The names “Paula”
and “Wilma” are clearly visible; these were the girlfriends of the tank commander and
driver, respectively. #2 Tank 625 of 12th SS Panzer Regiment. The Germans started
numbering the tanks of a platoon at “5” rather than “1” to mask the identity of the
platoon leader’s vehicle; this is tank 1 of 2nd Company, II. Battalion. #3 Shermans
of the 24th Lancers pass a knocked out Panther north of Rauray. #4 A SdKfz 251/9
“Stummel” of Panzer Division Das Reich. 18.4 #1 This Panzer IV H from the 5th
Company of Panzer-Lehr-Regiment 130 was destroyed near St. Pierre by a side hit
from a 6-pdr of the 8th Duke of Cromwell’s Light Infantry on June 10. Note the
armored skirts, or “Schürzen,” intended to detonate hollow-charge AT rounds. #2
British infantry atop Sherman tanks. The third tank from left is a Firefly while the one
on the far right is a Crab (flail).
18.5 #1 British infantry of ‘B’ Company, 6RSF, crouch at the kick-off line for Operation Epsom on the morning of June 26, 1944. #2 The church tower in Fontenay-lesPesnel. #3 Max Wünsche commanding from atop his tank during field exercises near
Louviers, April, 1944.
18.6 #1 A Churchill AVRE followed by a carrier. There is a Bren gunner in the
foreground. #2 Infantry of the 6RSF advance through heavy mist during Operation
Epsom on June 26.
18.7 #1 A carrier of the 2nd Kensingtons passes a knocked out Tiger I (Tiger number
334) in Rauray. #2 Troops of the 6th RSF in a sunken lane. #2 German soldiers atop a
Panther; this is a post-Normandy photo from the Lorraine Campaign.
18.8 A German soldier spots for a Panther tank in Fontenay on June 25.
18.9 The Hallamshire Battalion at Bas de Fontenay on June 25.
18.10 #1 A knocked out German 75mm AT gun and dead gunner in Fontenay. A knocked
out Panther can be seen in the distance, and, further back, a knocked out Sherman. #2
Churchill AVRE of the RE in France.
18.11 #1 Sherman Firefly. #2 German Nebelwerfer 210mm rocket artillery. #3 Panzergrenadiers of 21st Panzer Division. #4 SdKfz 251/1 transport half-track of Panzer
Lehr Division.
18.12 #1 Sherman IIs and Fireflies gather on June 25 for the launch of Operation Epsom.
#2 A carrier of the Polar Bears is used as a field ambulance to evacuate a wounded troop.
18.13 #1 British troops pass a knocked out Panther. #2 Destroyed Wespe SP 105mm
artillery.
18.14 Panzer IVs in France.
18.15 #1 Panther in close terrain. #2 Shermans of the 4th/7th Royal Dragoon Guards
move towards Rauray.
18.16 #1 British soldiers inspect a knocked out Tiger at Rauray. #2 The effects of
heavy shelling can be seen in this photo of Rauray. Rauray served as the regimental
command post of 12th SS Panzer Regiment from June 24-27, 1944.
Back Cover: (Clockwise from upper left) #1 A British 6-pdr AT gun team poses
beside a knocked out Panther near Rauray. #2 A Sherman of the 4/7th Royal Dragoon
Guards near Rauray, June 28, 1944. The square symbol on the turret denotes this tank
as belonging to ‘B’ Squadron. #3 Troops of the Polar Bears dig in near Rauray. #4 A
British soldier inspects a captured German Nebelwerfer.
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19.0 Optional Rules

19.2 Luftwaffe Nuisance Raids 62

Any of the following optional rules and variant units can be used
if agreed upon in advance by both players. Note that some of these
may unbalance the game in favor of one side, as indicated in the descriptions. Most favor the Germans—which is not to infer that I feel
the game is pro-British when played with the standard rules. Rather,
there were many conditions and variables present in the battle which
favored the German defenders overall. I omitted many of these from
the standard rules due to the added weight, note-taking, or play time.

19.1 Fire Control 61
(favors the Germans overall)
Design Note: FC is an abstraction which accounts for diverse
elements including: crew training, experience, morale, gun stability, optics (including rangefinder), number of vehicles per unit,
and rate of fire. The Germans have a clear edge here—especially
in the category of optics. FC class has been calibrated such that
the British Sherman tanks are considered “Standard” and are not
affected by the FC rules.
Units with a ‘+’ symbol following their AT rating have an above
average FC Class. Those with a ‘–’ symbol have a below average
FC Class. Units with no such marking are FC Class Standard; their
FC rating is neither positive nor negative.
When making an AT Fire attack, units with a FC Class other than
Standard roll a third, red, d10 as well as a d6, for a total of four dice.
The d6 will hereafter be called the “FC die.” The result of the FC
die is compared to the integer value of the unit’s FC rating.
FC Class Good (positive numeral): If the result of the FC die is
equal to or less than the unit’s FC rating, the firing player adds the
two highest d10 results to resolve the AT Fire. Otherwise, the red
d10 is ignored.
FC Class Poor (negative numeral): If the result of the FC die is
equal to or less than the unit’s FC rating, the firing player adds the
two lowest d10 results to resolve the AT Fire. Otherwise, the red
d10 is ignored.
When using the FC rules, any other rule that refers to “either or both
dice rolled” (for example, 11.3.1 Flanking Fire in Assaults and 19.7
British Sabot Ammo) should be read to mean the two standard, black
d10—not the third, red d10—regardless of whether or not the red
d10 comes into play.
See 20.20 for examples.
FC Comparison in All-Vehicle Assaults. Use of these rules also
allows for a special DRM which applies only to Assaults where all
units of both sides are vehicles (see 11.4.1 #5 in the rules, and Tactical Advantage Modifiers #3 on the Player Aid Card). The phasing
player chooses a “lead” unit—usually the one with the highest FC
rating—to commit to the first AT Fire attack. The non-phasing player
also chooses a lead unit, and a comparison of each side’s chosen
unit’s FC is made to generate a positive or negative modifier, to a
maximum of +3 or –3, and cumulative with other applicable modifiers. Each side still chooses AT Fire targets independently; a lead
unit’s target need not be the opponent’s lead unit.
Example: The Germans are conducting the Assault and they choose
a Panther platoon (FC +4) as their lead unit. The British choose an
Achilles troop (FC +3). The net modifier is +1 (in the Germans’ favor).

(favors the Germans)
During each night turn German Reset Phase, the German player rolls 1d6. On a roll of 6, he receives the
Luftwaffe Nuisance Raid marker which must be used
immediately or lost.
To conduct the raid, the German player chooses a target hex which
is 4 or more hexes from German units and resolves the attack as an
Airstrike with RAS 9 using the RAT and/or Plunging Fire Table (see
19.10). DRMs apply normally (the following DRMs will always
apply: Night turn –2, Airstrike without a ground unit as spotter –1).
Play Note: These raids will be most effective if also using Optional Rule 19.10 Plunging Fire vs. Vehicles.

19.3 Friendly Fire
(favors the Germans overall)
Each time indirect fire targets a hex that is adjacent to one or more
friendly units, those units may be subjected to friendly fire. Exception: British units which are two hexes from the target of a British
Bomber (12.8.2.2) attack may also be subjected to friendly fire.
When resolving the Ranged Attack or Plunging Fire (19.10), any
unmodified roll of 2 or 3 (Exception: see Werfers, below) causes
a friendly fire attack. This indirect Ranged Attack is immediately
resolved against a hex adjacent to the original target hex, and within
range of the firing unit, selected by the firing player’s opponent.
The hex targeted need not be in the spotting unit’s LOS. Ranged
Attack DRMs, except those related to spotting, apply to the friendly
fire Ranged Attack. Results are applied to the friendly fire targets
normally, which can result in Suppression and step reduction of the
friendly units. The firing units are marked Fired, or Spent, at the
conclusion of the Ranged Attack.
One check per attack. Each indirect Ranged Attack against a target
hex may only cause one friendly fire attack, no matter how many
rolls are required to resolve that attack or how many unmodified
2 or 3s (Exception: Werfers) are rolled. These rolls can be from
any combination of rolls on the RAT, including one or more rolls
for Plunging Fire (due to multiple vehicle units in the target hex).
The roll to resolve a friendly fire attack may not cause a friendly
fire attack.
Werfers. The German Nebelwerfer (1/Werf12) and SP Rockets
units are eligible for friendly fire checks on any unmodified roll
of 2, 3, or 4.
Design Note: These were fearsome but wildly inaccurate weapons.

19.4 Breakdown Units
(favors the Germans overall)

Errata: The three British breakdown infantry platoons should have a
Range of 2, not 5, like that of their parent company. By the time we
caught this mistake, the counters had already gone to the printers.
Luckily, these units rarely see use in the game.
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Important Note: Unlike the other Optional Rules, these rules and
the corresponding units may be mandatory as specified in the scenario instructions. Some tutorials and scenarios require one or more
German panzergrenadier infantry companies to deploy as their three
corresponding breakdown platoons.
Either player may, at any time during either player’s Action Phase,
replace an on-map Carrier Platoon (British only) or infantry company (either player) with its corresponding breakdown unit counters.
Breakdown units function as normal units of their type, albeit at
reduced effectiveness.
Design Note: Players should consider the ramifications of “at any
time” since this means that units can break down at the instant
of an Assault, thereby altering the number of infantry steps and
affecting the Tactical Advantage modifier as well as the number
of possible zero-range AT Fire attacks.
The British player may break down one full-strength Carrier Platoon
of 49th Division into its two constituent units. Scout Platoons cannot
be broken down. Breakdown Carrier Platoon units only qualify for
the Armor Bonus when two are stacked in the same hex.
The British player may break down one full-strength infantry company of 49th Division into its three constituent platoon-sized units.
The KRRC rifle infantry companies cannot be broken down.
The German player may break down up to three full-strength panzergrenadier infantry companies of 12SS and up to two full-strength
panzergrenadier infantry companies of Panzer Lehr into their three
constituent platoon-sized units. Companies of 21PD cannot be
broken down.
Once broken down into its constituent units, the original unit should
be placed on the owning player’s Reinforcement card. To reform
the original unit, all substituent units must begin a friendly Action
Phase stacked; they cannot reform if one or more substituent units
have been eliminated or are otherwise not present in the hex. Note
that the three German breakdown infantry platoons of a particular
company share the same letter code (A, B, or C); only platoons with
the same letter code can reform a company.
Breakdown units have a stacking value equivalent of 1/3 (infantry
platoons) or 1/2 (carrier breakdown units) of a regular unit.
Eliminated breakdown units may be reconstituted normally.
When determining the Ranged Attack DRM against a target hex
containing infantry platoons, breakdown infantry platoons count for
the +1 DRM for every three present in the target hex.
Platoons may dig in as normal infantry units.

19.4.1 Setting Up Breakdown Units
Units may begin a scenario broken down into their constituent
units, as available. These breakdown units need not all be placed
in the same hex, so long as they obey the normal scenario setup
instructions.

19.5 Operational Sector Markers (OSMs) 63
(hinders both sides but favors the Germans overall)

It is recommended that these rules only be used with
larger, longer scenarios—those lasting 10 or more turns
and using the entire map. They are most ideally suited
for 18.5 The Campaign Game. They should not be used
in any scenario where the British axis of attack runs east-west (such
as 18.1).
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Design Note: The OSM rules simulate command and control
by giving formations specific goals to achieve or specific areas
of ground to defend. They discourage players from unrealistically mixing and matching formations, or shuffling units about
to achieve ideal odds breaks or ZOC coverage. When combined
with the British Coordination Penalty modifier in Assaults, they
create a “game within a game” by adding a realistic layer of C&C
on top of the game mechanics.
Each OSM marker displays the relevant formation’s Command rating
(left), OSM Radius (right) and formation ID (bottom). The markers
are color-coded by formation for ease of identification.
Inactive units and formations without an OSM are not affected by
OSM restrictions. The latter may maneuver as they please. British
units without OSMs include the D/Ken Heavy Mortar Company,
all AA tank troops, all 6-pdr and 17-pdr AT troops and platoons
(including the Achilles SP 17-pdr troops), all “funnies” of 79th
Armoured Division (Crocodiles, AVRE, and Sherman Crabs), and
the RMASG Centaur tanks. German units without OSMs include
Tiger sections, Jagdpanther sections, Flammpanzerwagen sections,
Flak platoons, SP Flak platoons, Flakpanzer platoons, and the onmap 88mm Flak unit.
Design Note: This produces a degree of flexibility for these formations. Their units can be parceled out as needed along the front
in a supporting role, or (in the case of the 17-pounders) spread
out in the rear areas.
OSMs of active, on-map formations are placed on the map during
setup, unless indicated otherwise in the scenario instructions. Newly
activating Reinforcements place their OSMs during the Action Phase
in which they activate.
German III/26 OSM. All units which comprise 12SS
panzergrenadier companies 9-12 are collectively governed by the III/26 OSM. Important: This marker is
double-sided. It begins play on its radius-3 side, and
flips (expanding its radius to 5) when the German Divisional Boundary is relocated, per 18.5 Special Rule #2d. If a scenario that uses
Turn Track B begins on or after turn 10, this OSM begins on its
radius-5 side; otherwise, it begins on its radius-3 side
German I/901 OSM. All units which comprise Panzer Lehr panzergrenadier companies 1-4 are collectively governed by the I/901
OSM.
German 192 OSM. All units which comprise 21PD panzergrenadier companies 1 and 6 are collectively governed by the 192 OSM.
British Tank OSMs. Each British tank regiment of
8th Armoured Brigade (24L, SRY, RDG) may use as
its OSM either its regimental OSM, or the OSM of any
one British Infantry Battalion. The British player must
specify the OSM to be used upon activating each tank squadron.
The tank squadron may only be transferred from the squadron OSM
to an infantry battalion OSM, or vice-versa, during the British Reset
Phase, or at the instant the associated battalion is withdrawn or
eliminated.
OSM Radii. Each OSM produces an OSM Radius extending outward from the marker in all directions. All non-exempt units (see
below) must operate within their formation’s OSM Radius or the
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player suffers possible VP penalties, as outlined below. A formation’s
OSM Radius is considered part of, but not all of, its OSM Corridor.
OSM Corridors. Each OSM also produces a friendly “corridor” of
operation which extends behind the front lines in the direction of
the friendly map edge (to the north for the British or south for the
Germans). The placement and width of this corridor is determined
by the OSM Radius (see illustration). All units (including exempt
units) must operate within their formations’ OSM Corridor or suffer
possible VP penalties.

OSM Relocation. Players may attempt to relocate all, some, or none
of their OSMs during each friendly Reset Phase. To do so, 1d10 is
rolled for each OSM. If the modified result is equal to or less than
the Command rating shown on the marker, the player may relocate
it. He simply picks it up and places it in any hex on the map. If the
modified result is higher than the Command rating, he may not
relocate the OSM this turn.
Play Note: When you want to defend an objective with a given
formation, you simply place the OSM on it. When you want to
go on the offensive, place the OSM ahead of your units (towards
the enemy) in the general area you wish to attack. When you
need to conduct an orderly retreat, place the OSM behind the
front lines, outside the current OSM Radius but still within the
OSM Corridor. As a general rule, units should attempt to move,
Advance After Combat, and Retreat within their OSM boundaries
(see 8.5.2 Retreat Priorities). During each friendly Action Phase,
non-exempt units which are outside their OSM Radius should
attempt to move within it.
VP Penalties. Players check for VP penalties associated with OSMs
twice during their turn (once OSM Markers are placed):
• Reset Phase: At the start of the friendly Reset Phase, before
attempting to relocate any OSMs, the owning player checks for
VP penalties for a formation if any units (exempt or otherwise)
of that formation are outside their OSM Corridor.
• Action Phase: At the conclusion of the Action Phase, the owning
player checks for VP penalties for a formation if at least half
(rounded down) of the non-exempt units of that formation which
began the phase outside their OSM Radius did not move at least
one hex closer to their OSM, or conduct at least one Combat or
Assault which would have placed them at least one hex closer
to their OSM following Advance After Combat (regardless of
whether the Combat or Assault was successful).
VP Penalty Checks. Each formation which must check for VP
penalties conducts its own check by rolling 1d6 and subtracting 4
from the result. Any result less than 1 is treated as 0. This result is
the number of VPs that the player loses; his VP marker is immediately adjusted on the Info Track accordingly. A player’s VP marker
cannot go below zero (see 18.0.4).

Example: The pictured German formation has an OSM Radius of
2 hexes (yellow). This in turn generates a corridor 5 hexes wide
which extends indefinitely toward the German map edge to the
south (red). Note that the OSM Radius lies within, and is part of,
the OSM Corridor.

Kampfgruppe Wünsche. German units on the wrong
side of the German Divisional Boundary ignore OSMs
and do not suffer OSM penalties; they are instead
governed by the KG Wünsche marker and VP penalties
as described under 4.2.3 and 18.5 Special Rule #2c.

Exempt Units. The following units are not restricted by their OSM
Radius but must still operate within their OSM Corridor to avoid
VP penalties:
• Mortars and IGs (including sIGs and SP versions).
• Independent transport units.
• Reduced units.
• Vehicle units on dusk, night, and dawn turns.
Design Note: The final two bullets allow reduced units to pull
back to a safe distance in order to attempt Recovery or take
Replacements.
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Design Notes: Players should understand that OSMs do not create
strict formational boundaries, but a game-within-a-game of risk
assessment and calculated risks. For example, let’s say your British
infantry formation’s OSM Radius lies across an open field to the
west, in a clump of bocage hexes. However, your progress has
been stalled by a Tiger section on the other side of that field, and
your formation has no reasonable way to deal with it. You now
have a tough decision to make: You can ignore your orders, and
possibly suffer the consequences for poor performance, or you
can risk an advance and possibly get your units shot up, losing
even more VPs (for reduced or eliminated units) in the process.
If you choose to ignore your orders and hold out for an attempt to
relocate OSMs (radioing your request to HQ) you might get lucky
and make your command check. If so, you won’t lose any VPs
for the current game turn, and you can then relocate your OSM
to a more reasonable position and/or call in support by relocating the OSM of another unit. For example, you might relocate
the OSM of a Firefly-enhanced tank squadron to deal with the
threat. Alternatively, you could spend Reinforcement Points to
commit a Reinforcement to the battle—for example, an Achilles
tank destroyer troop.

19.6 Variable Weather
If using these rules, ignore the specified Rain and Mud turns indicated on Turn Track B. Starting on turn 10 of Turn Track B, and for
every turn thereafter, 1d6 is rolled during each British Reset Phase.
On a roll of 1-5, there is no change. On a roll of 6, the weather
changes from Clear to Rain, or to Clear if it is already Rain (see
Player Aid Card 2). Mud begins on the fourth Rain turn, regardless
of whether or not the Rain turns are consecutive, and lasts for the
remainder of the game.
Design Note: Mud conditions are generally favorable to the Germans since they hinder the British units’ ability to move to and
from Recovery positions, form stacks, and assault. Using these
rules, Mud may occur sooner or later than historically.
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Ammo Low” marker in front of him as a reminder. The next time a
6-pounder gun firing sabot ammo rolls an unmodified 1, the marker
is flipped to its “Sabot Ammo Depleted” side and the British player
may no longer use sabot ammo. Note that this affects all 6-pounder
units rather than just a particular unit.
The status of a low/depleted sabot ammo marker may
be reduced from Depleted to Low, or from Low to
removal of the marker, during the British Reset Phase
of Night turns (see Replacement Table).

19.8 Massed Artillery vs. Armored Spearheads 65
(favors the British)
Historical Note: Concentrated British artillery fire often proved
decisive in breaking up German armored counterattacks.
This rule should only be used if also using Optional Rule 19.10
Plunging Fire vs. Vehicles.
As an exception to normal rules for Ranged Attacks and the ARC,
the British player (only) may not only use but combine his off-map
artillery units (but not Assets) into a single attack against a German
stack as a Friction Fire or ARC fire attack.
First the British player declares all units he intends to use in the
massed barrage. Units that are already marked Fired cannot be
chosen. Next he rolls 1d10 to determine the maximum number of
declared units which may contribute to the attack. If the number
rolled is less than the number of units declared, he chooses the participating units, up to the number specified by the die roll. Units that
were declared but which cannot participate are not marked Fired.
The attacks are resolved as a single Plunging Fire attack as follows.
The RAS value of the attack is determined by selecting the highest
RAS value of any individual firing unit, halving it (rounded up) per
10.7.5, then adding 1 per additional unit which is combining its fire.
The attack is then resolved normally on the RAT as a Plunging Fire
attack per 19.10, with the exception that a maximum number of step
reductions that can occur is two instead of one. When the first step
reduction occurs, the firing player may continue to roll against other
vehicle units in the hex, stopping if/when a second vehicle suffers
a step reduction or all vehicles have been attacked. Plunging Fire
modifiers apply normally. They are then resolved individually on
the RAT, as normal, if there are any non-vehicle units in the hex.
Example: The British player wishes to FF at a stack of German
panzers using six of his off-map artillery units. He rolls 1d10 to
determine the maximum number of units which may coordinate their
attack. His roll of 8 indicates that all 6 units may participate. The
massed fire includes 3 x 25-pdr Gunner Batteries (RAS 6 each) and
3 x Sexton SP batteries (RAS 7 each). The base RAS is half of the
highest individual unit, rounded up—in this case, 4. Each additional
firing unit adds 1 to this—in this case, +5—for a total RAS of 9. The
attack is resolved as Plunging Fire per 19.10.

A British AT gunner loads a sabot shell into his 6-pounder.

19.7 British Sabot Ammo 64
(favors the British)
The British player may, at his discretion, use sabot ammo for his
6-pounder AT guns (only) in order to receive a favorable DRM (see
AT Fire Modifier #9 on the Player Aid Card). When doing so, if
either unmodified die roll is a 1, the British player places the “Sabot
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All indirect Ranged Attacks—whether from on-map, off-map units,
or Assets—used against vehicles (including units with attached
transports on their Loaded/Towed side) use the Plunging Fire
procedure rather than the RAT. The RAT is still used for indirect
Ranged Attacks made by on-map units against adjacent vehicles.
Each indirect Ranged Attack can inflict a maximum of one step
reduction per target hex from Plunging Fire.

Heavily-laden Panzergrenadiers of the 12th SS Panzer Division.

19.9 12SS Fanatical Defense

66

(favors the Germans)
The German player may declare a Fanatical Defense when one or
more 12SS infantry units are defending in an Assault as part of a
stack which contains only other 12SS units and/or Tigers. This
declaration is made prior to rolling on the CRT, but after any support has been resolved.
The German player rolls 1d6 simultaneously with the British player’s
roll on the CRT. There are no DRMs. On a die roll of 1-3, the Fanatical Defense fails and all defending German units are eliminated
(including transports and AFVs). On a roll of 4-6, the Fanatical
Defense succeeds; the British player suffers one step reduction to an
assaulting unit of the German player’s choice (AFVs and transports
included) in additional to any losses mandated by the CRT, and the
German player must take all losses as step reductions.

The firing player makes a Plunging Fire roll against each vehicle
unit in the target hex, in the order he chooses, until a step reduction
is inflicted or all vehicles have been attacked. Roll 2d10, add their
results together, and then add the firing unit’s RAS or AT Rating,
whichever is higher (use RAS for units or Assets without an AT Rating). A number of DRMs may be applicable (see specifically noted
Ranged Attack Modifiers with a purple arrow symbol). Note that
the defending unit’s Armor rating is not involved in the determination except for the purpose of a DRM (case #22; see below). Also
note that only field terrain yields a DRM (case #2); other terrain
types do not.
A modified result of 19 or less indicates “No effect” while a 20 or
more inflicts one step reduction to the vehicle unit. Important: An
unmodified result of 19 or 20 automatically inflicts a step reduction.
Design Note: This amounts to a 3% chance, or about 1 in 33.
If non-vehicle units also exist in the target hex, the attack is also
resolved on the RAT after the Plunging Fire Table results have been
applied. Note that unarmored vehicle targets such as trucks may be
affected twice—once by the Plunging Fire procedure and once by
the RAT. British Carrier Platoons and Scout Platoons may also be
affected twice.
Worthy of special mention is modifier case #22: Target’s Armor
rating, in increments of 3. A –1 DRM applies per increment, dropping any fractions.
Design Note: Heavy vehicles are more difficult to flip over using
bombs or artillery.
Examples: German half-tracks and light armored cars (Armor 1
or 2) grant no modifier, Pumas and Crusader Tractors (Armor 3)
grant a –1, Panzer IVs and Shermans (Armor 6 and 8, respectively)
grant a –2, Panthers (Armor 10) grant a –3, and Tigers (Armor 12)
grant a –4.

This Panther of the 12th SS Panzer Division has been
flipped over—probably by a bomb, naval gun shell,
or internal ammo explosion.

19.10 Plunging Fire vs. Vehicles 67
(helps both sides but overall favors the British, who have more
artillery)
A 25-pdr field gun of the Polar Bears.
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movement), but otherwise attempt to follow the instructions of the
result on the table.
Examples: The British player specifies that a stack of Sherman tank
troops will attempt to move 2 hexes directly south in a straight line.
The Disorientation roll yields a 16 (“moves 3, rotates east, moves
1”). Since the unit is only moving 2 hexes (total), it cannot move 3,
rotate, and move again. Instead it moves 2 hexes south and halts.
If the roll had been a 4 (“moves 1, rotates west, moves 3”) the unit
would have moved 1, rotated west, moved 1 more hex, and halted.
Following Roads. Units that follow a road for the entirety of their
move need not roll. Units that follow a road for a portion of their
move need roll only for the off-road portion.
Halt. Units moving off-road halt, ending their movement, for any
of the following reasons:
• Attempting to cross a waterway hexside. The unit halts before
crossing the waterway.

A Sexton SP 25-pdr gun firing.

• Attempting to enter a hex which would result in overstacking
with other British units. The unit halts before entering the hex.

19.11 Counter-Battery Fire 68
(favors the British)
Whenever a German non-Werfer off-map artillery unit fires, the
British player may immediately declare counter-battery fire by
committing one of his own off-map artillery units, including artillery Assets. The committed British off-map unit or Asset is marked
Fired or Spent. Counter-battery fire is resolved after the resolution
of the original artillery fire, but before resolving any further actions,
including continuation of the ARC.
To determine the effect of the fire, the British player rolls 2d10 and
adds the firing British unit’s RAS along with any DRMs, as outlined
on Player Aid Card 2. He then references the Counter-Battery Fire
Table (see Player Aid Card 2). A modified result of 20 or less has no
effect, while a 21 or more delays the return of the firing German unit
by a further 1-6 game turns (in addition to its normal delay); roll 1d6.
For purposes of the “Target unit is SP” DRM, the following German units qualify as self-propelled: 2/Art12, 3/Art12, 1/Art130, 2/
Art130, and 3/Art130.

19.12 British Disorientation
(favors the Germans)
These rules apply only to turn 1 of Turn Track B and are in addition
to 18.5 Special Rule #1 (Smoke and Fog). Scenarios that do not start
on turn 1 cannot use this rule.
“I could get no information out of either company until both at last
reported that they were lost in the mist and had lost touch with all
their platoon. It was a slow and eerie business. En route we ran
into two carriers and at least a platoon of the Royal Scots Fusiliers, moving painfully across our front. I gave them the compass
bearing (left and parallel to the Hallams) to their own sector.”
~ Lt.-Col. Hart Dyke, CO of the Hallams
Before each British stack that will move more than one hex moves,
the British player specifies the number of hexes it will move. He
then rolls 2d10 and consults the British Disorientation Table (see
Player Aid Card 2).
Units never move more than the total number of hexes specified by
the player before rolling (and recall that British infantry and MG
units beginning in hex rows 06 and 07 must attempt to use their full

• Entering any hex with an inactive British unit. The unit enters
the hex and halts, unless this would result in overstacking.
• Attempting to enter any hex occupied by an enemy unit (and
the British stack must then conduct an Assault).
• Attempting to move outside the playable map area (applies to
scenarios which use only a portion of the map).

19.13 Minefields
(favors the Germans)
Only the German player may place mine fields, and only the British
player may remove them.

19.13.1 Placing Mines
During setup, the German player may secretly place minefields as
allowed by the scenario instructions.
The German player records the hexes of the minefields
on a piece of paper. He keeps them secret from the
British player until a British stack enters a hex with a
hidden minefield. At that point a Minefield marker is
placed in the hex and all effects take place immediately (see
19.13.3.1).

19.13.2 Removing Mines
Mines can be removed automatically by Sherman Crab
tanks (see below) or via the mine removal procedure
below by AVRE assault tank troops or full-strength
British infantry companies.
To remove mines the unit must begin its Action Phase in or adjacent
to the minefield hex. Neither the unit’s hex nor the minefield hex may
be in an eZOC. The minefield marker is flipped to its “Removing
Mines” side and placed atop the hex. The unit is placed in the hex if
it was adjacent (no MPs are actually expended). This counts as the
unit’s sole action for the phase (Exception: ARC; but see below).
The Minefield marker is removed from the hex if, by the start of
the following friendly Action Phase, the unit has not at any point
been in an eZOC, been fired upon via direct ranged fire (applies
only to infantry companies), or by AT Fire (applies to AVRE), has
not participated in the ARC, and has not taken a step reduction for
any reason while under the Removing Mines marker. If any of the
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above occur, the Removing Mines marker is immediately flipped
back to its minefield side.
Sherman Crabs. Any time a Sherman Crab unit occupies a mined hex, it may spend 2 additional MPs to
remove the minefield marker from its hex.

19.13.3 Effects of Minefields
A unit entering a hex with a minefield marker pays the normal cost
to enter the terrain, ignoring roads, plus half of its printed MA,
rounded up.
Example: A Sherman tank with MA of 11 entering a mined heavy
bocage hex pays 9 MPs (3 + 6).
Each unit exiting a minefield hex must roll 1d6. A leg unit takes a
step reduction on a roll of 1. A vehicle unit takes a step reduction
on a roll of 1 or 2.
Minefields remain active in a hex until removed. Units do not pay
additional MPs when exiting a mined hex. Mines are indiscriminate;
once placed, they affect units of both sides. This means it will require
honest gamesmanship on the part of the German player to avoid his
own hidden mine fields.
Units may not voluntarily Advance After Combat into a minefield,
nor may they Retreat into one if other options exist which will not
result in a step reduction or their elimination.

19.13.3.1 Effects of Hidden Minefields
When a hidden minefield is entered by the British player, the German player reveals it and immediately places a Minefield marker in
the hex. No additional MPs are expended but the British units must
immediately check for losses as if they had just exited a minefield
hex. Play now continues normally, with the Minefield handled as
outlined above. The British units which entered the hidden minefield
hex may exit the hex (checking for losses once again) if they have
enough MPs remaining.

19.14 German AP Ammo Shortage
(favors the British)
Design Note: These rules do not apply to infantry units, which
generally had plenty of Panzerfäuste and/or Panzerschreck available. Using these rules will require a bit of bookkeeping on the
part of the German player.
Only German units with an AT rating of 14 or higher
and an AT Range greater than zero (Panzer IV, Panther,
Jagdpanther, Tiger, 75mm AT gun, 88mm Flak) are
affected by these rules, and only on or after turn 14 on
Turn Track B (June 26).
Each time a German player performs AT Fire with an affected unit
there is a chance that he will suffer the effects of an ammo shortage.
If the AT Fire roll is an unmodified 5 or less the German player places
the “AP Ammo Low” marker on the affected unit as a reminder.
Note: If multiple units are affected, the German player will need
to make a note of them on paper, or use make-shift markers or
coins. Note that an unmodified 5 or less corresponds exactly to
a 10% chance.

Units marked AP Ammo Low:
• Never qualify for the ARC.
• Have their Fire Control rating (19.1) reduced by 3. Examples:
+3 becomes 0, +1 becomes a –2, “Standard” (0) becomes a
–3, and Tigers become a +2.
The next time an AT Fire roll by a unit marked AP Ammo Low results
in an unmodified 5 or less, the marker is flipped to its “AP Ammo
Depleted” side and the unit may no longer make AT Fire attacks.
The status of a Low/Depleted AP Ammo marker may be reduced
from Depleted to Low, or from Low to removal of the marker, during
the German Reset Phase of the Night turn (see Replacement Table).

19.15 Fog of War
(hinders both sides but favors the Germans overall)
When using this rule, the eight control markers are
used as Fog of War markers. The British player receives
two such markers, and the German player receives six.
Units should not be spread out in their hexes; instead
they should be physically stacked on top of one another, except as
noted below. Any markers in the hex such as Digging-In, Dug-In,
Strongpoint, Suppressed, Retreated, Fired, and Inactive should be
placed beside the stack of units—not atop it.

19.15.1 Placement of Fog of War Markers

Either player may place one or more of his markers atop an unspotted stack (including Concealed units in spotted hexes), or atop any
stack in a Dug-In or Strongpoint hex, at any time during his Reset or
Action Phase. One or more Fog of War markers may also be inserted
into friendly stacks that meet either of the above qualifications.
Design Note: Inserting markers into a stack creates “dummy
units” within the stack, creating the illusion of more units.

19.15.2 Stacking Order
All stacks are affected by stacking order—not just those with Fog of
War markers. If one or more vehicle units exist in a stack (including
British Carrier Platoons and Scout Platoons but not units with attached transports), the owning player must place such a unit on the
top of the stack (but under the Fog of War marker, if applicable). If
there are no vehicle units in the stack, but if one or more infantry
companies exist in the stack, the owning player must always place
such a unit on top (but under the Fog of War marker, if applicable).
Three or more breakdown platoons count as an infantry company
for this purpose; one such platoon must be placed on top.

19.5.3 Examining Enemy Stacks and Movement
Players may examine an enemy stack only if it is not beneath a Fog
of War marker and one or more of the following conditions are met:
• The stack in question occupies a Field hex within LOS of a
friendly spotting unit.
• The stack’s hex is marked with or adjacent to a Tactical Recon
marker.
• The stack is adjacent to an enemy unit, is not in a Dug-In or
Strongpoint hex, and LOS is one or greater.
If both players agree, they should not observe the movement of their
opponent’s units, except during Assaults and as units become spotted, including all opportunities for FF and the ARC. This obviously
requires honesty on the part of both players.
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19.5.4 Removal of Fog of War Markers.
Fog of War markers placed atop stacks are always removed at the
instant of an Assault or Combat. They are also removed when any
Concealed units within the hex would normally become spotted
(Example: a hex adjacent to any enemy unit when LOS is one or
greater) unless the hex is Dug-In or a Strongpoint, in which case the
units remain under the Fog of War marker. Ranged Attacks do not
necessitate the removal of markers, but note that this will require
honesty on the part of the owning player, who should still inform
his opponent as to which DRMs apply to the Ranged Attack and if/
when the attacks result in step reductions.
Removed markers are eligible to be placed again during the next
friendly Reset or Action Phase.

19.16 Reconnaissance
(This rule should not affect overall play balance by much. The German player has a few more recon units, but the British player will
use his eligible units as spotters more regularly since he has more
artillery available.)
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Design Note: Tigers were notoriously heavy. Use of this rule
means that two of the four Fontenay bridges are no longer usable
by Tigers, and three of four bridges along the north-south run of
the Bordel south of Fontenay are also off limits. While the Tigers
still have crossing points, their options are limited and this will
likely slow them down en route to the front. We found no evidence
that the Tigers were affected by mud or bridges during the battles
in this game. These rules are included just for fun.

19.18 Increased Stacking Limits 70
The stacking restrictions remain the same except that all singlestep units and all vehicle units each count as 1/3 unit for stacking
purposes.
Design Note: While more realistic, these rules make the game
considerably harder to physically play.

The rule does not apply on turns when LOS=0. The following units
qualify as recon units for the purpose of this rule:
• British Scout Platoons (S/Rec, S/KRRC).
• British armored cars (AC/Rec).
• German recon infantry platoons (12SS infantry units of 15/26,
3/Auf, and 4/Auf).
• German armored cars and recon half-tracks (12SS or Panzer
Lehr units of 1/Auf and 2/Auf).
Recon units may act as spotters for indirect fire for any target
hex within two hexes of their location, regardless of LOS and in
additional to normal spotting ability. Furthermore, this spotter is
considered to be adjacent to the target, and any Concealed units in
the spotted hex revealed, for purposes of DRMs for indirect Ranged
Attacks. If also using 19.15 Fog of War, enemy stacks within two
hexes may be examined, and any Fog of War markers or dummy
units are automatically removed.

19.17 Tigers in the Mud 69

19.19 British Exhaustion
(favors the Germans)
If using this rule, the rule for British Activation Limits 18.0.3.1 is not
used; the British player is instead limited only by the following rule.

(favors the British)
Each time a Tiger unit enters a hex other than via
primary road, secondary road, or railroad, roll 2d10.
On Mud turns, secondary roads also necessitate a roll.
On a modified roll of 3 or less, the unit must halt its
move in the newly entered hex. If this occurs during the German
Action Phase, the unit’s MP is reduced to zero. If it occurs during
an Advance After Combat, the unit halts and can advance no further.
If it occurs during a Retreat, Withdrawal, or Reaction Move, the
unit is eliminated.
Design Note: In this case, the crew has abandoned the stuck
vehicle.
Each of the following cases provides a –1 DRM, cumulative:
• The hex is adjacent to a waterway.
Design Note: These hexes represent low, soggy ground.
• It is a Mud turn.
Tigers and Bridges. Tigers may only cross waterways at primary
or secondary road bridges; they may not use tertiary road bridges.

Active British infantry battalions (including the KRRC Rifle Battalion) deactivate automatically during the British Reset Phase of
the following morning turn (0700) unless they were activated in
the afternoon or later (1300-2230 game turns), in which case they
deactivate 10 turns after the turn of their activation. Battalions that
deactivate in this manner do not yield Reinforcement Points and
need not be within seven hexes of the northern map edge; they are
simply removed from the map and placed on the Turn Track based
upon a die roll, as described in 18.5 Special Rule #5 Deactivation
of British Formations.
Play Note: Players may wish to use the OSM markers on the
Turn Track as a reminder of when particular battalions deactivate. If using Optional Rule 19.5 OSMs, some note taking will
be required instead.
Design Note: The Germans are not affected by exhaustion rules
because they are already exhausted and they have no infantry
reserves. This is reflected in the rules for Recovery and in the
overall game situation.
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